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In few words

Systemic sclerosis (SSc) is a rare autoim-
mune disease with heterogeneous symp-
toms and characterized by immune al-
teration, vascular abnormalities, fibrosis 
and hypoxia. SSc is a poorly understood 
disease with no available effective cure 
and an unknown pathophysiology. Re-
cent studies identified chemokine (C-X-
C-motif) ligand-4 (CXCL4) as a potential 
biomarker produced by pro-inflamma-
tory immune-cells. Besides, alteration in 
fat metabolism has been shown to elicit 

immune-cell polarisation in SSc. 
The aim of this thesis is to explore the 
augmented production of CXCL4 and its 
role in aberrant fibrogenesis in patients 
with SSc. Moreover, the metabolic status 
of fat biology in pathophysiology of SSc 

was further inquired.
In healthy immune-cells CXCL4-pro-
duction depends on mitochondrial reacti-
ve oxygen species and hypoxia inducible 
factor (HIF)-2α stabilization. We obser-
ved that Toll-Like receptor (TLR) trigge-
red upon hypoxic environment is respon-
sible for augmented CXCL4-production 
in SSc. Also, we pinpointed the potential 
beneficial role of HIF-2α stabilization on 
cytokine production and confirmed its po-
tential features as a therapeutic target in 
SSc treatment. Besides, we demonstrated 
that fatty acids and carnitine composition 
were altered in SSc and demonstrated 
that inhibiting fatty acid oxidation abates 
pro-inflammatory cytokine production 
in immune-cells of SSc patients. Finally, 
we observed that inhibition of mamma-
lian target of rapamycin (mTOR), with 
metformin reduces pro-inflammatory 
cytokine production, signifying the po-
tential therapeutic effect of metabolic me-

diators in immune cells.
Taken together, targeting TLR stimula-
tion, HIF-2α stabilization and fatty acid 
oxidation inhibits aberrant cytokine and 
CXCL4-production in immune cells and 
metformin treatment can contribute in 
reducing pro-inflammatory cytokine pro-

duction in patients with SSc.

In het kort

Systemische sclerose (SSc) is een zeldzame 
auto-immuunziekte met heterogene symp-
tomen en wordt gekenmerkt door immuun 
veranderingen, vaatafwijkingen, fibrose en 
hypoxie. SSc is een aandoening zonder ef-
fectieve genezing met een onbekende pa-
thofysiologie. Recente studies hebben che-
mokine (C-X-C-motief) ligand-4 (CXCL4) 
geïdentificeerd als een potentiële biomarker 
die wordt geproduceerd door pro-inflam-
matoire immuuncellen. Bovendien is aange-
toond dat veranderingen in het vetmetaboli-
sme de polarisatie van immuuncellen in SSc 

opwekken.
Het doel van dit proefschrift is om de verho-
ogde productie van CXCL4 en zijn rol in 
afwijkende fibrogenesis bij patiënten met 
SSc te onderzoeken. Daarnaast, werd de me-
tabole status van vetbiologie in de pathofy-

siologie van SSc nader onderzocht.
In gezonde immuuncellen is de CXCL4-pro-
ductie afhankelijk van mitochondriale re-
actieve zuurstofspecies en hypoxie-indu-
ceerbare factor (HIF) -2α-stabilisatie. We 
hebben waargenomen dat Toll-Like receptor 
(TLR) die wordt geactiveerd in een hypoxi-
sche omgeving verantwoordelijk is voor 
een verhoogde CXCL4-productie in SSc. 
We hebben ook de potentiële gunstige rol 
van HIF-2α-stabilisatie op de cytokinepro-
ductie vastgesteld en de potentiële kenmer-
ken ervan als therapeutisch mogelijkheid 
bij SSc-behandeling aangetoond. Daarnaast 
hebben we bewezen dat vetzuren en car-
nitine-samenstelling in SSc zijn veranderd 
en dat het remmen van vetzuuroxidatie de 
pro-inflammatoire cytokineproductie in im-
muuncellen van SSc-patiënten vermindert. 
Tenslotte hebben we vastgesteld dat remmen 
van het mammalian target van rapamycine 
(mTOR) met metformine de pro-inflamma-
toire cytokineproductie vermindert, wat het 
potentiële therapeutische effect van metabo-

le mediatoren in immuuncellen aangeeft.
Samengenomen, reguleren van TLR-stimu-
latie, HIF-2α-stabilisatie en vetzuuroxidatie 
remt afwijkende cytokine- en CXCL4-pro-
ductie in immuuncellen en behandeling met 
metformine kan bijdragen aan het vermin-
deren van pro-inflammatoire cytokinepro-

ductie bij patiënten met SSc.ISBN 978-94-6380-841-5
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1
Introduction

Systemic Sclerosis

Systemic sclerosis (SSc) is a rare and chronic pathological condition of which the aetiology 

is still poorly understood. SSc is clinically associated with fibrosis, vascular abnormalities 

and immune alterations. In addition to the skin, internal organs and in particular guts, lungs, 

hart and kidneys can be affected by the disease1. The incidence of SSc varies around the 

world from 7 cases per 100.000 inhabitants in Norway to 44 cases per 100.000 inhabitants 

in Canada per year. Women are mostly affected with a ratio female/male of 3:1 in Norway 

and 15:1 in USA and most of the patients have an age at the time of the diagnosis between 

30 and 60 years2.

SSc was firstly described in Napoli in 1753 by Carlo Curzio3 while working at the Ospedale 

degli incurabili (hospital for untreatable) and later in 1836 named skleroderma generale by 

Giambattista Fantonetti4. Skleroderma is the combination of two Greeks words: Sklerosis 

(=hard) and Dermis (=skin), as the main clinical characteristic of SSc is skin fibrosis1.

Fibrosis is a process where the fibrotic connective component of a tissue (mainly collagen) 

exceeds the physiological quantity5. Fibrosis occurs mainly as a response to chronic 

inflammatory reaction, for example after persistent infections or tissue injury5. The response 

can also occur when the body identifies a foreign body (corpus alienum). Another example 

is the presence of prothesis which could be recognized as a foreign body by the immune 

system and it will face a process of encapsulation until it is isolated in a “virtual” space 

outside of the body. The aim of fibrotic processes is to protect from “danger” by isolating 

“unrecognizable” and foreign bodies outside of the body. At the same time, a tissue that 

becomes fibrotic will lose its physiological function in exchange of serving solely as a 

“barrier”6. 
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1In SSc, the extension of the skin fibrosis is used as a parameter to classify patients. The 

classification knows three different patterns:

• non-cutaneous (ncSSc),

• limited cutaneous (lcSSc) and

• diffuse cutaneous (dcSSc).

Patients with ncSSc do not have skin involvement, while lcSSc and dcSSc have skin 

involvement. In the case of lcSSc, the skin involvement regards the face and arms, and legs 

till the elbow and knee. The skin involvement of patients with dcSSc can involve all the skin 

of the body, including chest and back1,7. In the majority of the patients with SSc, Raynaud 

phenomenon (RP) is the first visible symptom8. RP is a vasospasm that leads to whitening 

of the fingers (of hands or feet). Eventually, this can be followed by a blue phase, where 

the fingers become blue and finally the colour of the fingers become red as the vasospasm 

ends9. Generally, patients will start to develop skin fibrosis years after the RP. Each patient 

develops skin fibrosis with a different pattern, some will develop it immediately as dcSSc, 

while other will first develop a lcSSc-like pattern and eventually progress towards a dcSSc-

like pattern; while others will never develop skin fibrosis. Given the disease heterogeneity 

and the distinct sequence in which the symptoms are manifested, diagnosis of the disease 

remains a challenge. Therefore, there are criteria set according to which the specialists 

can diagnose the disease. The last version of the criteria is the 2013 American College of 

Rheumatology (ACR) and European League Against Rheumatism (EULAR) criteria for 

SSc10 (resumed in table 1).
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1 Table 1 ACR/EULAR criteria for SSc

Item Sub-item Score

Skin thickening of the fingers of 
both hands extending proximal 

to the metacarpophalangeal 
joints (sufficient criterion)

- 9

Skin thickening of the fingers 
(only count the highest score)

Puffy fingers 2

Sclerodactyly of 
the fingers (distal to 

metacarpophalangeal but 
proximal to the proximal 

interphalangeal joints)

4

Fingertip lesions (only count the 
highest score)

Digital tip ulcers 2

Fingertip pitting scars 3

Telangiectasia - 2

Abnormal nailfold capillaries - 2

Pulmonary arterial hypertension (PAH) 
and/or Interstitial lung Disease 

(ILD)* 
(*Maximum score is 2)

PAH 
ILD 2

Raynaud’s phenomenon - 3

Scleroderma related 
antibodies**(any of anti-

centromere, anti-topoisomerase 
l [anti-Sd 70], anti-RNA 

polymerase III)  
(**Maximum score is 3)

Anti-centromere 
Anti-topoisomerase I 

Anti-RNA polymerase III
3

According to the 2013 ACR-EULAR criteria, a total score higher or equal to 9 or a skin 

involvement of the fingers of both hands proximal to the metacarpophalangeal joints are 

sufficient to make diagnosis of SSc.

As previously mentioned, vascular abnormalities are one of the main characteristics of SSc. 

In this regard, a comprehensive review regarding SSc pathogenesis has been published, 

with 100 articles only about vascular abnormalities in SSc. Pattanaik et al. resumed the 

typical vascular alterations present in SSc vasculopathy, as reduction and altered structure 

in capillaries, damaged endothelial cells and impaired microvasculature structure11. The 
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1cause of these alterations is still uncertain, but our study have suggested that CXCL4, a 

chemokine increased in SSc12, may contribute to disease vasculopathy13.

Although the symptoms and presentation of SSc are very heterogeneous, one constant 

present condition that all SSc patients have in common is hypoxia14. Hypoxia is a condition 

where the oxygen concentration in the tissues is lower than the physiological level14. This 

condition can occur during inflammation or during RP due to vasoconstriction. Hypoxia 

occurs also due to impaired vascular structure or due to impaired oxygen supply through 

a fibrotic tissue. Taken together, aberrant immune activation (inflammation), vascular 

abnormalities and fibrosis all have hypoxia in common.

The immune system in SSc

The underlying events leading to SSc are still unknown, but as an autoimmune disease, it is 

generally accepted that a disturbed and aberrantly functioning immune system is the leading 

cause of the disease15. Furthermore, chronic endothelial cell activation, and recurrent immune 

cells infiltration e.g. lymphocytes, monocytes and dendritic cells (DC)16,17, are considered as 

the earliest events in the pathogenesis of SSc18. Different studies have demonstrated that B 

cells, T cells and monocytes have an aberrant profile in SSc. 

It has been shown that B cells contribute to SSc pathogenesis producing autoantibodies, 

activating other immune cells and/or by pro-inflammatory cytokine production19. Moreover, 

due to overexpression of CD19, B cells have a chronically hyper-reactive memory 

compartment and promote autoantibody production19. Therefore, anti B cell therapy has 

been considered in SSc treatment, even though there are no direct evidences explaining how 

B cells regulate SSc pathophysiology19.

T cells and in particular the regulatory (anti-inflammatory) compartment (Treg) have been 

associated to the pathogenesis of SSc20–22. Circulating Treg have been found to have a 

decreased functional ability21,23, but are increased in numbers during the episodes of disease 
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1 activity24. Moreover, it has been shown that Treg are capable of converting to pathogenic 

effector T cells, Th17 and Th2 cytokine producing cells25–28. This conversion of Treg 

depletes the anti-inflammatory immune forces even further and thereby contributes to a 

chronic inflammatory state of SSc20,28,29.

Similarly, monocytes were observed to play a role in the pathogenesis of SSc. The presence 

of pro-fibrotic monocytes, in particular monocytes with M1- (pro-inflammatory) and M2-

phenotype, signifies the effect of aberrant monocyte’s behavior and their contribution in 

fibrotic pathology of SSc30,31.

Another important key player in the pathogenesis of SSc are dendritic cells (DCs). As an 

important part of the immune system, DCs are the link between the innate and the adaptive 

immune response32 and express toll-like receptors (TLRs). These receptors are known to 

be highly preserved during the evolution and are able to recognize conserved domains of 

proteins and pathogens33. One important role of DCs is to recognize pathogens after which 

they initiate an immune response and subsequently recruit and activate the adaptive immune 

system32. A common in Vitro model to study the behavior of DCs is monocyte derived 

dendritic cells (mo)DCs34. In Vivo, the importance of DCs in SSc pathogenesis has been 

shown by many studies35–39. In particular, plasmacytoid DCs (pDCs) has been recognized as 

fundamental cell type involved in the pathophysiology of SSc12.

pDCs are mainly involved in viral response and therefore equipped with endosomal TLRs40. 

Current literature pinpointed that in SSc, pDCs are dysregulated and migrate to the lungs 

and skin12,41,42, where locally produce cytokines and initiate an immune response. Finally, 

pDCs are the major type I interferon (IFN) producing cells and the main source of C-X-

C-motif ligand 4 (CXCL4) in SSc12. IFN type I (composed by IFNα and IFNβ) cytokines 

are involved in the anti-viral and microbial responses43,44. Interestingly, various gene 

polymorphisms associated with SSc are involved in controlling type I IFN45. Furthermore, 

in skin and blood of near half of the patients with SSc, an excessive production of type I 

IFN has been observed45–48. An upregulation in IFN levels is considered as a relatively early 
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1manifestation of SSc47. Also, IFN-inducible chemokine has been shown to correlate with 

the involvement of the skin and lungs in SSc49. Similarly, CXCL4 levels correlate with skin 

and lung fibrosis and it has been shown that CXCL4 mediates the TLR-induced type I IFN 

production12.

CXCL4

CXCL4 is a cytokine originally isolated from platelets and therefore also known as platelet 

derived factor 4 (PF4). As an immune modulating cytokine, CXCL4 plays an important role 

in diseases such as intestinal inflammatory bowel disease (IBD), psoriasis, cystic fibrosis, 

liver fibrosis and cancer50–55. Furthermore, CXCL4 stimulation of monocytes orchestrates 

an increase in production level of interleukin (IL-) 6 and tumour necrosis factor α (TNF α) 

56,57. Another study has shown that moDCs, when differentiated in the presence of CXCL4, 

develop a more mature phenotype with increase of responsiveness to TLRs, increased 

pro-inflammatory cytokine production and a higher capacity to stimulate the proliferation 

of T cells58. In addition, CXCL4 promotes IL-17 production59 and T-helper cell 2 (Th2) 

cytokines (IL-4, IL-5, and IL-13), and suppresses T-helper cell 1 (Th1) cytokines60 in T 

lymphocytes. To date, a detailed mechanism of CXCL4 in SSc is rather unknown and 

requires further investigations. However, early studies performed by van Bon and colleagues 

have shown that pDCs are the main CXCL4 producers in patients with SSc and thereby 

emphasized CXCL4 might function as a potential biomarker of SSc12. Furthermore, Kioon 

and collaborators pinpointed a potential role of phosphatidylinositol 3-kinase δ in CXCL4 

secretion after TLR8 stimulation41 and Lande et al. showed that CXCL4 can create immune 

complexes with “self” DNA and the presence of these induced and correlated with type I 

IFN production in blood and skin61. Therefore, growing evidence suggests that CXCL4 

increase in SSc might eventuate the chronic pro-inflammatory status of the disease.
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1 Hypoxia and HIFs

SSc is a disease characterized by fibrosis, vascular abnormalities and immune alterations 

and hypoxia is interconnected with all these three aspects14. When hypoxia occurs within 

the cell, the level of mitochondrial reactive oxygen species (mtROS) rises and the hypoxia 

inducible factors (HIFs) get activated62. mtROS are highly reactive molecules that are 

physiologically produced inside the mitochondria63 during the energy production from 

the oxidative phosphorylation process64,65. Recent literature, in contrary to what have been 

assumed before, suggests that mtROS are not simply a side product of the energy machinery 

of the cell, but an oxygen sensor machine64. In other words, mtROS level increases in a 

low oxygen level environment of the cell during hypoxia. Intriguingly, mtROS have been 

shown to be responsible for the production of pro-inflammatory cytokines66,67 and HIFs 

stabilization64,68. Therefore, hypoxia and oxygen poor environment enhances mtROS 

production which further adds on into the inflammatory response.

There are three different HIFs and each type is more expressed in one cell-type as compared 

to the other69. However, within the known HIF types, HIF1 is the most studied and HIF2 

and HIF3 are poorly understood. In fact, HIFs were initially thought to have overlapping 

function70. Generally, HIFs work as dimers with an alpha and a beta subunit71. The alpha 

subunits are constantly produced and degraded via proteasome by the cell in physiological 

conditions. When the alpha subunit of the HIFs is not degraded (and therefore stabilized) 

it can dimerize with the beta subunit and activate the transcription of its target genes. 

There are two systems that control the stabilization of the HIF alpha subunits, one oxygen-

dependant and one oxygen-independent72,73. In the oxygen-dependant manner the presence 

of oxygen, via prolyl hydroxylase (PHD) and von Hippel-Lindau protein (VHL) eventuates 

the ubiquitination and degradation of the HIF’s alpha subunit. When hypoxia occurs, 

the ubiquitination pathway gets interrupted and results in stabilisation of the HIF alpha 

subunit. In the oxygen-independent manner, growth factors, deregulated oncogenes, tumour 

suppressors74 and TLRs can all interfere with degradation of the alpha subunit and promote 
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1the stabilisation of HIF alpha subunit, totally independent from the presence or absence of 

oxygen73,74. This signifies that hypoxic environment and inflammation can stabilize HIF 

alpha subunit both in an oxygen-dependent as well as the oxygen independent manner in 

SSc and thereby create a vicious inflammatory circle where HIFs are chronically activated.

Besides, HIFs are involved in multiple cellular processes such as metabolic pathways which 

allow the cell to adapt to low oxygen level (hypoxia). For example, one of the effects 

of HIFs stabilisation is the increase of the glucose uptake and promoting the anaerobic 

glycolysis75. Furthermore, HIFs trigger the production of vascular endothelial growth 

factor (VEGF), erythropoietin, cell migration, proliferation and apoptosis75. HIFs are 

also involved in the production of collagen76, the main component of fibrotic tissues, and 

cytokine production by immune cells77. In particular, in SSc, HIFs are recently considered as 

potential therapeutic targets, since HIFs are appeared to be involved in several inflammatory 

associated phases i.e. cytokine production, vascular cell activation and repair and finally 

scare tissue formation. Considering that chronic HIF activation subsequent extracellular 

matrix, vascular remodelling and futile angiogenesis, the combination of these factors 

eventuates the exacerbation of chronic hypoxia and promotes further fibrosis78. Therefore, 

targeting these factors via HIF regulation might potentially contribute in treating chronic 

inflammation and fibrosis in SSc.

Metabolism in immune cells

The term cellular metabolism refers to all the reactions that happen inside the cell in order to 

maintain life. Those processes involve complex sequences of highly regulated biochemical 

reactions, called metabolic pathways. One emerging branch of cellular metabolism is 

the immunometabolism, that studies the interactions between the immunological and 

metabolic processes. Immunometabolism is a recent research area introduced here to 

assess the pathophysiology of SSc. An increase in glycolysis upon tumour growth factor-b 

(TGF-b) stimulation have been shown to enhance fibroblast differentiation and collagen 
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1 deposition79–82. Further, it has been suggested that a disturbed fatty acid composition 

could promote a myofibroblast phenotype in mesangial cells83. Also, an altered fatty acid 

metabolism due to decrease of relevant enzymes could promote fibrosis in renal cells84. 

Activated immune cells experience drastic metabolic reprogramming fundamental for their 

function85–90. Nevertheless, assessing metabolism has recently pinpointed a link between 

metabolic status and redox balance. Interestingly, the redox balance and the oxidative 

stress have already been linked to pathogenesis of SSc by different studies90–96. Available 

literature signified that an aberrant immunometabolism could have significant effects on 

immune reaction and immune cell behaviour modulating fatty acid metabolism, fibrosis 

and oxidative stress. Given the fundamental role of immunometabolism in the immune 

response, eventual disfunctions occurring in metabolic pathways of immune cells can be 

involved in the pathogenesis of SSc97,98.

Mass spectrometry and metabolomics

The gold standard technique used to study the metabolism is mass spectrometry (MS). 

This technique was developed between the last decades of the nineteenth century and the 

beginning of the twentieth century. MS is based on the analysis of the mass-to-charge ratio 

of ions. The results are presented as a spectrum and it is used to determine the elemental 

signature and thereby revealing the molecular structure and composition of a sample. One 

of the uses of mass spectrometry is metabolomics, the study of the processes regarding 

the small molecules involved in metabolism. Assessing the metabolic profile provides a 

snapshot of the physiological and non-physiological processes occurring inside and outside 

of the cell (plasma/serum). Therefore, stating the physiological state of an organism99. 

These aspects make MS ideal in order to study the metabolism of the cells and can provide 

fundamental insights on the state of SSc at the time of the assessment and potentially help 

delineating the metabolical status of the immune cells in SSc.
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1Metabolomics in immune cells

Assessment of metabolomics in immune cells and subsequent reprograming in immune 

diseases have shown promising results so far. In line with this, by assessing metabolomics, 

Yiming et al. demonstrated that autoreactive CD4+ T cells play an important role in Lupus 

using mice models. They showed that these cells rely on glycolysis and mitochondrial 

oxidative metabolism and that inhibition of these two metabolic pathways with 2-Deoxy-

D-glucose (2DG) and metformin, “normalizes” the activated state of T cells and leads to 

remission of Lupus in mice model100.

In line with findings of Yiming et al., activated T cells and resting T cells are known to undergo 

drastic metabolic changes, relying on aerobic glycolysis and FAO respectively89,101,102,89,103. 

Besides, it has been shown that blocking glycolysis via 2-DG can suppress the differentiation 

towards the T effector compartment (pro-inflammatory phenotype of T cells) and promotes 

the differentiation towards the T regulatory compartment (anti-inflammatory phenotype of 

T cells)104–106. Since Treg are less active in SSc21,23 and T effector cells has been pinpointed 

as contributors in the pathogenesis of the disease107–109, shifting the T cells phenotype from 

pro-inflammatory state to more anti-inflammatory compartment by blocking glycolysis in 

these cells could potentially be a beneficial strategy in treatment of patients with SSc.

Introduction to metabolism

The cellular metabolism is made by six major metabolic pathways, glycolysis, Krebs cycle, 

pentose phosphate pathway (PPP), the fatty acid (FA) oxidation (FAO), the FA synthesis 

and the amino acid (AA) metabolic pathway98. All the six pathways are important for the 

cell as they all are the regulators and source of energy metabolism, represented by adenosine 

triphosphate (ATP). As mentioned before, the FA metabolism and therefore the FAO, is one 

of the pathways potentially involved and disturbed in SSc. Recently it has been shown that 

patients (and mice) with tubulointerstitial fibrosis had lower FAO enzymes and restoring the 
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1 fatty acid metabolism in those mice could protect them from the fibrotic process84.

Normally, the FAO takes place in the mitochondria and converts FA into energy via 

intermediate molecules such as acetyl-coenzyme A (CoA), reduced nicotinamide adenine 

dinucleotide (NADH) and reduced flavin adenine dinucleotide (FADH2). The first step of 

the FAO process is the “activation” of the FA by linking to acetyl-CoA which then will be 

differently processed depending on the length of the FA. If the FA is shorter than six carbons, 

it will directly/passively migrate to the mitochondria and get disassembled to generate ATP. 

A FA longer than six carbons, instead, will have to be first linked/conjugated to another 

molecule called carnitine before being able to migrate to the mitochondria where it will be 

“detached” from its chaperone carnitine and being dismantled into small molecules. This 

will be utilized within the Krebs cycle and the electron chain in order to generate ATP98.

Carnitine is an interesting molecule with a structure similar to an AA99 and is present in 

nearly every organism (vegetal and animal)110. Carnitine can derive from diet, but it is also 

endogenously produced. Furthermore, deficiencies of carnitine can lead to diseases such 

as cardiomyopathy, muscle-skeletal weakness and hypoglycaemia111. Furthermore, acyl-

carnitines has been observed to be altered in urine of SSc patients112, suggesting a potential 

link to the disease.

Fatty acids immunometabolism

In both adaptive and innate immunity, FAO plays an important role. In particular, FAO 

is crucial for long living cells and cells that are not inflammatory by nature, such as 

macrophages M2 and T regulatory cells or T memory cells98. Therefore, it is not surprizing 

that in immune cells, FAO is widely driven by tolerogenic stimuli since FAO is required 

for the tolerogenic cytokines production98. Also, the inflammatory function of macrophages 

is modulated by FAO. Excessive FA present within the macrophages stimulates pro-

inflammatory cytokine (e.g. IL-1a) production113. This while stimulation of the FAO have 

been shown to consequence a reduction of the pro-inflammatory cytokine production 
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1level114. Furthermore, in an in Vitro experiment, it has been demonstrated that FAO can 

be decisive in the differentiation of macrophages towards an anti-inflammatory profile 

(M2)115,116.

In T cells, FAO plays a fundamental role as the differentiation factor towards anti-

inflammatory T regulatory cells. Also the inhibition of pro-inflammatory effector T cells 

is FAO dependant117. In addition, memory CD8 T cells rely on FAO in order to survive 

and to setup a rapid immune response towards antigens that they have had encountered 

before118. Wu et al. showed that TLR9 stimulation of mouse pDCs with CpG-A, induces 

FAO, needed for the production of type I IFN and pro-inflammatory cytokines such as IL-6 

and TNFa. In the same study, IFNa was shown to induce FA synthesis and FAO in mouse 

pDCs whereby a vicious circle is created119.Therefore, it is likely to assume that this vicious 

circle is developed in SSc pDCs, where an increased type I IFNa, together with an aberrant 

TLR response, could accelerate and maintain FAO continuing the chronic inflammatory 

response in the disease.

mTOR and HIF

One key regulator of the cell metabolism is the mammalian target of rapamycin (mTOR) 

complex. As a protein kinase, mTOR is a protein that consumes ATP to attach a phosphate 

group to another protein and it controls many cellular functions, i.e. proliferation, protein 

synthesis, autophagy120,121 and HIF stabilization122. It has been shown that mTOR and HIF-

1 can cooperate to modulate proliferation and glycolysis within the cells123. Furthermore, 

mTOR has been shown to play an important regulatory role during the immune response. 

It governs and directs cell activation according to the intra- and extra-cellular nutritional 

status in order to regulate an inflammatory response123. In gout, an autoinflammatory disease 

characterized by persistent painful joint inflammatory attacks, mTOR was shown to play a 

crucial role in suppressing the inflammatory response since its inhibition led to a reduction 

of pro-inflammatory mediators secretion124. Furthermore, Soypaçaci et al. suggested that 
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1 mTOR could play a role in SSc pathogenesis125. Also, Forestier et al. showed an altered B 

cell homeostasis referable to mTOR alteration126 in SSc. In healthy pDCs mTOR induced 

production of type I IFN, TNF and IL-6 upon TLR9 triggering have been demonstrated127. 

mTOR promotes de novo FA synthesis in immune cells128 in order to feed FAO and thereby 

promote inflammation. Therefore, inhibition of mTOR could contribute in reducing the 

production of pro-inflammatory cytokines in pDCs by reducing the de novo FA synthesis and 

counteracting the IFN self-promoting vicious circle and diminishing chronic inflammation.

Aim of this thesis

The aim of my thesis was to identify the mechanism underling aberrant CXCL4 production 

and to study the metabolical status in pathophysiology of SSc.

In the first part of this thesis we focused mainly on the underlying mechanism substantiating 

CXCL4 production and its effect on fibrotic processes. In Chapter 2 we studied the 

mechanism responsible for CXCL4 production in pDCs from patients with SSc. Further, 

the effect of the combination of hypoxia and TLR9 on CXCL4 production by increasing 

mitochondrial ROS and HIF-2a stabilization in pDCs is discussed in this chapter. In 

Chapter 3, we demonstrated that moDCs are also capable to produce CXCL4. Similar to 

pDCs, also in moDCs HIF-2a played an important role in CXCL4 production. However, it 

seemed that also HIF-1a was involved in the secretion of CXCL4. Given the importance 

of HIF-2a in the production of CXCL4, in Chapter 4 we demonstrated the role of this 

transcription factor in the production of pro-inflammatory cytokine such as IFNa, TNFa, 

IL-6 and IL-8. In Chapter 5 the role of CXCL4 in fibrosis and endothelial disfunction was 

explored and thereby the potential and beneficial therapeutic effect of blocking CXCL4 was 

discussed.

In the second part of this thesis, we focused on the immunometabolism of SSc patients. In 

Chapter 6 we showed how carnitine and the fatty acid metabolism are altered in plasma 

of patients with SSc and play a role in the production of pro-inflammatory mediators such 
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1as IL-6 in moDCs and peripheral blood mononucleate cells (PBMCs). In Chapter 7 the 

effect of metformin and mTOR inhibition was studied. In an in Vitro model, the effect of 

mTOR activation in substantiating immune response on activated monocytes challenged 

by monosodium urate (MSU) crystals was studied. As a key player in metabolism, mTOR 

regulates immune metabolism and therefore downregulation of mTOR might potentially 

provide therapeutic target in treatment of auto-immune and autoinflammatory disease.

All the findings of this thesis are further summarized and discussed in Chapter 8, together 

with future perspectives in SSc field.
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Summary 

Systemic sclerosis (SSc) is a complex disease characterized by vascular abnormalities 

and inflammation culminating in hypoxia and excessive fibrosis. Previously, we identified 

CXCL4 as a novel predictive biomarker in SSc. Although CXCL4 is well-studied, the 

mechanisms driving its production are unclear. 

Plasmacytoid dendritic cells (pDCs) from healthy controls and SSc patients were cultured 

in the presence of hypoxia or atmospheric oxygen level and/or stimulated with several TLR-

agonists. CXCL4 release was potentiated only when pDCs were co-cultured under hypoxia 

and TLR9 agonist. Here, we demonstrated that CXCL4 production is dependent on the 

overproduction of mitochondrial reactive oxygen spices (mtROS) leading to stabilization 

of HIF-2a. In addition, we show that hypoxia is fundamental for CXCL4 production by 

umbilical cord (uc)CD34 derived pDCs. 

TLR-mediated activation of immune cells in the presence of hypoxia underpins the 

pathogenic production of CXCL4 in SSc. Blocking either, mtROS or HIF-2a pathways 

may therapeutically attenuate the contribution of CXCL4 to SSc and other inflammatory 

diseases driven by CXCL4.

Keywords: CXCL4, pDCs, Hypoxia, TLRs, mtROS, HIF-2a
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Introduction

Systemic sclerosis (SSc) is an auto-immune disease characterized by vascular alteration, 

immune dysregulation and fibrosis of the skin and internal organs (Gabrielli et al., 2009). 

Vascular alterations are manifested by reduced density and loss of capillaries, which lead 

to impaired oxygenation in the tissue of SSc patients. Oxygen flow is even further reduced 

by excessive deposition of extracellular matrix, making low oxygen level (hypoxia) one of 

the characteristic features of SSc (Fuschiotti, 2016). Previously, we identified CXCL4 as a 

new biomarker for SSc (van Bon et al., 2014), and we demonstrated that CXCL4 in these 

patients is mainly produced by plasmacytoid dendritic cells (pDCs) (van Bon et al., 2014). 

CXCL4 is largely viewed as a pro-inflammatory chemokine, which in monocytes can boost 

the production of IL-6 and TNFα cytokines (Kasper et al., 2010; Scheuerer et al., 2000). 

In T cells, CXCL4 induces the production of IL-17 (Affandi et al., 2018) and drives the 

production of Th2 cytokines (IL-4, IL-5, and IL-13), while suppressing Th1 cytokines 

(Romagnani et al., 2005). CXCL4 is involved in several inflammatory and fibrotic diseases 

such as intestinal inflammatory bowel disease (IBD), psoriasis, cystic fibrosis, liver fibrosis 

and cancer (Burstein et al., 1984; Van Raemdonck et al., 2015; Schwarz et al., 2003; 

Tamagawa-Mineoka et al., 2008; Yeo et al., 2016; Zaldivar et al., 2010). 

Interestingly, the level of CXCL4 in SSc patients was found to be the highest in a very 

progressive subset of the disease (van Bon et al., 2014), where impaired tissue oxygenation 

and inflammation are the highest, indicating that hypoxia could be a relevant factor for 

CXCL4 release. Furthermore, these patients have high release of endogenous toll like 

receptor (TLR) agonists. These locally produced TLR agonists play an important role in 

SSc pathogenesis by driving inflammation and fibrosis (Kioon et al., 2018; Pattanaik et al., 

2015). Together, accumulating evidence implicates a role for CXCL4 in inflammatory and 

fibrotic diseases such as SSc which makes CXCL4 an attractive therapeutic target. One 

way of blocking the side effects of CXCL4 is inhibiting its production. Here we explored 

several potential mechanisms of CXCL4 production by systematically testing the effects of 

hypoxia and TLR activation on pDCs.
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Results

pDC’s CXCL4 production is dependent upon hypoxia and TLR9

pDCs were exposed to hypoxia and/or TLR agonists after which CXCL4 production was 

quantified. The exposure to hypoxia alone or to individual TLR agonists alone did not 

induce CXCL4 production at protein or RNA level (Fig1b, 1d). However, the production of 

CXCL4 was increased upon co-exposure of hypoxia and TLR9 agonist, CpG-C (P<0.0001 

on protein level, P=0.0057 on mRNA level) (Fig1b, 1d). CXCL4 production was not 

increased when the cells were co-exposed to hypoxia and other TLR agonists (Fig1b). 

Therefore, in the following experiments, pDCs were stimulated only with CpG-C.

Our data confirmed a high level of CXCL4 production by unstimulated pDCs from SSc 

patients both at protein (Fig1c) and mRNA level (Fig1d) compared to HC pDCs in 

atmospheric conditions (P=0.0021). In addition, CXCL4 production of SSc pDCs was not 

further increased after hypoxia, TLR9 stimulation or the combination of them, neither at 

mRNA nor protein level (Fig1c,1d). 

Hypoxia and TLR9 specifically regulates the production of CXCL4 by pDCs but not other 

cytokines

To examine the specificity of production of CXCL4 in response to hypoxia and TLR9 

stimulation, we also assessed the production of other cytokines relevant to SSc such as 

IFNa, TNFa, IL6, IL8 for pDCs (Fig2a-2d). TLR stimulation alone was sufficient to 

significantly increase the production of these cytokines (IFNα P<0.0001; TNFα P=0.0051; 

IL6 P<0.0001; IL8 P<0.0001) by HC pDCs, while hypoxia alone and co-exposure to 

hypoxia with TLR9 had no further effect on the production of these cytokines (Fig2a-2d). 

Hence the concerted action of hypoxia and endosomal TLR9 signalling was specific in 

inducing CXCL4 production.
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Figure 2

Figure 2. Hypoxia is an important factor for CXCL4 production but not for other cytokines produced by 
pDCs. Measurement of A) interferon (IFN) α, B) tumour necrosis factor (TNF) α, C) interleukin 6 (IL6) and D) 
interleukin 8 (IL8) in the supernatant of healthy pDCs (N=17 IFN α, N=15 TNF α, N=20 IL6, N=15 IL8) cultured 
in AOL or hypoxic conditions and co-stimulated with TLR9 agonist CPG-C and SSc pDCs (N=17 IFN α, N=7 
TNF α, N=9 IL6, N=8 IL8) for 16hrs. Bars are represented as mean ±SEM. *=P≤0.05, **=P≤0.01, ***=P≤0.001, 
****=P≤0.0001 using Mann-Whitney test.

Increased mtROS production in SSc patient pDCs is associated with instability of mtDNA 

and is essential for CXCL4 production

It has previously been demonstrated that hypoxia increases the production of ROS from 

mitochondria (Chandel et al., 2000). We identified an increased basal level of mtROS in SSc 

pDCs (P=0.0007) (Fig3a). Increased production of mtROS may result in the progressive 

destruction of mitochondrial DNA (mtDNA) and consequent loss of mitochondrial function 

(Ide et al., 2001). We found a significant overall reduction in the mtDNA copy number, 

expressed as the ratio between B2M/CYB, in SSc patient pDCs (P=0.0011) (Fig3b). In 

addition, we looked at the expression of genes that act as antioxidants to clear mtROS, such as 
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SOD2 (superoxide dismutase 2), PRDX3 (thoredoxin-dependent peroxide reductase), NRF2 

(nuclear factor erythroid-derived 2, that regulates antioxidant gene transcription) and BCL2 

(B-cell lymphoma 2) in different subsets of SSc. Accordingly to the literature(Clements 

et al., 1993; Goh et al., 2008; LeRoy et al., 1988), patients were classified as ncSSc (non-

cutaneous SSc), lcSSc (limited cutaneous SSc) and dcSSc (diffuse cutaneous SSc) and 

schematically represented in Supplemental Figure 1. We found a significant reduction 

in the expression of NRF2 in lcSSc (P=0.0001) and dcSSc (P=0.043), PRDX3 in lcSSc 

(P=0.0325) and dcSSc (P=0.0356), BCL2 in lcSSc (P=0.0087) and dcSSc (P=0.0197) and 

SOD2 in lcSSc (P=0.0402) (Fig3c). In HC pDCs we observed an increased production of 

mtROS after exposure to hypoxia and TLR9 (P=0.0079), which mimicked the high levels of 

mtROS observed in SSc pDCs (P=0.0007) (Fig3a). In order to assess the role of mtROS in 

CXCL4 production, HC pDCs were incubated in the presence of mitoQ, a specific mtROS 

inhibitor. We observed a reduction of the CXCL4 production in cells co-exposed to hypoxia 

and TLR agonist in the presence of mitoQ, demonstrating an important role of mtROS 

in CXCL4 production in HC pDCs (P=0.029) (Fig3d). Also, in pDCs from SSc patients, 

mitoQ reduced the production of CXCL4 (P=0.028). Furthermore, mitoQ did not affect cell 

viability (Supplemental Figure 3).
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Figure 3
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Figure 3. mtROS are essential for 
CXCL4 production in pDCs. A) On 
the left representative plot of the mean 
fluorescent intensity (MFI) of mitoSOX 
dye in pDCs from HC and SSc patients 
exposed to either atmospheric oxygen 
level (AOL) or hypoxia and TLR9 agonist 
CpG-C for 16hrs, on the right FACS 
analysis of the MFI of mitoSOX dye for 
mtROS in pDCs from 5 HCs and 10 SSc 
patients exposed to either AOL or hypoxia 

and TLR9 agonist CpG-C for 16hrs. B) Quantification of mitochondrial DNA copies expressed as ratio between 
beta 2 macroglobulin (B2M) and cytochrome B (CYB) in freshly isolated pDCs of HC and SSc patients. C) RNA 
sec analysis of SOD2, PRDX3, NRF2 and BCL2 in pDCs from HC and SSc patients. D) ELISA measurement 
of CXCL4 in pDCs (4HC and 4SSc patients) exposed to either AOL or hypoxia and TLR9 agonist CpG-C +/- 
MitoQ for 16hrs. Bars are represented as mean ±SEM. Grey and white edges respectively represent hypoxic 
and atmospheric conditions. Abbreviations: NRC= normalized read count, ncSSc = non-cutaneous SSc, lcSSc = 
limited cutaneous SSc, dcSSc = diffuse cutaneous SSc. *=P≤0.05, **=P≤0.01, ***=P≤0.001, using ordinary one-
way ANOVA (C) and Mann-Whitney test (A, B, D, E).
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HIF-2a expression is increased in SSc pDCs and is essential for CXCL4 production

The hypoxia inducible factors (HIFs) are stabilized upon exposure to hypoxia, TLR 

triggering and/or increased production of mtROS (Spirig et al., 2010). Therefore, we first 

measured the expression of HIFs in pDCs from SSc patients, where we found an increased 

expression of HIF-2α mRNA (P<0.0001) (Fig4a). We observed no differences in HIF-1α 

RNA level in any of the disease subsets (Fig4b). To confirm this observation, we measured 

the ratio of HIF-2α and HIF-1α protein in SSc pDCs, where we confirmed the higher ratio 

of HIF-2α in patients (P=0.0062), suggesting that hypoxia responses in SSc patient pDCs 

are due to HIF-2α rather than HIF-1α (Fig4c, Supplemental Figure 2). We observed no 

expression of HIF3a in pDCs (data not shown). Next, we measured the protein level of 

HIF-2a and HIF-1a in pDCs exposed to hypoxia and TLR9 agonist, where we found HIF-

2a to be increased (P=0.028), in contrary to HIF-1a (Fig4d,4e). 

In order to confirm the link between mtROS and HIFs we measured the RNA expression of 

HIF-1a and HIF-2a in pDCs from HC co-exposed to hypoxia and TLR9 and SSc patients, 

both in the presence of mtROS inhibitor mitoQ. We observed reduction of HIF-2a RNA 

expression in pDCs from HC exposed to hypoxia and TLR9 as in pDCs from SSc patients 

when mitoQ was added to the mediums (P=0.029). Further, we observed no differences in 

HIF-1α RNA level (Fig4f).

To further assess the importance of HIF-2a in CXCL4 production, specific inhibitors for 

HIF-2a or HIF-1a were added to the culture. Inhibition of HIF-2a, but not HIF-1a, in 

both, HC (P=0.007) and SSc (P=0.038) pDCs resulted in a reduction of CXCL4 production 

(Fig4g), with no effect on cell viability (Supplemental Figure 3).

In order to confirm the obligatory role of HIF-2a in CXCL4 production, HIF-2a or HIF-1a 

were silenced in HCs pDCs and subsequently exposed to hypoxia and TLR9 agonist. We 

observed that HIF-2a silencing in pDCs led to a significant reduction in CXCL4 production  

(P=0.0022), while HIF-1a silencing did not (Fig4h). The efficiency of the silencing was 

54.7% for HIF-2a and 58.8% for HIF-1a (Supplemental Figure 4)
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Figure 4
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Figure 4. HIF-2α is essential for the production of CXCL4 by pDCs. A) qPCR quantification of HIF-2α and 
B) HIF-1α genes in freshly isolated pDCs from HCs and SSc patients. C) Quantification of HIF-2α and HIF-1 α 
protein expression as mean fluorescent unit (MFI) in freshly isolated pDCs from 13 HC and 12 SSc patients. D) 
On the left, representative plot, on the right analysis of intracellular FACS staining of HIF-2α and E) HIF-1 from 
pDCs in 4 HCs, cultured in either atmospheric oxygen level (AOL) or hypoxic condition and TLR9 agonist CpG-C 
for 16hrs. F) qPCR quantification of HIF-2α and HIF-1α genes in pDCs (4HC and 4SSc patients) exposed to 
either AOL or hypoxia and TLR9 agonist CpG-C +/- MitoQ for 16hrs G) ELISA measurement of CXCL4 in pDCs 
from 7 HC and 5 SSc patients cultured in atmospheric or hypoxic condition +/- CpG-C with the addition of either 
HIF-1α inhibitor or HIF-2α inhibitor to the culture medium for 16hrs. H) Measurement of CXCL4 production in 
pDCs from 5 HCs exposed to hypoxia and CpG-C and transfected with a non-targeting (mimic) siRNA or either 
HIF-2α or HIF-1α siRNA, expressed as relative production compared to mimic. All data represents mean ±SEM. 
Grey edges represent hypoxic condition and white bars AOL. Abbreviations: ncSSc = non-cutaneous SSc, lcSSc 
= limited cutaneous SSc, dcSSc = diffuse cutaneous SSc. *=P≤0.05, **=P≤0.01, ***=P≤0.001, ****=P≤0.0001 
using unpaired Kruskal-Wallis test (A, B) and Mann-Whitney test (C, D, E, F, G).
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Hypoxia is fundamental for the production of CXCL4 in CD34+ derived pDCs

Umbilical cord derived (uc)CD34+ derived pDCs were differentiated for 14 days either in 

atmospheric oxygen level (AOL) or hypoxia, and after exposed to TLR9 ligand CpG-C for 

16hrs (Fig5a). We screened the cytokines production of the ucCD34 derived pDCs that were 

differentiated in AOL and observed that they were able to produce IFNa (P=0.0093), TNFa 

(P=0.081) and IL-6 (P=0.04) but no CXCL4 after TLR9 exposure (Fig5b). Interestingly, 

ucCD34 derived pDCs differentiated under hypoxia (5%) were able to produce CXCL4 

(Fig5c). These results indicate that hypoxia plays a fundamental role for not only the 

production but also the ability to produce CXCL4 by pDCs.
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Figure 5
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Figure 5. Hypoxia is the fundamental factor to enable CXCL4 production by pDCs. (A) Schematic 
representation of the experimental layout of the ucCD34 derived pDCs, created with Biorender (B). Luminex 
measurement of IL6, TNFa and IFNa production in ucCD34 derived pDCs differentiated in AOL and stimulated 
with TLR9 ligand CpG-C. (C) CXCL4 Elisa measurement in ucCD34 derived pDCs, differentiated either in AOL 
or hypoxia and subsequently exposed to TLR9 ligand CpG-C either in AOL or hypoxia. Bars are represented as 
mean ±SEM. Grey and white edges respectively represent hypoxic and atmospheric conditions.
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Discussion

We identified hypoxia as a key factor responsible for the production of CXCL4 by pDCs. 

Hypoxia is often considered a driving force behind many pathological hallmarks of SSc 

(Beyer et al., 2009). Our results suggest that the hypoxic environment makes pDCs more 

prone to respond to viral or bacterial infection or endogenous ligands via TLR signalling, 

culminating in high CXCL4 production and acceleration of disease progression. Recently 

our group observed that CXCL4 promotes genetic imprinting of DCs making them more 

prone to TLR stimulation and changes DCs in pro-fibrotic cells via direct matrix production 

as wells as indirectly by inducing myofibroblast transition (manuscript in revision). Together 

with the observations presented here this suggests that CXCL4 plays an essential role in the 

vicious circle of inflammation, hypoxia and fibrosis as observed in SSc. Hence, for the first 

time we provide a link between hypoxia and disease progression which is orchestrated by 

CXCL4, an observation with great therapeutic relevance.

Hypoxia could be seen as a generalized phenomenon in SSc patients, due to the Raynaud 

Phenomenon and the vasculopathy responsible of the typical vascular alteration of SSc 

(Pattanaik et al., 2015). Therefore, we speculated that this vasculopathy is responsible 

of a condition of chronic hypoxia in SSc. Also, the events responsible of the Raynaud 

Phenomenon could take place in organs different from the skin, affecting the circulatory 

cells. Furthermore, it has been shown that hypoxia leads to oxidative stress via excessive 

production of ROS in dendritic cells (Paardekooper et al., 2019). Recently it has been shown 

that mitochondrial ROS (mtROS), rather than other sources of ROS, are responsible for the 

production of inflammatory cytokines (Agod et al., 2017; Li et al., 2013). In this study, 

we found increased basal levels of mtROS being produced by pDCs isolated from SSc 

patients. Increased production of mtROS in the cell can lead to alteration in mitochondria 

such as a decrease in mtDNA copy numbers (Vidoni et al., 2013). In fact, we observed 

a reduction in mtDNA copy numbers in pDCs from SSc patients consistent with their 

exposure to excessive mtROS production. To further explore the involvement of mtROS in 
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SSc pDCs, we investigated the expression of genes that play a crucial role in maintaining 

cellular redox homeostasis in the mitochondria, such as SOD2 or NRF2. These genes were 

significantly reduced in SSc pDCs, especially in patients with fibrotic involvement (lcSSc, 

dcSSc). Targeting one of these genes could restore mtROS homeostasis in SSc patients. For 

instance, pharmacological activation of NRF2 with the naturally occurring NRF2 activator 

sulforaphone could be a valid approach (Noh et al., 2015). Interestingly, blocking mtROS 

with a specific mtROS inhibitor (mitoQ), significantly reduced the production of CXCL4 

in pDCs.

HIFs are transcriptional activators that function as master regulators of oxygen homeostasis 

in the cell and are capable of influencing cell metabolism, vascular neogenesis, metabolic 

changes, cell proliferation and survival (Semenza, 2003). HIFs are stabilized upon exposure 

to hypoxia, TLR triggering, and production of mtROS (Sanjuán-Pla et al., 2005; Schroedl 

et al., 2002). 

Our data show an increased expression of HIF-2α in SSc pDCs, while no significant changes 

were observed in the expression of HIF-1α. Interestingly, we found that blocking mtROS with 

mitoQ, specifically blocks the expression of HIF-2a but not HIF-1a. in pDCs. Furthermore, 

we were able to induce high HIF-2a expression in HC pDCs, through hypoxia and TLR9 

agonist exposure. In stimulated HC pDCs and pDCs of SSc patients, inhibiting as well as 

silencing HIF-2a diminished the production of CXCL4 significantly. This observation is in 

line with the findings of Ryu et al., where, although not showing the mechanism, fibroblast 

like synoviocytes from rheumatoid arthritis patients overexpressing HIF-2a showed that 

the production of different pro-inflammatory mediators, including CXCL4 was significantly 

increased on RNA level (Ryu et al., 2014). Furthermore, we observed that ucCD34 derived 

pDCs differentiated under AOL are able to produce cytokines such as IL6, TNFa and IFNa, 

but not CXCL4. Interestingly, ucCD34 derived pDCs differentiated under hypoxia (5% O2) 

where able to produce CXCL4, further highlighting the fundamental role of hypoxia in 

CXCL4 production.
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Taken together, as CXCL4 plays an important role in inflammation and fibrosis, prevention 

of its excessive production and/or inhibition of its function provides an attractive target for 

a plethora of medical conditions. As clinically grade monoclonal antibodies against CXCL4 

are not yet available an alternative way to block the effects of CXCL4 is the prevention of 

its release.

Our study identifies hypoxia and TLR9 stimulation as a crucial factor driving CXCL4 

release via increased production of mtROS leading to HIF-2a stabilization, all thus 

potentially interesting molecular processes for therapeutic targeting (Fig.6). Interestingly, 

a few successful clinical trials were already performed by using MitoQ to block mtROS 

production in aging (Rossman et al., 2018). Also HIF-2a antagonist (PT2385) was 

recently successfully used for a phase 1 clinical trial for the treatment of clear cell renal 

carcinoma (Courtney et al., 2018). Further studies are warranted to assess the potential 

clinical relevance of blocking the detrimental effects of hypoxia by interference with the 

responsible downstream molecular processes.

Our study thus reveals new insight into the pathogenesis of SSc in identifying metabolic 

changes in SSc pDCs, including increase of mtROS and alterations in mitochondria. This 

study is the first to show significant changes in the expression of HIFs in SSc patients, 

where HIF-2a plays an essential role. 
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Figure 6

Figure 6. Model of CXCL4 production upon exposure to hypoxia and TLR9 in HCs and SSc pDCs. (1) The 
co-exposure to hypoxia and TLR9 agonist leads to increase of mtROS production (2). mtROS stabilize HIF- 2α 
(3) that can dimerize with HIF-β and induce CXCL4 expression (4). CXCL4 is then transported to the plasma 
membrane and released (5). Created with Biorender.
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Supplemental Figures

Supplemental Figure 1

ACR/EULAR15

SSc Score ≥9
Non cutaneous SSc16,17

• Modified Rodnan skin score = 0 
• No lung fibrosis

Limited cutaneous SSc18

• Modified Rodnan skin score > 0
• Skin fibrosis in lower arms and 

legs and face skin

Diffuse cutaneous SSc18

• Modified Rodnan skin score > 0
• Skin fibrosis in more area’s than 

lower arms, legs and face 

Supplemental Figure 1. SSc Classification criteria

Supplemental Figure 2

Supplemental Figure 2. HIF-2α and HIF-1α isotope staining. Flow analysis of the staining of pDCs with anti 
HIF-2α A) and HIF-1α B) antibodies and the respective isotypes.
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Supplemental Figure 3

Supplemental Figure 3. Percentage of live cells. FACS analysis expressed as percentage of live cells in annexin 
V, 7-AAD dead staining of pDCs cultured in either atmospheric A) or hypoxic B) condition and TLR9 agonist 
CpG-C for 16hrs, both, exposed to different inhibitors (mitoQ, HIF-1α and HIF-2α inhibitor). All data represents 
mean ±SEM. Grey and white circles respectively represent hypoxic and atmospheric conditions.

Supplemental Figure 4
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Supplemental Figure 4. Silencing efficiency. qPCR quantification of A) HIF-2a and B) HIF-1a after silencing 
represented as percentage of expression compared to Mimic transfection. All data represents mean ±SEM
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STAR METHODS

LEAD CONTACT AND MATERIALS AVAILABILITY

Key resource Table 1

Reagent Cat# Company

Cell isolation

10 mL Li-Hep vacutainer #367526, BD Biosciences

Ficoll gradient #17-1440-02 GE Healthcare

pDCs beads (CD304 (BDCA-4/Neuropilin-1) 
MicroBead Kit, human) #130-090-532 Miltenyi Biotec

RPMI 1640 GlutaMAX medium #61870-010 Thermo Fisher 
Scientific

Fetal Bovine Serum (FBS) #S181A Biowest

Penicillin-Streptomycin #15070063 Thermo Fisher 
Scientific

Cell 
culturing and 
stimulation

IL3 #11340033 Immnotools

CpG-C #tlrl-m362-1 Invivogen

CpG-A #tlrl-2216-1 Invivogen

CL075 #tlrl-c75 Invivogen

R848 #tlrl-r848 Invivogen

Loxoribine #tlrl-lox Invitrogen

Inhibitors

mitoQ (provided by Dr Mike Murphy)

HIF-1a
# CAS 1568-
83-8

Santa Cruz 
Biotechnology

HIF-2a #SML0883 Sigma-Aldrich

Cell 
transfection

Lipofectamine® 2000 Transfection Reagent #11668-019 Invitrogen

HIF-1a specific small interfering RNA (siRNA) Thermo Scientific

HIF-2a specific small interfering RNA (siRNA) Thermo Scientific

control non-targeting siRNA Thermo Scientific

mtROS 
measurement MitoSOX™ Red # M36008 Thermo Fisher

Cytokine 
quantification

CXCL4 ELISA kit #DY795 R&D Systems

INFa ELISA kit #BMS216MST Thermo Fischer
RNA 

extraction 
and cDNA 
synthesis

Allprep RNA/DNA Micro Kit # 80284 Qiagen

SuperScript™ II RT #18064014 Thermo Fisher 
Scientific
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qPCR
SYBR green Master Mix # 4309155 Applied Biosystems

TaqMan Master Mix # 4369016 Applied Biosystems

Intracellular 
staining Fix-Perm # 88-8824-00 eBioscience

Key resource Table 2. Primer’s sequence description

Target Forward primer Reverse primer TaqMan Assay ID

CXCL4 - - Hs00236998_m1

HIF-1a TGCTCATCAGTTGCCACTTC TATCCAAATCACCAGCATCC -

HIF-2a GGAGACGGAGGTGTTCTATGAG CAGAGCAAACTGAGGAGAGG -

B2M - - Hs00939627_m1

GUSB  CACCAGGGACCATCCAATACC  GCAGTCCAGCGTAGTTGAAAAA -

CYTB GCCTGCCTGATCCTCCAAAT AAGGTAGCGGATGATTCAGCC -

Key resource Table 3. Antibodies utilized for FACS analysis in pDCs 

Marker Colour Cat#

CD123 BV510 306022, Biolegend

CD303 FITC 130-090-510, Miltenyi Biotec

HIF-1a PE 359704, Biolegend
HIF-2a

DyLight 650 MA5-16021, Thermofisher

Lead Contact and Materials Availability

This study did not generate new unique reagents. Further information and requests for resources and reagents 

should be directed to and will be fulfilled by the Lead Contact, Dr. Wioleta Marut (w.k.marut@umcutrecht.nl).
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Experimental model and subject details

Patient Cohort

Blood from patients and sex- and age-matched healthy controls (HC) was obtained from the 

University Medical Center Utrecht and the Maasstad Hospital Rotterdam (The Netherlands). 

All patients provided informed written consent approved by the local institutional medical 

ethics review boards prior to inclusion in this study. Samples and clinical information were 

treated anonymously immediately after collection. Patients fulfilled the ACR/EULAR 2013 

classification criteria for SSc (Van Den Hoogen et al., 2013) and the demographics and 

clinical characteristics of the patients are detailed in Supplemental Table 1. Briefly, we 

will refer to ncSSc (Non-cutaneous SSc) as patients with no skin fibrosis involvement and 

to lcSSc (Limited cutaneous SSc) and dcSSc (Diffuse cutaneous SSc) as patients with skin 

fibrosis involvement (schematically represented in Supplemental Figure 1 (Clements et 

al., 1993; Goh et al., 2008; LeRoy et al., 1988)). The study was performed according to the 

guidelines of the Declaration of Helsinki and the local ethical and Review committee from 

each centre approved the study. 

Reagents, catalogue numbers and company name are listed in Key resource table 1. 

Method details

Cell isolation

Peripheral blood mononuclear cells (PBMCs) from HC and SSc patients were isolated 

by Ficoll gradient. pDCs were isolated using an autoMACS Pro Separator according the 

manufacturer’s instructions. Purity was routinely assessed by flow cytometry and above 

92% for pDCs.

pDCs stimulation

Half million pDCs per ml were cultured in RPMI-GlutaMAX supplemented with 10% fetal 
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bovine serum (FBS), 10.000 I.E. penicillin-streptomycin and interleukin-3 (IL-3, 10ng/ml), 

and then incubated either in atmospheric (21% O2) or hypoxic conditions (1% O2 - in a 

Rasquinn invivO2 1000 hypoxic chamber). Cells were acclimated for 30 minutes before 

being exposed to different stimuli and/or inhibitors. Cells were stimulated with the TLR 

agonists CpG-C (TLR9, 1μM), CpG-A (TLR9, 1μM), Loxoribine (TLR7, 1μg/ml), R848 

(TLR7/8, 2μg/ml) or CL075 (TLR8, 5mM) for 16 hours in an incubator at 37°C and 5% 

CO2.

Inhibition of, mitochondrial reactive oxygen species (mtROS) and HIFs

 To inhibit mtROS we used mitoQ (10nM) (provided by Dr Mike Murphy, MRC 

Mitochondrial Biology Unit, University of Cambridge, UK), and HIF-1a and HIF-2a were 

inhibited using HIF-1a (Bisphenol A dimethyl ether, 10nM) and HIF-2a (HIF-2 Antagonist 

2, 10nM) inhibitors.

Transfection of pDCs using siRNA 

Transfection of pDCs was done using Lipofectamine® 2000 Transfection Reagent. HIF-1a, 

HIF-2a or control non-targeting silencing RNA (siRNA) (5nM) were mixed with Optimem 

and Plus reagent and incubated for 20 minutes at room temperature prior to transfection 

for 6 hours. After transfection cells were incubated either under atmospheric or hypoxic 

conditions as described above. 

RNA sequencing

RNA sequencing was performed by Beijing Genomics Institute (Hong Kong) using 

100ng RNA per sample to prepare RNAseq libraries (TruSeq Stranded kit, Illumina) after 

poly(A) capture according to the manufacturer’s instructions. Pooled libraries of equimolar 

concentration were sequenced according to manufacturer’s protocols using the Illumina 

HiSeq 2000 sequencer. Each sample generated approximately 2x107paired-end (100bp) 

reads. FastQC was used to perform quality check and, using STAR aligner (Dobin et al., 

2013), samples were aligned to a reference human genome (GRCh38 build 79). HTSeq-
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count was used to calculate the read counts per gene (Anders et al., 2015). DESeq2 was used 

to perform the differential gene expression analysis of HCs and SSc patients as described 

before. To obtain normalized read counts, variance stabilizing transformation was used 

(Love et al., 2014).

mtROS measurement

mtROS production was quantified using MitoSOX™ Red Mitochondrial Superoxide 

Indicator according to the manufacturer’s protocol, measured in FACS CANTO II Flow 

cytometer and analysed with BD FACSDiva software.

Quantification of cytokine production level

Cell-free supernatants were analyzed by ELISA for CXCL4 and interferon (IFN) α. Tumor 

necrosis factor (TNF) α, IL6 and IL8 were measured using human single-plex assays (Bio-

Rad) and read on a Bio-Plex 200 system (Bio-Rad).

RT-PCR and quantitative (q)PCR 

RNA from pDCs was isolated using the Allprep RNA/DNA kit. Total RNA was reverse-

transcribed using SuperScript™ II RT. Duplicate PCR reactions were performed using 

SYBR green or TaqMan with a Quantstudio Real-Time PCR detection system. cDNA was 

amplified using specific primers (Key resource Table 2). Relative levels of gene expression 

were calculated by normalizing to GUSB or B2M housekeeping genes. Fold changes (FC) 

of mRNA were calculated by using the formulas 2-ΔCt and 2-ΔΔCt.

Intracellular Flow cytometry in pDCs

pDCs were stained extracellularly first with CD123 and CD303 at 4°C using optimized 

concentrations of antibody for 15 minutes. After being fixed and permeabilized using Fix-

Perm according to manufacturer’s protocol, pDCs were stained with either anti-HIF-1a or 

anti-HIF-2a antibody. Data were acquired using a Fortessa flow cytometer and analyzed 

using FlowJo Software. Protein levels were quantified and represented as mean fluorescence 

intensity. Antibodies used are listed in Key resource Table 3.
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OP9 cells harvest and culture 

On day 0 OP9 cells, a cell line derived from mouse bone marrow stromal cell (Nakano et 

al., 1994), were seeded on a 24 well plate at a final concentration of 20.000 cells per well 

in 750µl of MEMα medium enriched with 20% FCS and 1% penicillin and streptomycin. 

Cells were kept at 37°C and 5%CO2 overnight.

CD34+ cell culture

Umbilical cord derived CD34 cells, isolated from cord blood donated to the UMC Utrecht 

hospital, were thawed in a 37°C water bath, diluted in PBS and loaded on FBS. After one 

wash in PBS, cells were re-suspended in MEMα enriched with 20% FBS, 1% penicillin and 

streptomycin. Cells were plated on top of OP9 cells, at a final concentration of 25000 cells 

per well. Medium was supplemented with IL-7 (15ng/ml) (Peprotech) and Flt-3L (15ng/ml) 

(Cellgenix). Cells were then incubated for 14 days either in Hypoxia (5% O2) or in AOL 

(21% O2) at 5%CO2. Every 2 days complete MEM α medium enriched with IL7 and Flt-3L 

was added. On day 14 the cells were stimulated with CpG-C either in hypoxia (5% O2) or 

AOL (21% O2) with 5% CO2. 

Viability assessment on pDCs

Cell death was assessed by Annexin V-7AAD staining. Cells were stained with Annexin 

V (1:100 dilution, BD Pharmingen) and 7AAD (1:100 dilution, BD Pharmingen) and 

measured using a FACS Canto Flow Cytometer. The data were further analysed with BD 

FACS DIVA software.

Quantification and statistical analysis 

Where appropriate, Mann–Whitney test, unpaired Kruskal–Wallis test or paired one-way 

ANOVA test, were assessed using Graph Pad Prism7.0 Software. P values smaller than 0.05 

were considered to be statistically significant.
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Abstract

Systemic sclerosis (SSc) is a complex autoimmune disease characterized by inflammation 

and vascular aberrancies leading to hypoxia and fibrosis of skin and multiple internal 

organs. Patients with SSc have increased proinflammatory cytokine production such as 

interleukin (IL)-8, IL-6, tumour necrosis factor (TNF)a, and chemokine (C-X-C motif) 

ligand 4 (CXCL4) that has been shown to play an essential role in SSc pathogenesis. In the 

current study, we assessed the potential role of monocyte derived dendritic cells (moDCs) 

and the underlying mechanism of action in the production of IL-8, IL-6, TNFa and CXCL4 

and as such the pathophysiology of SSc.

moDCs were cultured in hypoxic or normoxic environment in presence/absence of several 

Toll-Like receptor (TLR) agonists stimulation. Cytokines production was determined 

by ELISA and qPCR. The level of mitochondrial reactive oxygen species (mtROS) was 

determined by flow cytometry. Fundamental role of hypoxia inducible factors (HIFsa) on 

cytokine production was assessed by inhibition of HIF-1a and HIF-2a.

After 6 days of differentiating moDCs, a persistent elevated level of IL-8 and CXCL4 were 

observed in unstimulated SSc moDCs when compared to moDCs from healthy controls 

(HCs). Co-stimulation of HCs moDCs by TLR3 agonist under hypoxia mimicked high 

production of IL-8 and CXCL4 found in SSc moDCs, but also led to increased IL-6 and 

TNFa. Furthermore, we demonstrated that the persisting elevated CXCL4 level in HCs 

moDCs is a result of increased production of mtROS and stabilization of HIF-1a and HIF-

2a are responsible for persistent elevated CXCL4 level in HCs moDCs. Further, we showed 

that the production of CXCL4, IL-8, IL-6 and TNFa was downregulated by blocking the 

HIFs in moDCs.

The activation of immune cells via TLR alone in particular, and a combination of TLR and 

hypoxic environment establish the pathogenic persistent production of IL-8, IL-6, TNFa, 

and CXCL4 in SSc. Therefore, suppression of these pro-inflammatory cytokines production 

by blocking either mtROS, HIF-1a or HIF-2a pathways might provide a therapeutic tool in 

downregulation of chronic inflammation in SSc.
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Introduction

Systemic sclerosis (SSc) is an auto-immune disease characterized by vascular modifications, 

immune aberrations and fibrosis of the skin and internal organs (1). One of the main 

hallmarks of SSc is hypoxia (low oxygen level) which is induced upon vascular abnormalities 

and excessive deposition of extracellular matrix (2). Hypoxia induces the production 

of mitochondrial reactive oxygen species (mtROS) (3) which are important molecules 

capable of inducing pro-inflammatory cytokine production, such as type I interferon (3,4). 

Also, hypoxia stabilizes the hypoxia inducible factors (HIFs) which are responsible for 

modulation of metabolic and functional adaptations in the cell (3). In particular, HIFs are 

able to promote the expression of genes such as vascular endothelial growth factor (VEGF) 

and glucose transporter 1 (GLUT1), but also pro-inflammatory mediators such as C-C motif 

chemokine ligand (CCL) 5, C-X-C motif chemokine ligand (CXCL) 12 and tumour necrosis 

factor (TNF) a (5,6). Additionally, an aberrant immune response in SSc is hypothesized to 

originate from an impaired response to Toll-like receptors (TLRs) (7). TLRs are highly 

conserved receptors specialized in recognition of conserved patterns in pathogens (8,9). 

Interestingly, TLR activation initiates proinflammatory reaction by inducting cytokine 

production and promoting the immune response via HIF stabilization (10,11). TLRs are 

prominent players in innate response and are expressed on immune cells, i.e. dendritic 

cells (DCs) and non-immune cells such as endothelial cells, fibroblasts and epithelial cells 

(9). Interestingly, DCs are the initiators and modulators in immune responses and play an 

important role in the immune pathogenesis of SSc (12,13).

Previously, our group has demonstrated an elevated level of CXCL4 in patients with SSc 

and identified plasmacytoid DCs (pDCs) as the main producers of CXCL4 (14). CXCL4 

is a pro-inflammatory chemokine that impacts wide range of immune cells. In monocytes, 

CXCL4 boosts the production of proinflammatory mediators (9,10). CXCL4 induces the 

production of IL-17 (15) and Th2 cytokines, while it suppresses Th1 cytokines production 

in T cells (10). In addition, CXCL4 has been implicated in other inflammatory and fibrotic 
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diseases such as intestinal inflammatory bowel disease, psoriasis, cystic fibrosis, liver 

fibrosis and even cancer (17–22). Importantly, in our previous study, we showed that 

CXCL4 production in pDCs is orchestrated upon mtROS and HIF-2a stabilization through 

hypoxia and TLR9 stimulation (23).

Here, we demonstrate that monocyte derived (mo)DCs, which is a commonly used in vitro 

model of conventional DCs, are also persistent producers of CXCL4 upon simultaneous 

stimulation of hypoxia and TLR3. Furthermore, the combination of hypoxia and TLR3 

potentiated not only the production of CXCL4, but also showed also to be implicated in 

the production of pro-inflammatory cytokines such as interleukin (IL-) 8, IL-6 and TNFa. 

Moreover, we explored the potential role of mtROS and HIFs in the production of pro-

inflammatory cytokines by systematically testing the effects of hypoxia and TLR activation 

on moDCs.
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Patients and methods

Patient Cohort

Blood from patients and (sex- and age-matched) healthy controls (HC) was obtained from the 

University Medical Center Utrecht and the Maasstad Hospital Rotterdam (The Netherlands). 

All patients provided written informed consent approved by the local institutional medical 

ethics review boards prior to inclusion in this study. Samples and clinical information were 

treated anonymously immediately after collection. Patients fulfilled the ACR/EULAR 2013 

classification criteria for SSc (24) and the demographics and clinical characteristics of the 

patients are detailed in Table 1. The study was performed according to the guidelines of 

the Declaration of Helsinki and the local ethical and Review committee from each centre 

approved the study.

Table 1. Baseline characteristics of patients with SSc.

Healthy Participants
(N=40)

SSc (N=20)

Age (years) (min-max) 40 (28–60) 56 (34–78)

Female (%) 78 80

ANA (antinuclear antibody (%) – 18 (90%)

ACA (anticentromere antibody) (%) – 9 (45%)

Scl70 (anti topoisomerase I) (%) – 11 (55%)
MRSS (modified Rodnan skin score)
(min-max)

– 7 (0-36)

ILD (Interstitial lung disease) (%) – 6 (30%)

Disease duration (years) (min-max) – 15 (4-35)

The values are represented as mean + min-max or absolute number + percentage.

Cell isolation

Peripheral blood mononuclear cells (PBMCs) from HC and SSc patients were isolated by 

Ficoll gradient. Monocytes were isolated using an autoMACS Pro Separator according the 

manufacturer’s instructions. Purity was routinely assessed by flow cytometry and above 
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94%.

Monocyte-derived dendritic cells (moDC) differentiation and stimulation

One million monocytes per ml were cultured in RPMI-GlutaMAX supplemented with 

10% FBS and 10.000 I.E. penicillin-streptomycin and differentiated to moDCs by adding 

recombinant human granulocyte-macrophage colony-stimulating factor (GM-CSF, 800 

IU/mL) and recombinant human interleukin-4 (IL-4, 500 IU/mL), as previously described 

(25). At day 6, cells were harvested, re-plated and acclimated for 30 minutes either in 

atmospheric or hypoxic (Rasquinn invivO2 1000 hypoxic chamber set at in1% O2 and 5% 

CO2) conditions prior stimulation with the TLR agonists LPS (TLR4, 100ng/ml), Poly(I:C) 

(TLR3, 25μg/ml) or R848 (TLR7/8, 2μg/ml) for 24 hours.

Inhibition of mitochondrial reactive oxygen species (mtROS) and hypoxia inducible factors 

(HIFs)

To inhibit mtROS we used mitoQ (10nM) (provided by Dr Mike Murphy, MRC 

Mitochondrial Biology Unit, University of Cambridge, UK), and HIF-1a and HIF-2a were 

inhibited using HIF-1a (Bisphenol A dimethyl ether, 10nM) and HIF-2a (HIF-2 Antagonist 

2, 10nM) inhibitors.

mtROS measurement

mtROS production was quantified using MitoSOX™ Red Mitochondrial Superoxide 

Indicator according to the manufacturer’s protocol, measured in FACS CANTO II Flow 

cytometer and analysed with BD FACS Diva software.

Quantification of cytokine production level

Cell-free supernatants were analysed by ELISA for CXCL4. TNFα, IL-6 and IL-8 were 

measured using human single-plex assays (Bio-Rad) and read on a Bio-Plex 200 system 

(Bio-Rad).

RT-PCR and quantitative (q)PCR

RNA from moDCs was isolated using the Allprep RNA/DNA kit. Total RNA was reverse-
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transcribed using SuperScript™ II RT. Duplicate PCR reactions were performed using 

TaqMan with a Quantstudio Real-Time PCR detection system. cDNA was amplified 

using specific primers. Relative level of CXCL4 (Hs00236998_m1) gene expression was 

calculated by normalizing to B2M (Hs00939627_m1) housekeeping genes. Fold changes 

(FC) of mRNA were calculated by using the formulas and 2-ΔΔC.

Western Blot

moDCs were lysed in Laemmli’s buffer and content quantified with a BCA Protein Assay 

Kit (Pierce). Equal amounts of total protein were subjected to electrophoresis on NuPAGE™ 

4-12% Bis-Tris gels (Invitrogen) and proteins were transferred to PVDF membranes 

(Millipore). Blocking was performed using milk (5%). Membranes were incubated 

overnight at 4°C with primary specific antibodies against HIF-1a (NOVUNB100-105SS, 

Novus Biological), HIF-2a (NB100-122SS, Novus Biologicals) and a-Tubulin (T5168, 

Sigma-Aldrich), then washed and incubated in TBS/T containing horseradish peroxidase–

conjugated secondary antibody. Protein was detected with Lumi-lightplus Western Blotting 

Substrate (Roche Diagnostics) using a ChemiDoc™ MP System (Biorad). Relative protein 

expression was normalized to tubulin.

Viability assessment

Cell death was assessed by Annexin V-7AAD staining. Cells were stained with Annexin 

V (1:100 dilution, BD Pharmingen) and 7AAD (1:100 dilution, BD Pharmingen) and 

measured using a FACS Canto Flow Cytometer. The data were further analysed with BD 

FACS DIVA software.

Reagents and Statistical analysis

Reagents, catalogue numbers and company name are listed in Supplementary reagent 

table 1. Where appropriate, Mann–Whitney test or Paired t test was assessed using Graph 

Pad Prism 8.0 Software. P values smaller than 0.05 were considered to be statistically 

significant.
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Results

Hypoxia induces CXCL4 production in moDCs

We compared the production of CXCL4 at protein and mRNA level in healthy and SSc 

moDCs. When compared to healthy moDCs, SSc moDCs after 6 days of culture produced 

higher level of CXCL4 at protein (P<0.0001) and mRNA (P=0.0003) level (Figure 1A). 

CXCL4 production, both at protein and mRNA level, upon stimulation with hypoxia, TLR3, 

or a combination of both, remained unchanged in SSc moDCs (Supplementary Figure 1A, 

1B).

Next, CXCL4 production was quantified in healthy moDCs after hypoxia and/or TLR agonists 

exposure. Exposure to hypoxia solely was sufficient to induce CXCL4 production at protein 

(P=0.0068) and mRNA level (P=0.0003) (Figure 1B, Supplementary Figure 1A, 1B). In 

contrary to SSc moDCs, the production of CXCL4 in healthy moDCs was further potentiated 

upon co-exposure to hypoxia and TLR3 agonists Poly(I:C) (P=0.0192 on protein level, 

P=0.0087 on mRNA level). CXCL4 production remained unchanged upon moDCs exposure 

to hypoxia and other TLR agonists (Figure 1B). Therefore, in the following experiments 

moDCs were stimulated solely with Poly(I:C). Stimulation of healthy moDCs with TLRs 

alone in atmospheric conditions had no effect on CXCL4 production (Figure 1B).

Production of CXCL4 by moDCs is specifically regulated by hypoxic condition

To examine the specificity of CXCL4 production upon hypoxia and TLR3 stimulation, we 

assessed the production of other cytokines relevant to SSc such as IL-8, IL-6, and TNFa 

under the same conditions (Figure 1C). As expected, TLR stimulation alone was sufficient 

to significantly increase the production of IL-8 (P=0.026), IL-6 (P=0.0082), and TNFa 

(P=0.0012). Hypoxia alone had no effect on the production of these cytokines. Co-exposure 

to hypoxia and TLR3 stimulation induced a clear trend for increase, although not statistically 

significant (Figure 1C), indicating that hypoxia and endosomal TLR signalling induce the 

production of CXCL4 in healthy moDCs. We also observed that moDCs from SSc patients 

produced IL-8 (P=0.0221) in absence of any stimulation when compared to healthy moDCs 
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(Figure 1C), suggesting that moDCs from SSc are more pro-inflammatory prone.
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Figure 1. Hypoxia leads to increased CXCL4 production in moDCs. A) On the left CXCL4 level quantification 
in healthy participants (N=11) and SSc (N=17) moDCs incubated in medium conditions during 24 hours. On the 
right mRNA expression level of CXCL4 in healthy participants (N=6) and SSc (N=6) moDCs incubated in medium 
conditions during 24 hours. B) Level of CXCL4 release in supernatant of healthy participants moDCs cultured in 
hypoxic or atmospheric conditions and challenged with either TLR3 ligand (Poly I:C, N=11), TLR4 ligand (LPS, 
N=8) or TLR7/8 ligand (R848, N=6) for 24 hours. C) Measurement of interleukin 8 (IL-8), interleukin 6 (IL-6) and 
tumour necrosis factor (TNF) α in the supernatant from moDCs (7 HC and 6 SSc patients), cultured in atmospheric 
oxygen level (AOL) or hypoxic conditions and co-stimulated with TLR3 agonist Poly(I:C) for 24 hours. Bars are 
represented as mean ±SEM. Grey and white edge respectively represent hypoxic and atmospheric conditions. 
*=P≤0.05, **=P≤0.01, ***=P≤0.001, ****=P≤0.0001 using Mann-Whitney test.

Increased mitochondrial ROS (mtROS) production in moDCs is essential for CXCL4 

production in healthy moDCs

To assess the impact of hypoxia and TLR3 stimulation on mtROS production in moDCs, 

cells were exposed to hypoxia (1%) and stimulated with TLR3 ligand Poly(I:C). Hypoxia 

alone induced mtROS production in healthy moDCs (P=0.046) (Figure 2A, left panel). 

This was not the case when the cells were stimulated with Poly(I:C) alone. The combination 
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of Poly(I:C) and hypoxia potentiated an increased mtROS production level as compared 

to the medium condition (P=0.0012) and led to elevated levels of CXCL4 production 

(P=0.0047), as compared to the medium condition (Figure 2A, left panel). In order to 

assess whether mtROS has a role in CXCL4 production by healthy moDCs, moDCs were 

incubated in the presence of mitoQ, a specific mtROS inhibitor. As a result, we observed 

a reduction in CXCL4 production by healthy moDCs after hypoxia (P=0.0411) alone and 

after co-exposure to hypoxia and TLR3 agonist (P=0.002) in the presence of mitoQ (Figure 

2A, right panel). We observed no effect of mitoQ alone on IL-6, IL-8, and TNFa production 

in healthy moDCs (data not shown). This demonstrates the important role of mtROS in 

CXCL4 production by healthy moDCs exposed to hypoxia. Interestingly, in moDCs from 

SSc patients, mitoQ had no effect on CXCL4 production, suggesting differences in the role 

of mtROS in regulating CXCL4 production in SSc moDCs compared to healthy moDCs. 

Furthermore, these differences were excluded to be caused by mitoQ affecting moDCs 

viability (Supplementary Figure 2).

HIFs are essential for CXCL4 production in moDCs

HIFs are stabilized upon hypoxic environment, TLR activation and/or mtROS increase 

(11). In order to delineate the role of HIFs in CXCL4 production by moDCs, we quantified 

the expression of HIF-1a and HIF-2a at protein level in moDCs upon hypoxia exposure 

and TLR3 ligand stimulation. We observed, on one hand, an increase in HIF-2a (P=0.041) 

protein after exposure of moDCs to hypoxia and TLR3 ligand stimulation (Figure 2B). 

HIF-1a, on the other hand, was increased only after moDCs exposure to hypoxia alone 

(P=0.026) (Figure 2B). The role of HIFs in CXCL4 production was also investigated by 

adding HIFs inhibitors to moDCs culture medium. We observed that in healthy moDCs, both 

HIF-2a (P=0.0022) and HIF-1a (P=0.0022) inhibitors were able to significantly suppress 

CXCL4 production in cells co-exposed to hypoxia and TLR3 agonist (Figure 2C). Next, 

we looked at the effect of HIFs inhibition on IL-6, IL-8, and TNFa. We observed that both 
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HIF-2a and HIF-1a inhibitors were able to significantly reduce IL-6 (HIF-2a P=0.013, 

HIF-1a P=0.013) and TNFa (HIF-2a P=0.0036, HIF-1a P=0.0034) production in healthy 

moDCs exposed to TLR3 agonist only (Supplementary Figure 3). Further, HIF-2a and 

HIF-1a inhibition reduced IL-6 (HIF-2a P=0.063, HIF-1a P=0.033) and TNFa (HIF-2a 

P=0.029, HIF-1a P=0.0051) production in HCs moDCs co-exposed to hypoxia and TLR3 

ligand (Supplementary Figure 3A, 3B). The exposure to HIFs inhibitor had no effect on 

IL-8 production in healthy moDCs (Supplementary Figure 3C).

Similarly to healthy moDCs, the inhibition of HIFs substantiate reduction in CXCL4 

production in moDCs from SSc patients (HIF-2aP=0.026; HIF-1aP=0.026) (Figure 2C). 

This suggests CXCL4 production in SSc moDCs is regulated by HIF pathway independent 

from mtROS signalling.

The inhibition of HIF-2a in SSc moDCs, similarly to healthy moDCs, induced reduction of 

IL-6 production (P<0.0001) and a non-significant but hence clear trend in TNFa in five out 

of six donors, but no effect was observed on IL-8 production. Interestingly, the inhibition 

of HIF-1a instead, augmented the production of IL-6 (P=0.0005) and IL-8 (P<0.0001), but 

had no effect on TNFa in SSc moDCs, indicating there are differences in the role of HIF-1a 

regulating pro-inflammatory cytokines in healthy and SSc moDCs. All in all, these results 

underline the fundamental roles of both HIF-1a and HIF-2a in the modulation of CXCL4, 

IL-6, and TNFa by both healthy and SSc moDCs.
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Figure 2
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Figure 2. mtROS and HIFs are essential for CXCL4 production in pDCs and moDCs. A) On the left FACS 
analysis of the MFI of mitoSOX dye for mtROS in moDCs from 6 HCs exposed to either AOL or hypoxia and 
TLR3 agonist Poly(I:C) for 24hrs. On the right ELISA measurement of CXCL4 in moDCs (6HC and 6SSc patients) 
exposed to either AOL or hypoxia and TLR3 agonist Poly(I:C) +/- MitoQ for 24hrs. B) On the left representative 
blot of 4 Western Blot gels for HIF-1α, HIF-2α and tubulin. In the middle quantification of HIF-2α and (on the 
right) HIF-1α in moDCs from 6 HC cultured either in AOL or exposed to hypoxia and TLR3 agonist Poly(I:C). 
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Discussion

In this study we revealed that moDCs are able to produce CXCL4 after hypoxia and TLR3 

co-exposure with a mechanism similar to what we previously observed in pDCs (23). 

Furthermore, we demonstrate that IL-6 and TNFa, but not IL-8 production, in HCs moDCs 

is HIFs dependent. Hypoxia is recognized as the leading force behind various pathological 

characteristics of SSc (26). Here, by demonstrating the role of hypoxia substantiating 

CXCL4 production by moDCs, our results confirm hypoxia as a key modulator involved in 

the pathophysiology of SSc by modulating moDCs’ TLR response and cytokine production. 

In addition, our results demonstrate the role of hypoxia substantiating CXCL4 production 

by moDCs.

In line with the literature (23,27), we observed that hypoxia stimulation orchestrates the 

production of mtROS in healthy moDCs. Also, TLR stimulation is known to induce mtROS 

production (23,28). Accordingly, co-exposure with TLR and hypoxia led to an increase in 

mtROS production in HC moDCs. Similarly to what we previously observed in pDCs (23), 

the inhibition of mtROS led to a reduction of CXCL4 production in healthy moDCs. In 

contrary, the inhibition of mtROS had no effect on the production of IL-8, IL-6, and TNFa 

in healthy moDCs. In contrast to our observations in HCs moDCs, suppression of mtROS 

in SSc moDCs had no effect on CXCL4 production, suggesting SSc moDCs have become 

resistant to the changes in mtROS. 

Interestingly, unstimulated moDCs of SSc patients were able to spontaneously produce high 

levels of CXCL4 and IL-8 after a period of at least 6 days in culture, when compared to 

healthy moDCs. Chronic exposure to hypoxic and highly inflammatory in vivo environment 

present in SSc patients might potentiate epigenetic modifications and thereby implicate 

a deviating regulatory mechanism in SSc moDCs. For example, hypoxia is known to 

induce epigenetic modifications in fibroblasts through HIFs stabilization and to promote 

the construction of a pro-fibrotic profile in these cells (29). Similarly, hypoxia, via HIFs, 

is capable to epigenetically reprogram monocytes. These modifications are responsible for 
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the long-term memory of the innate immunity. In addition, hypoxia leads to a shifting in 

the monocyte’s metabolism, preparing them for a prompt and rapid immune response (30).

Epigenetic modifications could lead to hypermethylation of promotor regions that suppresses 

gene expression. For instance, SOCS1, is a gene regulated by HIF-1a and is known to 

be involved in processes such as proliferation, apoptosis and cytokine production (31). In 

macrophages hypermethylation of SOCS1 leads to overproduction of TNFa and IL-6 (32). 

Therefore, our results could be explained by epigenetic modifications induced by chronic 

hypoxia that lead to hypermethylation of a promotor region, and thereby modifying the SSc 

moDCs with a “chronically proinflammatory signature”. Thereby, it is tempting to assume 

that hypoxia induces chronically active sets of immune cells that are primed to orchestrate 

overproduction of pro-inflammatory cytokines i.e. CXCL4 and IL-8 as observed in SSc 

moDCs. Moreover, these findings could signify an imprinted altered regulatory epigenetic 

mechanism in SSc moDCs which potentially leads to the persistent production of CXCL4 

and IL-8, even in absence of hypoxia and TLR stimulation ex vivo. Hence, since inhibition 

of mtROS in healthy moDCs substantiates a reduction of CXCL4 production upon hypoxia 

and TLR stimulation, mtROS machinery pathways might entail the potential epigenetic 

imprinting which eventuates persistent CXCL4 production in SSc moDCs.

Recent studies in our group describe the presence of a feedback loop whereby CXCL4 

is able to promote the genetic imprinting of DCs (25). Cardoso et al. demonstrated in 

moDCs, that CXCL4 is able to reprogram the cells and thereby priming a more mature cell-

phenotype and augment the TLR responsiveness in these cells. CXCL4 primed moDCs had 

a higher production level of IL-12 and TNFa upon TLR3 stimulation. These moDCs were 

also proficient inducers of proliferation and cytokine production of CD4+ T (and CD8?) 

cells. Moreover, moDCs matured upon CXCL4 exposure had excessive superior ability to 

present antigens derived from endocytosis. This underlines the important involvement of 

TLR3 as an endosomal TLR and thereby explains CXCL4 production prominently upon 

TLR3 stimulation in SSc moDCs. Therefore, we speculate that, the high concentrations of 
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CXCL4 observed in circulation of SSc patients (14) could already implicate epigenetically 

modified moDCs and which eventuate an altered inflammatory response in patients with 

SSc. The potential imprinting of SSc moDCs has to be confirmed in future studies.

Further assessing our findings, we were also interested to enquire the role of HIFs on 

CXCL4, IL-6, IL-8, and TNFa production in healthy moDCs. We observed that the 

expression of HIF-1a was induced through hypoxia alone while HIF-2a was expressed 

after hypoxia and TLR3 agonist co-exposure. However, since inhibiting HIF-1a and HIF-

2a in healthy and SSc moDCs diminished CXCL4 production, one could speculate that the 

epigenetic modification upon chronic hypoxia and CXCL4 exposure might be implemented 

by chronic stabilization of HIFs. According to the literature, HIFs have been shown to be 

involved in regulating immune responses. For instance, while the available literature on 

HIF-2a and its working mechanism is rather poor,HIF-1a is known to be involved in the 

production of pro-inflammatory cytokines such as IL-8, IL-1b and TNFa (33–35), however 

limited is known about the role HIF-2a and its working mechanism on immune processes. 

To our knowledge there is only one study delineating the relevance of HIF-2a in mouse 

macrophages and production of proinflammatory cytokines such as IL-1b, IL-12, TNFa 

and IFNg (36). Therefore, and in line with this, our study is providing the first indications 

on crucial distinct modulatory roles of both HIF-1a and HIF-2ain CXCL4 production by 

healthy and SSc moDCs, and HIF-2a in IL-6 and TNFa production by healthy moDCs. 

In SSc patients, HIF-1a inhibition increased the production level of IL-8 and TNFa and 

decreased CXCL4 production, whereas the inhibition of HIF-2a reduced IL-6 and TNFa 

as well as CXCL4 production level. Therefore, we believe that HIF-2a plays an important 

role in SSc moDCs similar to what we observed in SSc pDCs (23).

In conclusion, CXCL4 is a cytokine known to contribute to chronic inflammation in 

SSc. In this study we demonstrated how hypoxia and mtROS via HIFs stabilization are 

responsible for elevated CXCL4 production level and that unstimulated SSc moDCs 

produce high levels of pro-inflammatory cytokines such as CXCL4. Since CXCL4 is a 
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cytokine known to contribute to chronic inflammation in autoimmune diseases such as 

SSc (14,37–39), in a clinical setting, suppressing CXCL4 production maybe beneficial 

for therapeutic intervention: by intervening the vicious circle of TLR triggering, mtROS 

release and HIFs activation, might potentially inhibit chronic inflammation in moDCs and 

subsequently diminish the extent of hypoxia and prevent SSc patients from a prognosis of 

further worsening. Our study provides prominent evidences on novel potential treatment 

target points in order to diminish hypoxia and chronic inflammation through intervening 

this pathogenic feedback loop. Future studies are required to further translate and validate 

these findings in in vivo studies and to prove the proposed epigenetic modifications leading 

to the proinflammatory signature of moDCs in patients with SSc.
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Supplementary Figures

Supplementary Figure 1

Supplementary Figure 1. Hypoxia leads to increased CXCL4 production in moDCs. A) CXCL4 level 
quantification in healthy participants (N=11) and SSc (N=7) moDCs incubated in hypoxic or atmospheric 
conditions that were triggered with TLR3 ligand (Poly (I:C)) during 24 hours. B) mRNA expression level of 
CXCL4 in healthy participants (N=6) and SSc (N=6) moDCs incubated upon hypoxic and atmospheric conditions 

and triggered with TLR3 agonist (Poly I:C) during 24 hours. Bars are represented as mean ±SEM. Grey and 
black edge respectively represent hypoxic and atmospheric conditions. *=P≤0.05, **=P≤0.01, ***=P≤0.001, 
****=P≤0.0001 using Mann-Whitney test.
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	Supplemental	Figure	2.	Percentage	of	live	cells.	FACS	analysis	expressed	as	percentage	of	live	cells	in	annexin	V,	7-AAD	dead	
staining	of	pDCs	cultured	in	either	atmospheric	A)	or	hypoxic	B)	condition	and	TLR9	agonist	CpG-C	for	16hrs,	exposed	to	different	
inhibitors	 (2-DG,	 mitoQ,	 HIF-1α	 and	 HIF-2α	 inhibitor).	 All	 data	 represents	 mean±SEM.	 Grey	 and	 white	 circles	 respectively	
represent	hypoxic	and	atmospheric	conditions.

Supplementary Figure 2. Percentage of live cells. FACS analysis expressed as percentage of live cells in annexin 
V, 7-AAD dead staining of moDCs cultured in either atmospheric A) or hypoxic B) condition and TLR3 agonist 
Poly(I:C) for 24 hours, exposed to different inhibitors (mitoQ, HIF-1α and HIF-2α inhibitor). All data represents 
mean ±SEM.
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Supplem
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Supplementary reagent table 1,

Reagent Cat# Company

Cell isolation

10 mL Li-Hep vacutainer #367526, BD Biosciences

Ficoll gradient #17-1440-02 GE Healthcare
Monocyte beads (CD14 

MicroBeads, human) #130-050-201 Miltenyi Biotec

RPMI 1640 GlutaMAX medium #61870-010 Thermo Fisher 
Scientific

Fetal Bovine Serum (FBS) #S181A Biowest

Penicillin-Streptomycin #15070063 Thermo Fisher 
Scientific

Cell 
culturing and 
stimulation

CpG-C #tlrl-m362-1 Invivogen

CpG-A #tlrl-2216-1 Invivogen

CL075 #tlrl-c75 Invivogen

R848 #tlrl-r848 Invivogen

Loxoribine #tlrl-lox Invitrogen

Inhibitors

mitoQ (provided by Dr Mike 
Murphy)

HIF-1a # CAS 1568-
83-8

Santa Cruz 
Biotechnology

HIF-2a #SML0883 Sigma-Aldrich
mtROS 

measurement MitoSOX™ Red # M36008 Thermo Fisher

Cytokine 
quantification CXCL4 ELISA kit #DY795 R&D Systems

RNA 
extraction and

cDNA 
synthesis

qPCR

Allprep RNA/DNA Micro Kit #80284 Qiagen

SuperScript™ II RT #18064014 Thermo Fisher 
Scientific

TaqMan Master Mix #4369016 Applied 
Biosystems

Intracellular 
staining Fix-Perm #88-8824-00 eBioscience
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Abstract

Systemic sclerosis (SSc) is an autoimmune disease characterized by hypoxia, immune 

activation, vascular aberrances and fibrosis. An increased level of proinflammatory cytokine 

production such as interferon (IFN)a, tumour necrosis factor (TNF)a, interleukin (IL)-8 

and IL-6 has been shown in patients with SSc. In line with this, hypoxia has been implicated 

in the production of those cytokines via hypoxia inducible factors (HIFs). We assessed the 

potential role of HIFS in the production of IFNa, TNFa, IL-6 and IL-8 by plasmacytoid 

dendritic cells (pDCs) from healthy and SSc.

Primary healthy pDCs were cultured in hypoxic or atmospheric environment in presence 

and or absence of Toll like receptor 9 (TLR9) agonist stimulation followed by quantification 

of cytokines production level by ELISA. The level of HIFs protein was determined by 

flow cytometry. Fundamental role of HIFs on cytokine production was further assessed by 

inhibition of HIFs.

We demonstrated that inhibition of HIF-2a and HIF-1a reduces the production level of 

IFNa and TNFa in healthy pDCs. Furthermore, in SSc pDCs we demonstrate the positive 

correlation between both HIF-2a and HIF-1a stabilization with the production of IFNa, 

TNFa and IL-8, while HIF-2a solely correlated IL-6 production.

In conclusion, suppression of IFNa, TNFa, IL-6 and IL-8 production by blocking HIF-2a 

pathway might provide a therapeutic tool in downregulation of chronic inflammation and 

thereby the subsequent disease hallmarks of SSc.
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Introduction

Systemic sclerosis (SSc) is one of the most complex known systemic autoimmune diseases 

with an unpredictable course and is characterized by hypoxia and immune dysregulation 

(1). According to the literature, aberrant Toll like receptor (TLR) signalling (2–4) and an 

excessive secretion level of pro-inflammatory cytokines i.e. interferon (IFN-) a, tumour 

necrosis factor (TNF-) a interleukin (IL-) 6, IL-8 and C-X-C motif ligand (CXCL) 4 (4–9), 

are the main hallmarks of the dysregulated immune response in SSc. As one of the most 

conserved receptors, TLRs are specialized pathogen recognition receptors. Once triggered, 

TLR receptors eventuate activation of the innate immune system followed by production and 

secretion of proinflammatory cytokines. TLR triggering also activates adaptive immunity 

and orchestrates cell survival and proliferation (10). Hypoxia, which is the key player in 

persistent inflammation in SSc, is known to induce the expression of TLRs (11) on immune 

cells (i.e. leukocytes, dendritic cells, macrophages, natural killer cells, and T cells and B 

cells) and non-immune cells (i.e. epithelial and endothelial cells) (12).

Hypoxia is a condition whereby the oxygen level is lower than the physiological level and 

therefore occurs typically during inflammation whereby cells are forced to change their 

energetic metabolism from aerobic (oxygen-dependant) to anaerobic (oxygen-independent). 

Upon hypoxic conditions, hypoxia inducible factors (HIFs) are activated. HIFs are dimeric 

proteins formed by an a and b subunit that act as transcription factors for various pro-

inflammatory associated genes such as CXCL4 (13), CXCL5 and CXCL12, nuclear factor 

kappa-light-chain-enhancer of activated B cells (NFkB), TNFa and cytokine-inducible Nitric 

oxide synthases (iNOS) (14,15). Therefore, activation of HIFs in a hypoxic environment is 

decisive for further modulation and direction of (pro-) inflammatory responses. Notably, 

in order for HIFs to be activated, HIF-a subunit requires to be stabilized and dimerized 

with HIF-b subunit. In a physiological scenario HIF-a subunit is stabilized in an oxygen 

depending manner. In an inflammatory or hypoxic scenario however, HIF-a subunit is 

stabilized in an oxygen independent manner via growth factors, cytokines, metabolites 
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and TLRs signalling (12–16). Once the HIF-a subunit is stabilized, it dimerizes with the 

HIF-b subunit and interacts with the DNA to promote the expression of target genes. There 

are 3 different HIF-a subunits, HIF-1, 2 and 3 a, from which only the first two are the 

most studied. The combination of HIF-a subunits is differently present and expressed in 

various tissues and upon activation maintains different physiological mechanisms (16). For 

instance, HIF-1a seems to be more involved in the acute response to hypoxia, while HIF-

2a appears to be more involved in the chronic response to hypoxia (17). Finally, recent 

literature pinpoint the role of HIF-1a in autoimmune diseases such as rheumatoid arthritis, 

intestinal bowel disease, psoriasis and SSc (18) and recently, we showed that CXCL4, 

potential biomarker for SSc which is mainly produced by pDCs (9), is elevated upon HIF-

2a stabilization as a consequence of hypoxia and TLR9 stimulation (13).

Overlooking the evidence, since HIFs activation orchestrate inflammatory response and 

thereby consequence a vicious proinflammatory circle through TLR activation (19,20) and 

a dysregulated cytokine profile (13,21,22), we gauge the implication of this synergy in SSc. 

In this setup, we studied the role of HIFs activation in plasmacytoid dendritic cells (pDCs) 

as a prominent affected immune cell type in SSc (9,13). Therefore, we hypothesized that 

the HIFs overactivation might potentially induce secretion of pro-inflammatory cytokines 

in DCs of patients with SSc.
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Methods

Patients cohort

Blood from patients and sex- and age-matched healthy controls (HC) was obtained from the 

University Medical Center Utrecht (The Netherlands). All patients provided informed written 

consent approved by the local institutional medical ethics review boards prior to inclusion 

in this study. Samples and clinical information were treated anonymously immediately after 

collection. All patients fulfilled the ACR/EULAR 2013 classification criteria for SSc (23). 

The study was performed according to the guidelines of the Declaration of Helsinki and the 

local ethical and Review committee from each centre approved the study. Demographics 

and clinical characteristics of the patients are detailed in Table 1.

Table 1 patients characteristics

Healthy participants

(n=18)
SSc (n=14)

Age (years) (min-max) 39 (26–58) 49 (43–78)

Female (%) 15 (83%) 10 (71%)

ANA (antinuclear antibody (%) – 13 (93%)

ACA (anticentromere antibody) (%) – 3 (21%)

Scl70 (anti topoisomerase I) (%) – 3 (21%)
MRSS (modified Rodnan skin score)

(min-max) – 24 (0-39)

ILD (Interstitial lung disease) (%) – 2 (14%)

Disease duration (years) (min-max) – 12 (1-23)
The values are represented as mean + min-max or absolute number + percentage.

Cell isolation and stimulation

Peripheral blood mononuclear cells (PBMCs) from HC and SSc patients were isolated 

by Ficoll gradient (cat# 17-1440-02, GE Healthcare). According the manufacturer’s 

instructions, pDCs were isolated using an autoMACS Pro Separator. Purity was routinely 

assessed by flow cytometry and above 92%.
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Following, pDCs were seeded to a final concentration of half million per ml in RPMI-

GlutaMAX (cat# 61870-010, ThermoFisher) supplemented with 10% fetal bovine serum 

(FBS) (cat# S181A, Biowest), 10.000 I.E. penicillin-streptomycin (cat# 15070063, 

ThermoFisher) and interleukin-3 (IL-3, 10ng/ml) (cat# 11340033, Immunotools), and then 

incubated either in atmospheric (21% O2) or hypoxic conditions (1% O2 - in a Rasquinn 

invivO2 1000 hypoxic chamber). Cells were acclimated for 30 minutes before being 

exposed to different stimuli and/or inhibitors. Cells were stimulated with the TLR agonists 

CpG-C (TLR9, 1μM) (cat# tlrl-m362-1, Invivogen) and HIF-1a and HIF-2a were inhibited 

using HIF-1a (Bisphenol A dimethyl ether, 10nM) (cat# CAS 1568-83-8, Santa Cruz 

Biotechnology) and HIF-2a (HIF-2 Antagonist 2, 10nM) (cat# SML0883, Sigma-Aldrich) 

inhibitors during 16 hours in an incubator at 37°C and 5% CO2.

Intracellular HIFs protein quantification 

Using optimized concentration of antibodies, pDCs were stained extracellularly with CD123 

(cat# 306022, Biolegend) and CD303 (cat# 130-090-510, Miltenyi Biotec) antibodies at 

4°C for 15 minutes. After, cells were fixed and permeabilized using Fix-Perm (cat# 88-

8824-00, eBioscience) according to manufacturer’s protocol. Antibody against HIF-1a 

(cat# 359704, Biolegend) or HIF-2a (cat# MA5-16021, ThermoFisher) was then added. 

Data were acquired using a Fortessa flow cytometer and analysed using FlowJo Software. 

Protein levels were quantified and represented as mean fluorescence intensity (MFI).

Cytokine quantification

Cell-free supernatants were analysed by ELISA for interferon a (IFNa) (cat# BMS216MS, 

ThermoFisher). TNFa and interleukin 6 (IL-6) and interleukin 8 (IL-8) were measured 

using human single-plex assays (Bio-Rad) and read on a Bio-Plex 200 system (Bio-Rad).

Statistical analysis

Where appropriate, Mann–Whitney test or Wilcoxon test were assessed using Graph Pad 

Prism 8.0 Software. P values smaller than 0.05 were considered as statistically significant.
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Results

TLR induced cytokine expression in pDCs

In our previous research we demonstrated that TLR9 is an important factor in secretion of 

CXCL4 and other pro-inflammatory cytokines such as IFNa, TNFa, IL-6 and IL-8 in SSc 

(13). Here, in order to study the effect of TLR on cytokine production, pDCs from healthy 

individuals were cultured with TLR9 ligand CpG-C in atmospheric oxygen level (AOL) or 

hypoxia during 16 hours. After, supernatants free of cells were analysed for IFNa, TNFa, 

IL-6 and IL-8. We observed that TLR9 stimulation led to increment of IFNa (P=0.031), 

TNFa (P=0.031), IL-6 (P=0.031) and IL-8 (P=0.031) in AOL. Hypoxia alone or in 

combination with TLR9 didn’t induce any further significant increase in production level of 

pro-inflammatory cytokines i.e. IFNa, TNFa, IL-6 and IL-8 in healthy pDCs. Furthermore, 

spontaneous production of IFNa (P=0.0022) was observed in SSc pDCs. This was not 

observed in TNFa, IL-6 and IL-8 (Figure 1A).

Figure 1
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Figure 1. TLR9 triggering leads to increased IFNa, TNFa, IL-6 and IL-8 production in moDCs. A) From the 
left IFNa, TNFa, IL-6 and IL-8 level quantification in healthy participants (N=6) and SSc (N=6) pDCs incubated 
with or without TLR9 ligand CpG-C and in AOL or hypoxic conditions during 16 hours. B) HIFs protein level 
expressed as ratio HIF-2a/HIF-1a of mean fluorescent of healthy participants (N=4) and SSc (N=4). Bars are 
represented as mean ±SEM. Grey and white edge respectively represent hypoxic and atmospheric conditions (AOL). 
*=P≤0.05, **=P≤0.01, ***=P≤0.001, ****=P≤0.0001 using Wilcoxon and Mann-Whitney test.
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HIF-2a is increased in pDCs from SSc patients

Next, TLR are known to induce HIFs stabilisation and in our previous research we 

demonstrated that HIF-2a was increased in SSc patients (13). We therefore measured the 

HIF-2a and HIF-1a protein expression level in pDCs from healthy and SSc patients. We 

observed an increased ratio of HIF-2a expression in SSc as compared to healthy (P=0.0286) 

(Figure 1B)

HIF-2a inhibition reduces pro-inflammatory cytokine production in stimulated healthy 

pDCs

In order to study the effect of HIFs inhibition after TLR stimulation on cytokine production 

in a physiological setting, pDCs from healthy individuals were cultured with TLR9 ligand 

CpG-C during 16 hours in the presence of HIF-2a or HIF-1a inhibitor in AOL or hypoxia. 

After, supernatants free of cells were assessed for presence of IFNa, TNFa, IL-6 and IL-8. 

After HIF-2a inhibition, we observed a significant reduction in IFNa production level in 

AOL (P=0.0046) and hypoxia (P=0.031) (Figure 2A). The inhibition of HIF-1a failed to 

significantly reduce IFNa in AOL and hypoxia (Figure 2B). Similarly, TNFa secretion was 

reduced after HIF-2a inhibition in AOL (P=0.016) and hypoxia (P=0.049) (Figure 2C). 

HIF-1a inhibition had no effect both in AOL and hypoxia on TNFa production (Figure 

2D). Further, the inhibition of HIF-2a or HIF-1a had no diminishing effect on IL-6 and IL-8 

production level in healthy pDCs both in AOL and hypoxia. Interestingly, the inhibition of 

HIF-1a led to increase of IL-8 production (P=0.024) in hypoxia (Figure 2E-2H).

HIF-2a and HIF-1a inhibition reduces pro-inflammatory cytokine production in stimulated 

pDCs from SSc patients

In order to study the effect of HIF-2a and HIF-1a inhibition and the concomitant modulatory 

mechanisms in which they operate unstimulated pDCs from SSc patient were cultured with 

or without HIF-2a or HIF-1a inhibitor in AOL during 16 hours. After, we quantified the 

production level of IFNa, TNFa, IL-6 and IL-8. We observed that IFNa secretion was 
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reduced after inhibition of both HIF-2a (P=0.011) and HIF-1a (P=0.029) (Figure 2I, 2J). 

Similarly, TNFa secretion was reduced by both HIF-2a (P=0.021) and HIF-1a (P=0.043) 

(Figure 2K, 2L). The inhibition of HIF-2a led to a reduction trend in IL-6 production 

(P=0.0536) (Figure 2M), while HIF-1a inhibition had no effect (Figure 2N). Finally, 

IL-8 secretion was reduced by both HIF-2a (P=0.037) and HIF-1a (P=0.035) inhibitors 

(Figure 2O, 2P).

Figure 2

Figure 2. HIF-2a and HIF-1a regulatory effect on IFNa, TNFa, IL-6 and IL-8. On the top cytokine 
quantification in cell free supernatant of A, E) INFa, B, F) TNFa, C, G) IL-6 and D, H) IL-8 in pDCs from healthy 
participants (N=8 IFNa, N=4 TNFa, IL-6, IL-8) cultured in either AOL or hypoxia and exposed to TLR9 ligand 
CpG-C in the presence of HIF-2a inhibitor (A, B, C, D) or HIF-1a inhibitor (E, F, G, H) for 16 hours. On the 
bottom cytokine quantification in cell free supernatant of I, M) INFa, J, N) TNFa, K, O) IL-6 and L, P) IL-8 in 
pDCs from SSc patients (N=4) cultured in AOL in the presence of HIF-2a inhibitor (I, J, K, L) or HIF-1a inhibitor 
(M, N, O, P) for 16 hours. Grey and white dots respectively represent hypoxic and atmospheric conditions (AOL). 
*=P≤0.05, **=P≤0.01, ***=P≤0.001, ****=P≤0.0001 using and Wilcoxon test.
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Discussion

In this study, mimicking the SSc like conditions, we demonstrated that in Vitro stimulation 

of TLR9 in healthy pDCs orchestrate a significant increase in the production levels of pro-

inflammatory cytokines such as IFNa, TNFa, IL-8 and IL-6 via HIF-2a stabilization. 

Furthermore, we underline the importance of HIFs in downregulation of basal high 

levels of pro-inflammatory cytokines such as IFNa, TNFa, IL-8 and IL-6 ex Vivo in 

unstimulated pDCs of SSc patients. In our previous studies, we pinpointed HIF-2a as a 

key player in CXCL4 production by pDCs from SSc patients (13). Here, for the first time, 

we demonstrate preliminary data on the fundamental role of HIF-2a in pro-inflammatory 

cytokine production by pDCs of patients with SSc. Furthermore, we confirmed our previous 

observation showing significant disbalance in HIFs ratio in SSc pDCs (13).

We hypothesised whether inhibition of HIF stabilization in SSc pDCs, could reduce the 

production of pro-inflammatory cytokines in SSc. Confirming our hypothesis, our results 

demonstrate that TLR stimulated HIF-2a stabilization alone is sufficient to orchestrate pro-

inflammatory cytokine production in healthy pDCs. This is in line with the findings of 

Spirig et al., who have shown that TLR activation stabilizes HIFs in dendritic cells (24). 

Following, other similar studies underlined that HIF-1a stabilisation is positively associated 

with cytokine production upon TLR4 triggering using LPS stimulation in monocytes (25–

27). HIF-1α has been considered to play an important modulatory role in proinflammatory 

response and inflammation (28). In our study, inhibition of HIF-1a had no suppressing 

effect on IFNa, TNFa, IL-6 and IL-8 in healthy pDCs. Our observations do not entirly 

exclude HIF-1α involvement in the immune response, but confirm our previous results 

pinpointing a major role of HIF-2α, rather than solely HIF-1α in pDCs’ immune response 

(13) Remarkably, in freshly isolated healthy pDCs, basal ratio of HIF-2a/HIF-1a protein 

was around one, indicating an equal proportion of HIF-2a and HIF-1a as compared to this 

ratio in SSc pDCs. Overlooking our results, we speculate that it is less likely for HIF-1α 

solely to orchestrate TLR9 ligand CpG-C induced immune response in healthy pDCs.
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In our study downregulation of only HIF-2a eventuated a reduction in IFNa and TNFa 

cytokine production of healthy pDCs. This observation is in line with what Imtiyas et 

al., showed in mouse macrophages, where HIF-2a plays a fundamental role in TNFa 

cytokine production (29). Even though limited number of studies have been stipulating 

the specific downstream pathways upon which TLRs act (26), yet we believe that TLR9, 

as an endosomal receptor, is highly sensitive to hypoxia and therefore an important factor 

in inducing cytokine production by pDCs in autoimmune and inflammatory diseases with 

hypoxia as a main hallmark (30). 

Intriguingly, we observed that HIF-1a inhibition in healthy pDCs exposed to hypoxia led 

to an increase in IL-8 production level. IL-8 is a pro-inflammatory chemokine with pro-

angiogenic effects (31). We speculate that, when suppressing HIF-1a, HIF-2a is responsible 

for an induction of IL-8 level. This mechanism would further support our speculation that 

HIF-2a plays a major pro-inflammatory role upon TLR9 triggering in healthy pDCs.

Interestingly, in SSc we observed that both HIF-1a and HIF-2a inhibition substantiate 

a significant reduction in IFNa, TNFa and IL-8 production levels in pDCs. However, 

inhibition of HIF-1a and HIF-2a stabilization had no significant effect on IL-6 production 

levels. Literature regarding the effect of HIF-1a in IL-6 production is contradictory. In mice 

DCs deletion of HIF-1a showed no alteration in IL-6 production as this remained similar 

to wildtype controls (32). However, other studies culturing cell-lines have described the 

inhibitory effect of HIF-1a suppression on IL-6 production levels (33). We believe that 

IL-6 production in SSc pDCs is HIF-1a independent, since its suppression had no effect on 

production level of this cytokine. Inhibition of HIF-2a however, showed a non-significant 

but clear IL-6 lowering trend. Hence, HIF-2a working mechanism requires further in-depth 

studies since there is very little known about its regulatory pathway and this information is 

even more limited on HIF-2a inhibitory effect on IL-6 production in pDCs (15).

When assessing the role of hypoxia in cytokine secretion level of SSc pDCs, one could 

presuppose that in contrast to the healthy setting, implicated epigenetic modification 
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eventuated by in Vivo chronic exposure to hypoxic environment could explain the high 

HIF-2a/HIF-1a ratio at basal level in SSc patients. In line with this, it is likely to assume 

that the epigenetically modified pDCs with proinflammatory-like phenotype continue 

producing cytokines even in absence of specific triggers as a consequence of chronically 

activated and stabilized HIFs. In line with this, Wippf and colleagues have pinpointed the 

association between HIF-1a gene polymorphism with SSc in a French European Caucasian 

population (34). In addition, inhibition of HIFs as a treatment target has been already 

considered in cancer therapy (35). Unfortunately, literature about the role of HIF-2a in SSc 

is poor. In a more pathological setting, it has been shown that hypoxia can inflict epigenetic 

modification in cells, such as in fibroblasts, leading to a more fibrotic profile (36). Similarly, 

hypoxia inflicted cellular metabolic alterations in SSc has been described before (37,38). 

Such alterations might originate from epigenetic modification, either directly or indirectly 

in a HIF-associated mechanism of action (39,40). To our knowledge, our study provides 

the first observations on the effect of HIF-1a and HIF-2a inhibition on cytokine biology 

i.e. IFNa, TNFa, IL-6 and IL-8 in healthy and SSc pDCs. Even though our study shows a 

trend evidencing IL-6 reduction upon HIF-2a inhibition, these results remain preliminary 

and are therefore a promising foundation for further investigations on anti-inflammatory 

treatment therapies.

Taken together, combination of targeting HIF-2a and HIF-1a as potential key producers of 

pro-inflammatory cytokines upon hypoxia and TLR stimulation in SSc, might provide an 

inflammatory mitigating option in this disease. While HIF-1a has already been addressed as 

a potential target in SSc, according to our preliminary results, we believe that the potentials 

of HIF-2a suppression in SSc should not be excluded. Further studies are required to 

elucidate the role of HIFs and in particular HIF-2a subunit as a target therapy in SSc to 

diminish hypoxia induced inflammation and subsequent disease prognosis.
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Abstract

Fibrosis, characterized by excessive deposition of extracellular matrix (ECM) by 

myofibroblasts, is a major cause of mortality worldwide. With few treatments available, 

understanding the pathways involved in myofibroblast activation is crucial to develop 

novel treatment strategies. Systemic sclerosis (SSc) is a prototypic fibrotic disease in 

which CXCL4 has been identified to strongly correlate with skin and lung fibrosis. Here 

we aimed to elucidate the role of CXCL4 in fibrosis development. We observed that 

CXCL4 levels were increased in multiple mouse inflammatory and fibrotic models. Using 

CXCL4-deficient mice, we demonstrated the essential role of CXCL4 in promoting fibrotic 

events in the skin, lung, and heart using two independent fibrosis models. Overexpressing 

human CXCL4 in mice aggravated bleomycin-induced skin fibrosis, whereas blocking 

CXCL4 abrogated fibrosis development. Using in vitro assays, we confirmed CXCL4 

directly induced myofibroblast differentiation and collagen synthesis in different precursor 

cells. Our findings identify a pivotal role of CXCL4 in fibrosis, further substantiating the 

potential role for neutralizing CXCL4 as a novel therapeutic strategy.
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Introduction

In fibrotic disorders, an excessive deposition of extra cellular matrix (ECM) leads to the 

obliteration of the original tissue architecture and function1. During this process, a large 

amount of ECM components is produced by activated myofibroblasts, characterized by de 

novo α-smooth muscle actin (α-SMA) expression2. Although myofibroblasts are required 

during physiological tissue repair mechanisms such as wound healing, their persistence 

can lead to the development of fibrosis. The origin of these cells was initially assumed to 

be tissue resident fibroblasts, but other cell types can also give rise to the formation of 

myofibroblasts (myofibroblast transformation, MT). For instance, the conversion of cells 

from endothelial (EndMT) or epithelial (EMT) origins towards mesenchymal-like cells, 

is likely to play an essential role in systemic sclerosis (SSc) and other chronic fibrotic 

disorders2,3. The transformation of myofibroblasts from precursor cells is thought to be 

driven mainly by TGFβ, but other fibrogenic cytokines derived from immune cells can also 

contribute to this process4,5.

SSc is a prototypical fibrotic disease manifested by fibrosis in the skin and multiple 

internal organs, that is often preceded by chronic inflammation and vascular alterations6,7. 

With the purpose of delineating the underlying causes of the disease, we previously found 

the chemokine CXCL4 to be increased in the circulation and skin of SSc patients, predicting 

the progression of both skin and lung fibrosis8. CXCL4 is a multifunctional chemokine that 

can target virtually all cells in the vasculature, and it is involved in numerous biological 

processes including the modulation of immune responses and angiogenesis8–10. CXCL4 has 

a pro-inflammatory role for multiple cells including promoting the production of IL-6 and 

TNFα in monocytes11,12, priming toll-like receptor (TLR) responses of monocyte-derived 

dendritic cells13, as well as boosting IL-17 production in CD4 T cells14. CXCL4 has been 

shown to be increased in inflammatory diseases, including inflammatory bowel disease, 

psoriasis, atherosclerosis, and rheumatoid arthritis10,15,16, as well as fibrotic disorders, 

such as chronic liver fibrosis, cystic fibrosis, and myelofibrosis17–19. Its importance 
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in disease pathogenesis has been shown in animal studies where CXCL4-deficient mice 

were protected from disease development in atherosclerosis, acute lung injury, and 

liver fibrosis models19–21. Furthermore, CXCL4 could directly suppress endothelial cell 

proliferation and their expression of the transcription factor FLI1, a negative regulator 

of collagen synthesis8. Although this series of observations is suggestive for the potential 

pro-fibrotic properties of CXCL4, it is currently unclear whether CXCL4 could play a direct 

role in initiating the fibrotic processes via myofibroblast precursor cells, which is a crucial 

void in information given the lack of effective therapies for fibrosis.

Here, we demonstrate increased levels of CXCL4 in multiple experimental models of 

inflammation and fibrosis, and we show proof of concept for CXCL4 as a therapeutic 

target, as genetic knockdown of CXCL4 in mice almost completely abolish fibrosis in 

the skin, lungs and the heart. Importantly, we show that blocking CXCL4 abrogates skin 

fibrosis, while overexpression of CXCL4 aggravates disease. In addition, we reveal the 

direct role of CXCL4 in the formation of myofibroblasts from different human precursor 

cells in vitro and delineate the mechanisms involved. Our study establish CXCL4 as a 

key component in fibrosis development and the potential of blocking CXCL4 as a novel 

therapeutic strategy.
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Results

CXCL4 is increased in inflammatory and fibrotic conditions

CXCL4 has been shown to be increased in SSc skin and bleomycin-induced skin 

fibrosis model, the most widely accepted animal model for SSc22. Upon subcutaneous 

bleomycin treatment for 7 days, Cxcl4 mRNA expression was indeed increased in the 

skin of mice as compared to saline controls (Fig. 1a,b). Whereas changes in serum 

CXCL4 levels were undetectable after 7 days of treatment, CXCL4 levels were clearly 

increased after 28 days (Supplementary Fig. 1a). We further examined CXCL4 

levels in other in vivo experimental models mimicking SSc or other forms of fibrosis. 

We performed chronic stimulation with TLR ligands poly(I:C) and lipopolysaccharide, 

using a subcutaneously implanted mini-osmotic pump, to induce skin inflammation and 

fibrosis23,24 and we observed increased expression of Cxcl4 mRNA in the skin in both 

models (Supplementary Fig. 1b,c). Since CXCL4 has been implicated in other fibrotic 

disease19, we utilized the scleroderma-like graft-versus-host disease model (Scl-GvHD) to 

induce skin fibrosis, and the model of pressure overload-induced cardiac fibrosis by 

transverse aortic constriction (TAC), to further examine the notion that increased levels 

of CXCL4 are a generalized phenomenon in fibrosis. In line with this thought, CXCL4 

levels were found to be increased in the serum and heart of the Scl-GvHD and TAC 

models, respectively (Supplementary Fig. 1d,e).

CXCL4 deficiency abrogates fibrosis in skin and lung

We next aimed to elucidate the role of CXCL4 in bleomycin-induced fibrosis development 

using Cxcl4-/- mice. Subcutaneous injection of bleomycin led to the anticipated skin 

thickening and increase of dermal thickness in wild-type C57BL/6 (WT) mice, whereas in 

the Cxcl4-/- counterparts the effects of bleomycin was almost fully abrogated (Fig. 1c-

e). In line with these observations, the amount of bleomycin-induced collagen in the skin 

was significantly reduced in Cxcl4-/- mice (Fig. 1f). The increase of dermal myofibroblasts 

(aSMA+) was also diminished in Cxcl4-/- mice, indicating the myofibroblast formation 
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Fig. 1

Figure 1. CXCL4 is a critical factor required for bleomycin-induced skin and lung fibrosis. (a) C57BL/6 wild 
type (WT) or Cxcl4-/- mice were injected subcutaneously with bleomycin or saline (NaCl) control and further 
processed as described. (b) Total RNA was isolated from the skin, and Cxcl4 mRNA expression was quantified by 
qPCR. (n = 8 per group) (c) Representative skin histological analysis after bleomycin or NaCl treatment, stained 
with Masson’s Trichrome (blue for collagen), is displayed. Quantification of (d) caliper-measured skin thickness 
or (e) histologically-measured dermal thickness is shown (n = 4-7 per group). (f) Collagen content upon bleomycin 
treatment in skin after bleomycin was measured by hydroxyproline assay (n = 5 per group). (g) Representative 
histological analysis for αSMA+ immune cells in the dermis, and (h) their quantification, after bleomycin or NaCl 
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control treatment are shown (n = 8 per group). (i,j) Skin was digested after four weeks of treatment and harvested 
cells were cultured at 37°C for a week for assessment of dermal myofibroblasts. (i) Representative images of 
αSMA-(red) expressing myofibroblast are displayed, and (j) quantification of αSMA normalized to cell number by 
nuclei staining (DAPI, blue) is shown (n = 5 per group). (k) Representative lung histological analysis stained with 
Masson’s Trichrome staining is shown. (l) Collagen content in the lung after bleomycin exposure was measured 
by hydroxyproline assay (n = 9-10 per group). Bars represent mean ± SD. One-way ANOVA with FDR correction 
for multiple testing or two-tailed Mann-Whitney test was used as appropriate. * (adj.) p < 0.05, ** p < 0.01, *** 
p < 0.001, **** p < 0.0001.

to be inhibited in Cxcl4 deficient mice (Fig. 1g,h). Furthermore, ex vivo cultures of 

dermal fibroblasts isolated from bleomycin-treated mice, revealed a higher expression 

level of αSMA when compared to untreated mice (Fig. 1i,j). Subcutaneous bleomycin 

treatment is known to also induce a systemic inflammatory and fibrotic process in distal 

organs25. Commensurate to these observations, the lungs of Cxcl4-/- mice were almost 

completely protected against the bleomycin-induced fibrosis (Fig. 1k,l). Therefore, these 

data suggest that CXCL4 deficiency protects mice from bleomycin-induced skin and lung 

fibrosis.

CXCL4 promotes inflammatory and fibrotic processes

Next, we further investigated the mechanisms that conferred protection to Cxcl4-/- 

mice against bleomycin exposure. We found increased mRNA expression of the ECM 

components Col1a1, Col3a1 and the pro-fibrotic Tgfb1 following bleomycin treatment in 

the skin of WT mice. The increase of these pro-fibrotic factors was abolished in Cxcl4-/- 

mice (Supplementary Fig. 2a). A decrease of SMAD2/3 expression in the skin of Cxcl4-/- 

mice following bleomycin treatment, as compared to WT mice (Supplementary Fig. 2b,c), 

further indicated that TGF-β signaling might be affected. With respect to inflammation, the 

number of dermal-infiltrating CD45+ immune cells recruited after bleomycin-treatment was 

drastically decreased in Cxcl4-/- mice (Supplementary Fig. 2d,e). As observed in SSc, 

the bleomycin-treated WT mice showed systemic signs of inflammation such as increased 

levels of circulating E-selectin, P-selectin and the chemokine KC (murine homologue 

of IL-8), which were reduced in their Cxcl4-/- counterparts (Supplementary Fig. 2f). 

Furthermore, it has been proposed that pericytes link vascular damage to fibrosis in SSc 
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patients, via their trans-differentiation into myofibroblasts26. We found a high number of 

PDGFR-β+ pericytes in the skin of bleomycin-treated WT mice (Supplementary Fig. 2g,h). 

On the contrary, Cxcl4-/- mice displayed significantly reduced numbers of pericytes, 

more resembling control, NaCl-treated WT mice (Supplementary Fig. 2g,h). Thus, these 

findings further support a crucial role of CXCL4 in fibrosis development through multiple 

mechanisms.

CXCL4-deficiency abrogates heart fibrosis

Further support for the role of CXCL4 in fibrosis was sought in the non-SSc-related 

pressure-overload TAC model in vivo. Collagen accumulation appeared in the perivascular 

and interstitial regions of the heart from WT mice 7 days post-TAC as revealed by Trichrome 

staining, whereas almost none was observed in their Cxcl4-/- counterparts (Fig. 2a). 

Moreover, the myofibroblast markers aSMA and collagen I were significantly decreased 

in Cxcl4-/- mice when compared to WT mice post-TAC (Fig. 2b,c). Next, gene expression 

profiling of fibrosis-associated genes revealed overexpression of genes involved in ECM 

synthesis and processing (Acta2, Fn1, Col1a2, Col3a1, Mmp14, Lox), TGFβ signaling 

(Tgfb3, Ctgf, Thbs1, Serpine1), and the Smad pathway in the hearts of TAC-treated WT 

mice, but not in Cxcl4-/- mice (Fig. 2d,e). This shows that the effect of bleomycin and 

TAC in initiating inflammation and fibrosis in the skin, lungs and circulation is crucially 

dependent upon CXCL4.
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Fig. 2

Figure 2. CXCL4 is required for transverse aortic constriction-induced cardiac fibrosis. C57BL/6 wild type (WT) 
or Cxcl4-/- mice were subjected to transverse aortic constriction (TAC) or sham surgery (Sham). (a) Representative 
histological analysis of the heart showing Masson’s Trichrome staining of collagen (blue) (sham n = 3, TAC n = 
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8). (b) Representative histological analysis of αSMA+ myofibroblasts (red), collagen (green), and nuclei staining 
(DAPI, blue) in the dermis after TAC or sham control treatment. (c) Quantification of myofibroblasts and collagen 
is shown (n = 4-6 per group). (d,e) Total RNA was isolated from the heart after TAC or sham surgery, and mRNA 
expression was quantified by qPCR. (d) A qPCR array of fibrotic genes from representative mice (sham n = 2, 
TAC n = 3 from each WT and Cxcl4-/- mice) was performed. Significantly upregulated genes in WT TAC group 
compared to WT sham group are indicated by asterisks. Genes were clustered using correlation distance with 
complete linkage by ClustVis. (e) Quantitative single PCRs of selected genes in an enlarged cohort was performed 
to validate the identified genes (sham n = 3, TAC n = 7-8). Bars represent mean ± SD. One-way ANOVA with 
FDR correction for multiple testing or two-tailed t test was used as appropriate. * adj. p < 0.05, ** p < 0.01, *** 
p < 0.001.

CXCL4 blocking ameliorates while CXCL4 overexpression aggravates fibrosis in 

bleomycin-induced skin fibrosis

Since CXCL4 mediated bleomycin-induced inflammatory and fibrotic processes, next 

we determined the potential therapeutic effect of blocking CXCL4 using a monoclonal 

antibody. Remarkably, when mice were administered with anti-CXCL4, the increase 

of dermal thickness after bleomycin treatment was completely suppressed (Fig. 3a,b), 

concomitant with reduced numbers of aSMA+ myofibroblasts (Fig. 3c,d). This highly 

suggests that blocking CXCL4 inhibits fibrosis development induced by bleomycin. 

Additionally, to confirm the pathogenic properties of CXCL4, we used mice deficient of 

mouse CXCL4 but overexpressing human CXCL4 (huCXCL4+). In these huCXCL4 

mice, we found a significant increase of skin fibrosis as compared to WT mice 

following 2 weeks of bleomycin treatment, as demonstrated by hydroxyproline staining 

and skin thickness measurement (Fig. 3e-f). Of note, untreated huCXCL4+ mice did not 

spontaneously develop skin fibrosis, implying that CXCL4 alone is not sufficient to develop 

fibrosis (data not shown).
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Fig. 3

Figure 3. Blocking CXCL4 suppresses and overexpression human CXCL4 promotes bleomycin-induced 
skin fibrosis. C57BL/6 wild type (WT) or Cxcl4-/- overexpressing human CXCL4 (huCXCL4+) mice were 
injected subcutaneously with bleomycin or saline (NaCl) control, or with anti-CXLC4 antibody. (a) Representative 
skin histological analysis after bleomycin only or with additional anti-CXLC4 antibody treatment, stained with 
Masson’s Trichrome (blue for collagen), is displayed. (b) Quantification of histologically-measured dermal 
thickness is shown (n = 3-6 per group). (c) Representative histological analysis for αSMA+ cells in the dermis, and 
(d) their quantification, after bleomycin treatment with or without anti-CXCL4 anitbody are shown (n = 3 per 
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group). (e,f) WT or huCXCL4+ mice were treated with bleomycin and (f) caliper-measured skin thickness was 
measured and (f) collagen was measured by hydroxyproline assay (n = 4-5 per group). Bars represent mean ± SD. 
Two-tailed t test was used. *p < 0.05, ** p < 0.01,*** p < 0.001, **** p < 0.0001. 

CXCL4 stimulates myofibroblast transition of human skin stromal cells

To investigate which cell types are involved in CXCL4-driven fibrotic processes, we 

assessed CXCL4 role on myofibroblasts-differentiation in a variety of primary human 

precursor cells. First, we determined whether CXCL4 had an effect on human skin-

derived stromal cells, by separating dermis and adipose layer from normal human skin, 

to isolate dermal fibroblasts and adipose-derived stromal cells (ASCs), respectively (Fig. 

4a). We cultured these cells with CXCL4 and tested changes in contractile properties of 

these cells using gel contraction assay. After 7 days of culture, CXCL4 treated ASCs 

induced higher gel contraction as compared to control medium (Fig. 4d-f), but only 

minimal changes were seen on dermal fibroblasts (Fig. 4b,c). This CXCL4-induced 

contractility was maintained until at least 14 days of culture. This is accompanied by the 

increased expression of myofibroblast markers α-SMA (ACTA2), smooth muscle 22 alpha 

(SM22α/TAGLN), collagen I (COL1A1) upon CXCL4 exposure (Fig. 4g, supplementary 

Fig. 3). These findings reveal that CXCL4 clearly induced myofibroblast-like phenotype 

in ASCs. 

We then determined collagen production cultured normal human dermal fibroblasts 

in collagen deposition assay. CXCL4 treatment led to an increased amount of deposited 

collagen by fibroblasts as compared to medium control (Fig. 6h,i). Furthermore, the 

expression of myofibroblast markers α-SMA (ACTA2), smooth muscle 22 alpha (SM22α/

TAGLN), collagen I and vimentin, was increased by CXCL4 in most donor fibroblasts 

(Fig. 6j-l). However, the effects were modest and CXCL4 seems to only partially 

promote transition from fibroblast into myofibroblast.
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Fig.4

Figure 4. CXCL4 induces myofibroblast phenotype in primary normal human adipose-derived stromal cells 
(ASCs) and dermal fibroblasts. (a) Human skin was processed and adipose-derived stromal cells (ASCs) and 
dermal fibroblasts (DF) were isolated for further treatment with CXCL4. (b-e) ASCs or fibroblasts were cultured 
in collagen gel matrix in the presence or absence of 5 µg/ml CXCL4 for the indicated time points, and the area of 
gel was measured for contractility. (n = 3 per group). (f) The quantification of contracted area normalized to control 
for ASCs at day 14 is shown (n = 3 per group). (g) ASCs were stimulated with different doses of CXCL4 for 24 
h, mRNA was isolated and gene expression was quantified using qPCR (n = 3 per group). (h) Fibroblasts were 
cultured in the presence or absence of 5 µg/ml CXCL4 for 7 d, then cells were lysed and ECM deposited on culture 
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vessel was imaged using immunofluorescence. Representative images (h) are shown and collagen I/III amount as 
measured by intensity (i) was quantified (n = 6 per group). (j) Fibroblasts were stimulated with different doses of 
CXCL4 for 24 h, mRNA was isolated and gene expression was quantified using qPCR (n = 4-10 per group). (k,l) 
Fibroblasts were stimulated with different doses of CXCL4 for 24 h and whole cell lysate was isolated and protein 
expression was assessed by western blot analysis (n = 7-12 per group). Representative images (k) are shown and 
protein level (l) was quantified. Bars represent mean ± SD. One-way ANOVA with FDR correction for multiple 
testing was used. * adj. p < 0.05, ** p < 0.01, *** p < 0.001, *** p < 0.0001.

CXCL4 stimulates pericyte-mesenchymal transition and impairs tubular formation in 

pericytes-endothelial cells co-culture

Pericytes, which function as vessel-associated (mural) support cells, have been implicated 

to be myofibroblast progenitors in fibrotic process in different organs27. Since we observed 

increased number of pericytes after bleomycin treatment (supplementary Fig. 2), we 

further assessed the effect of CXCL4 on human primary pericytes. Pericytes treated with 

CXCL4 displayed an increased RNA and protein expression of the myofibroblast markers 

aSMA, SM22a, and collagen I (Fig. 5a,b). Similar to endothelial cells, the expression of 

FLI1 was also downregulated in pericytes in the presence of CXCL4 (Fig. 5a). These data 

indicate that CXCL4 induces pericytes-mesenchymal transition and production of collagen 

by these cells. 

By directly interacting with endothelial cells, pericytes play an important role in blood 

vessel maintenance in homeostatic condition28. Since EndMT has also been shown to 

coincide with an increased endothelial cell migration and a loss of capillary formation29,30, 

we sought to investigate the effect of CXCL4 in angiogenesis using pericyte-endothelial 

cell co-culture to evaluate endothelial cell tubular formation. Addition of CXCL4 drastically 

reduced both the number as well as the length of the tubules formed by endothelial cells in 

a dose-dependent manner (Fig. 5c,d). Consistent with previous reports31, increased levels 

of CXCL4 impaired the endothelial capacity to form an appropriate tissue vasculature.
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Fig. 5

Figure 5. CXCL4 induces myofibroblast differentiation in human pericytes and reduces endothelial cell 
tubular formation in a 3D co-culture with pericytes. (a-c) Normal human brain pericytes were cultured in the 
presence or absence of CXCL4 for 24 h and processed for RNA and protein analysis. (a) Total RNA was isolated 
and gene expression was quantified using qPCR (n = 4 per group). (b) Whole cell lysate was isolated and protein 
expression was assessed by western blot analysis. Values from densitometric analysis normalized to tubulin 
are shown (n = 4-5 per group). (c-e) Human umbilical vein endothelial cells (HUVEC) transduced with green 
fluorescent protein were co-cultured with human brain pericytes in a collagen matrix. (c) After 48 h stimulation 
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with CXCL4 or medium alone, images were acquired. Representative images from 1 out of 3 experiments are 
shown. (d,e) Endothelial cell tubular formation was quantified by assessment of numbers of junctions and tubules, 
total length of all tubules and mean length of the formed tubules (n = 5-6 per group). Bars represent mean ± SD. 
One-way ANOVA with FDR correction for multiple testing was used. * adj. p < 0.05, ** p < 0.01.

CXCL4 induces a myofibroblast phenotype in human endothelial cells via metabolic 

reprograming

EndMT is a common process in fibrotic conditions2,3,32,33. CXCL4 was previously shown to 

inhibit endothelial cell proliferation and expression of FLI18,34, the main regulator or ECM 

production and a suppressor of EndMT. Hence, we postulated that CXCL4 could directly 

promote fibrosis through promoting EndMT. In line with this, we observed significant 

reduction in the number of lectin+aSMA+ cells Cxcl4-/- mice when compared to WT mice 

after bleomycin treatment, indicating decrease of EndMT in Cxcl4-/- mice (Fig. 6a,b). 

To better understand the role of CXCL4 in EndMT, we performed CXCL4 treatment on 

human pulmonary arterial endothelial cells and analyzed transcriptional changes using 

qPCR fibrosis array. The expression of myofibroblast marker α-SMA (ACTA2), collagens 

(COL1A2, COL3A1), and pro-fibrotic/TGFβ pathways (SERPIN1, TGFB2) were increased 

after CXCL4 treatment (Fig. 6c). We further confirmed CXCL4-induced upregulation of 

myofibroblast markers such as α-SMA, SM22α, and collagen-I at both RNA (Fig. 6d) 

and protein level (Fig. 6e,f) with additional experiments. Additionally, changes in cell 

morphology were observed when endothelial cells were treated with CXCL4, with many 

cells acquiring a fibroblast-like spindle shape (Fig. 6g). Moreover, addition of CXCL4 

also reduced the expression of the collagen negative regulator FLI1as we saw previously, 

while increasing expression of COL4A1 and SNAI1, a key transcription factor in EndMT35 

(Fig. 6d). There were no significant changes in the expression of the endothelial cell lineage 

marker CDH1 upon CXCL4 treatment (data not shown). These data demonstrate that 

CXCL4 mediates EndMT and the subsequent increase of collagen synthesis. Furthermore, 

metabolic changes have been shown to occur during EndMT process36. Here we found that 

endothelial cells treated with CXCL4 had an increased oxygen consumption rate (OCR) 
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as compared to medium control (Fig. 6h,i). Blocking oxidative phosphorylation with 

oligomycin inhibited expression of myofibroblast markers such as aSMA and collagen 

I upon CXCL4 treatment (Fig. 6j). In contrast, blocking glycolysis with 2-deoxy-D-

glucose (2DG) did not suppress the expression of myofibroblast markers. These data 

indicate that oxidative phosphorylation is required for CXCL4-induced EndMT.
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Fig. 6
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Figure 6. CXCL4 stimulates myofibroblast differentiation in endothelial cells via metabolic changes. 
(a,b) Skin from C57BL/6 wild type (WT) or Cxcl4-/- mice injected with bleomycin were stained for αSMA+ 
myofibroblasts (green), lectin (red), and nuclei staining (DAPI, blue). (a) Representative immunostaining and 
(b) quantification of lectin+ αSMA+ cells are shown. (c-f) Normal human pulmonary endothelial cells (HPAEC) 
were cultured in the presence or absence of CXCL4 for 24 h and processed for RNA, protein, and metabolic 
analysis. Total RNA was isolated and gene expression was determined using (c) qPCR fibrosis array (n = 3 per 
group) and further validated by (d) qPCR by including additional experiments (n = 5 per group). (e,f) Whole cell 
lysate were isolated and protein expression was assessed by western blot analysis. (e) Representative blot and 
(f) quantification are shown (n = 3 per group). (g) HPAEC were cultured in the presence or absence of CXCL4 
for 24 h and fixed and permeabilized prior to staining of αSMA (red) and nuclei (Hoechst, blue). Representative 
immunofluorescence images from one out of 3 independent experiments are shown. (h,i) After 24 h CXCL4 (open 
circle) or control (closed circle) treatment, HPAEC were cultured in XF basal medium and OCR was measured in 
response to oligomycin, FCCP, and rotenone, as indicated by the arrows. (h) Representative OCR measurement (i) 
quantification of basal and maximal respiration are shown. (j) HPAEC were cultured in the presence or absence of 
CXCL4, 1µM Oligomycin, and 100 mM 2DG, for 24 h, and RNA was isolated and gene expression was quantified 
using qPCR (n = 2-3 per group). Bars represent mean ± SD. One-way ANOVA with FDR correction for multiple 
testing or two-tailed t test was used as appropriate. * (adj.) p < 0.05, ** p < 0.01, *** p < 0.001, **** p < 0.0001.
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Discussion

Fibrosis is a process that is initiated by soluble factors produced by immune cells that, 

when uncontrolled, disrupts the original tissue architecture and leads to organ dysfunction, 

as observed in many chronic inflammatory diseases such as SSc37. It is thought that 

TGFβ is the principal mediator of fibrosis formation, but earlier attempts targeting TGFβ 

were unsuccessful in fibrotic diseases, and only recently a new pan-TGFβ neutralizing 

antibody has shown some clinical benefits in patients with SSc4,38. More recently, IL-11, 

TLR signaling, and neutrophil extracellular traps have been identified as novel components 

in fibrosis39–41. As effective therapies for fibrotic diseases are still lacking1, the discovery 

of factors driving fibrogenesis is crucial to the development of new therapeutic modalities. 

Here we identify CXCL4 as a key component in fibrosis development, and the first proof of 

concept of targeting CXCL4 in fibrotic diseases. 

We observed an increase of CXCL4 in multiple mouse models of inflammation and 

fibrosis, including in bleomycin- and TLR-induced SSc, Scl-GvHD, and TAC-mediated 

fibrosis models. The exact mechanism responsible for this pathological increase of 

CXCL4 is still unknown, although TLR triggering, inflammasome activation, as well 

as hypoxia may be involved (22,42,43, unpublished observation). More recently, CXCL4 

was shown to be increased in a newly developed mouse model of skin and lung fibrosis, 

using DC loaded with topoisomerase I autoantigen, as well as in bleomycin model22,44. Our 

knockout study revealed that mice deficient for CXCL4 are protected from bleomycin-

induced skin and lung fibrosis. Moreover, transgenic overexpression of human CXCL4 

aggravated bleomycin-induced skin fibrosis. As bleomycin treatment is a widely used pre-

clinical model in research related to dermal and lung fibrosis45,46, this provides evidence 

for CXCL4 to be a crucial determinant of fibrosis in these diseases. 

In the bleomycin model, the presence of inflammation, in particular early in the disease, 

is crucial for fibrosis development. We found a major reduction of immune cells in the 

skin of Cxcl4-/- mice as compared to WT mice following bleomycin injections. These 
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data indicate that the presence of CXCL4 is crucial for chemotaxis of immune cells 

towards the site of injury, and this reveals another layer of possible mechanisms via 

which CXCL4 leads to fibrosis development. Additionally, CXCL4 is known to have 

the capacity to promote inflammation by amplifying TLR signaling on immune cells8,13,47. 

Next to this, we demonstrate that CXCL4 is also required for the development of TAC-

induced heart fibrosis. Cardiac involvement is the second leading cause of death behind 

pulmonary complications in SSc patients48. The pathogenic role of CXCL4 has been shown 

in atherosclerosis and ischemia/reperfusion models20,49, and a recent report suggests that 

CXCL4 might promote cardiac dilation and mortality in a mouse model of myocardial-

infarction50. The role of CXCL4 in coronary artery disease remains unclear51,52 and CXCL4 

contribution to cardiac fibrosis development in humans still needs to be verified. The 

pro-fibrotic role of CXCL4 has been indicated in animal models of liver fibrosis. Upon 

treatment with CCL4 or thioacetamide19, Cxcl4-/- mice showed amelioration of liver 

fibrosis as compared to controls. In a rat model of chronic liver allograft dysfunction, 

blocking CXCL4 could significantly protect rats from liver fibrosis53. Indeed, in this study 

we demonstrate that blocking CXCL4 abrogates bleomycin-induced skin fibrosis. Taken 

together, our data on experimental models of skin, lung, and cardiac fibrosis, further 

corroborate the notion of CXCL4 as a central mediator of fibrosis in vivo. 

Myofibroblasts, as identified by the high expression of aSMA and the production of 

ECM proteins, is a defining feature of tissue fibrosis. Although it was initially thought that 

resident fibroblasts were the source of myofibroblasts, it is becoming clear that they can be 

derived from multiple precursors, including endothelial cells and pericytes2,3,6,37. Here we 

have demonstrated that CXCL4 induced myofibroblast-like properties in endothelial cells, 

pericytes, adipose-derived stromal cells, and dermal fibroblasts. In the bleomycin model, 

the majority of aSMA positive myofibroblasts were shown to express pericyte markers54. 

Our in vivo data confirmed these findings, showing that pericytes were present in high 

numbers in fibrotic skin of these mice. On the contrary, in Cxcl4-/- mice pericytes presence 

were significantly reduced, resembling more the control mice. An increased number of 
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activated PDGFβR+ pericytes has also been found in the fibrotic skin of SSc patients55. 

These activated pericytes were positive for myofibroblast markers such as, αSMA, ED-A 

FN and Thy-1 in SSc skin26. The crucial role of pericytes as a source for myofibroblasts 

present in the skin is further supported by another study demonstrating that the majority 

of collagen-producing aSMA+ myofibroblasts were generated from a PDGFRβ+ NG2+ 

perivascular subpopulation following acute dermal injury56. Our data showed that aSMA 

staining in the bleomycin-treated skin from Cxcl4-/- mice to be reduced, and that skin 

fibroblasts isolated from Cxcl4-/- mice following bleomycin injection, expressed lower 

aSMA, as compared to WT mice. Thus, our data suggests that CXCL4 plays a pivotal 

role in myofibroblast differentiation, in which pericytes were among the source, leading to 

fibrosis development in vivo. This is in line with our in vitro observations, where CXCL4 

stimulation of pericytes leads to transdifferentation into myofibroblast.

Another potential source of myofibroblasts are adipocytes, and this has been described 

in bleomycin-induced SSc models57,58. In this respect increased dermal CXCL4 could 

be one of the factors that drives intradermal fat loss at the expense of increased fibrosis, 

and this needs further evaluation59. We observed that adipose-derived stromal cells showed 

increased myofibroblast markers and acquired contractility when exposed to CXCL4, 

indicating these cells to also contribute to CXCL4-driven tissue fibrosis. Interestingly, 

this CXCL4 effect on myofibroblasts differentiation was more pronounced in adipose-

derived stromal cells as compared to dermal fibroblast.

Previously, sera-derived from SSc patients has been shown to induce EndMT in dermal 

microvascular endothelial cells60. On account of the high amount of CXCL4 in the 

circulation of these patients61–64, it is likely that CXCL4 might be a driving force 

in myofibroblast transformation from cells in the vasculature. We observed a lower 

number of lectin+ αSMA+ endothelial-derived myofibroblasts in Cxcl4-/- mice upon 

bleomycin treatment, indicating CXCL4 role in inducing EndMT in vivo. Indeed, our 

in vitro experiments with endothelial cells confirmed that CXCL4 stimulation directly 
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initiated myofibroblast differentiation and induced collagen synthesis. This transition 

depends upon a metabolic shift to oxidative phosphorylation induced by CXCL4, 

confirming previous findings that increased oxygen consumption rate is required 

for myofibroblast differentiation65,66. Furthermore, CXCL4 is known for its angiogenic 

property on endothelial cells67. Using a 3D co-culture of pericytes and endothelial cells, a 

system closer to physiological conditions, we confirmed that CXCL4 inhibited endothelial 

tubular formation. Therefore, CXCL4 increase could directly promote EndMT and 

suppress vasculogenesis, both prominent features of SSc68.

To summarize, we present evidence of CXCL4 as a novel fibrogenic molecule that 

directly promotes myofibroblast transformation in a variety of precursor cells essential for 

fibrosis development across multiple organs in vivo (Fig. 7). Furthermore, CXCL4 also 

plays an important role in mediating innate and adaptive immune responses13,14,69,70, inducing 

vascular changes71,72, and it is required in other inflammatory models in vivo20,21,49,73. As a 

key upstream molecule linking multiple processes, CXCL4 is a promising target for 

intervention in SSc and many other inflammatory and fibrotic disorders. 
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Fig. 7

Figure 7. CXCL4 as a key pro-fibrogenic molecule. Using genetic approach (knockout, overexpression) and 
blocking antibody, we show the essential role of CXCL4 in fibrosis development in the skin, lung, and heart using 
two independent fibrosis models, and the therapeutic potential of targeting CXCL4 against fibrosis. Our study also 
demonstrates that CXCL4 directly induces myofibroblast differentiation from different precursors cells including 
stromal cells and endothelial cells.
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Methods

Cell culture

Normal human dermal fibroblasts were isolated as described before74 and cultured in 

DMEM medium (Thermo Fisher Scientific) supplemented with 10% fetal bovine serum 

(FBS, Biowest) and 1% penicillin-streptamycin (pen/strep). For adipose stromal cells, 

fat was removed from the dermis and epidermis and cut into small pieces. The epidermis 

was removed from the dermis after dispase incubation. Both dermis and adipose tissue 

were incubated in collagenase type II (Gibco, Invitrogen, Paisly, UK)/dispase II (Roche, 

Mannheim, Germany) solution for 2h at 37°C, passed through a 40 µm cell strainer, and 

cultured 75. Human pulmonary arterial endothelial cells (HPAEC) and human umbilical 

vein endothelial cells (HUVEC, both from Thermo Fisher Scientific) were cultured in 

EBM-2 media supplemented with EGM-2 bullet kit (both Lonza) and 10% FBS, in 0.2% 

bovine skin gelatin-coated (Sigma Aldrich) culture vessels. Human brain pericytes 

(Sciencell) were cultured in DMEM medium supplemented with 10% FBS, 1% pen/strep 

in 0.1% gelatin-coated (Costar) culture plates. Cells were cultured at 37°C in humidified 

atmosphere containing 5% CO2. Fibroblasts, endothelial cells and pericytes were prestarved 

prior to stimulation with recombinant human CXCL4 (Peprotech) in basal media with low 

serum for 24 - 48 h.

RNA isolation and quantitative PCR

Total RNA was isolated from cell lysates using the RNeasy MiniPrep Kit (Qiagen), followed 

by retrotranscription with iScript reverse transcriptase kit (Biorad), or superscript IV (Life 

Technologies) according to the manufacturer’s instructions. Expression of protein-coding 

genes was analysed by real-time quantitative-PCR (qPCR) using SybrSelect mastermix 

with 300-500 nM primer pairs, or Taqman reactions on a StepOne Plus or QuantStudio 12k 

flex (Thermo Fisher Scientific). qPCR data were normalized to the expression of GUSB 

(human) or Rpl13 and B2m (mouse) housekeeping genes. The mouse fibrosis PCR array 

(Qiagen) was used according to manufacturer’s instructions and normalized to Gapdh 
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and Hsp90 using QuantStudio software. Heatmap was generated using ClustVis software 

(http://biit.cs.ut.ee/clustvis/) clustered using correlation distance with complete linkage.

Western blotting

Cells were lysed in RIPA buffer (Sigma Aldrich) with Complete Protease inhibitor 

(Roche). Protein content was determined by BCA assay (Pierce) and samples were 

denatured in Laemmli buffer (Bio-Rad) at 95°C for 10 min. 5-10 µg of protein was loaded 

to Mini-PROTEAN TGX 4-20% gels (Bio-Rad), separated by electrophoresis, and 

blotted with a nitrocellulose Trans-blot Turbo transfer pack, according to manufacturer’s 

instructions (all from Bio-Rad). After blocking for 1 h in 5% (m/v) milk, blots were 

incubated with primary antibody at 4°C overnight, followed with secondary antibody for 

1 h at room temperature (RT), and washed in Tris-buffered saline with 0.2% Tween-20 

in between steps. Protein bands were developed using ECL (GE Healthcare) and measured 

on Molecular Imager GelDoc (Bio-Rad) or were detected using infrared fluorescence 

detection on Odyssey imager (Li-Cor).

Extracellular matrix deposition assay

1,500 human dermal fibroblasts were seeded and cultured on 384-well black imaging plate 

(Greiner) in Fibroblast Basal Medium supplemented with Fibroblast Growth Kit, Low 

serum (2% (v/v) FBS, ATCC) at 37°C for one week with medium replenishment every 

two days. Presto Blue was used to monitor cell viability (Thermo Fisher Scientific). 

Recombinant human CXCL4 was added as indicated. After decellularization, matrices 

were fixed with 100% ice-cold methanol at - 20°C for 30 min, blocked with 1% (v/v) 

normal goat serum in phosphate-buffered saline (PBS) for 30 min at RT, incubated with 

primary antibody in PBS for 1.5 h at RT, followed by secondary antibody in PBS for 1 

h at RT, with PBS washes in between steps. Matrices were imaged at the Pathway 855 

bio-imaging system (BD Biosciences) using the AttoVision software, and quantified with 

ImageJ software.
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Collagen gel contraction assay

Collagen I was isolated from rat tails and reconstituted in 0.1% acetic acid (4 mg/ml). 

Fibroblasts and ASCs were seeded in 4 mg/ml collagen I solution at 2x105 cells/ml and 

1 ml gel/well was poured into 12 wells plates. Gels were allowed to polymerize for 2 

hours at 37°C. Gels were detached from the well surface to allow contraction and normal 

culture medium was added to the wells. Medium (including CXCL4) was replaced 3 times 

per week. Pictures were taken using a Canon Powershot G12 camera and gel surface was 

measured using ImageJ software.

Endothelial tubule formation assay

Collagen-based 3D co-cultures were performed as described previously76. Lenti-GFP-

transduced human umbilical vein endothelial cells (HUVECs) and lenti-dsRED-transduced 

human brain vascular pericytes were suspended in endothelial basal medium (Lonza) at 

a respective 5:1 ratio in collagen type I (2.0 mg/ml). Using NaOH, pH was set to 7.5, after 

which the cells were seeded in flat-bottomed 96 well plates followed by 1 h incubation at 

37°C to enable collagen solidification. Next, 100 µl medium was added after which the 

co-cultures were incubated at 37°C for another 24 h. Subsequently, medium containing 

CXCL4 was added to final concentrations of 0, 2 and 4 µg/ml CXCL4. After 72 h 

of culture, fluorescently labeled co-cultures were imaged and analyzed using Angiosys 

software.

Metabolic Assays

OCRs were measured in HPAEC activated for 24 h using XF media (non-buffered RPMI 

1640 containing 10 mM glucose, 2 mM L-glutamine, and 1 mM sodium pyruvate) under 

basal conditions and in response to 1µM oligomycin, 5µM FCCP, and 1µM rotenone on 

XF-96 Extracellular Flux Analyzers (Seahorse Bioscience). Maximal respiration was the 

OCR difference between uncoupler FCCP and rotenone.

Animal Experiments
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Animal experiments were approved by the Committee on Animal Experiments of the 

University of Utrecht and experiments were performed at the Central Animal Laboratory, 

Utrecht University, The Netherlands, unless stated otherwise. Cxcl4-/- and huCXCL4+ 

mice were generated in the laboratory of Dr. Mortimer Poncz77.

Bleomycin-induced skin and lung fibrosis

Bleomycin-induced SSc was developed using daily subcutaneous injections of bleomycin 

(200 µl, 500 µg/ml, Bleomedac, Medac) into the back of adult female mice (either WT, 

Cxcl4-/- or huCXCL4+ on C57BL/6 background) for the duration of two to four weeks (n = 

12 per group or n = 6 per group per each time point). When indicated, mice were treated 

10 days with 200 µg of rabbit anti-murine CXCL4 (Bethyl Laboratories, Montgomery, 

TX, USA) delivered subcutaneously every other day. Two days after the last treatment, 

mice were treated with 200 µl, 0.15 mg/kg, of buprenorphine (Temgesic), anesthetized 

with 5% isoflurane for blood collection, and sacrificed by cervical dislocation. Serum was 

collected after centrifugation at 1700 xg for 10 min. Skin biopsies were obtained from 

the back region using biopsy punch (4 mm diameter). Tissues were stored in medium 

for cell culture, homogenized in RLT buffer for RNA isolation, frozen in RIPA buffer for 

immunoblotting, or snap frozen for collagen quantification. For histology, cannula was 

inserted into trachea and fixed with ligature, and lungs were instilled with 4% formalin. 

Skin biopsies were placed in between two foam pads in a histology cassette and 

fixed with 4% formalin. Following formalin fixation, tissues were embedded in paraffin 

and cut into 5 µm sections for further analysis. Dermal fibroblasts were extracted 

from minced skin biopsies after digestion with 2.5 mg/ml collagenase from Clostridium 

histolyticum (Sigma Aldrich) at 37° C for 2 h with agitation. Debris were removed by 70 

µm cell strainer and cells were washed in medium. Cells were cultured in DMEM/F-12 

supplemented with 10% FBS at 37°C until near confluency.

In vivo administration of TLR ligands

Mini osmotic pumps (Alzet), were implanted to adult mice (C57BL/6) (n = 3-4) under 
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anesthesia as described previously24. Osmotic pumps were designed to deliver 1 µl of 

PBS or stimuli per h over 7 days in a total of 200 µl volume. 500 µg/ml of poly(I:C) or 

lipopolysaccharide (LPS-EB ultrapure, both Invivogen) were used. After 7 days, mice were 

sacrificed and the skin (~1 cm2) surrounding or distal to the pump outlet was homogenized 

in TRIzol (Invitrogen) for total RNA preparation.

Experimental procedure for induction of GvHD in BALB/c mice

Scl-GvHD was induced following splenocyte and bone marrow transplantation from male 

B10.D2 (H-2d; Jackson Laboratory) to female BALB/c mice (Janvier Laboratory) as 

described previously78. Briefly, recipient mice were lethally irradiated with 750cGy 

from a Gammacel [137Cs] source. After 3 h, they were injected intravenously with donor 

spleen cells (2x106 per mouse) and bone marrow cells (1x106 per mouse) that were 

previously removed of red blood cells using ammonium chloride solution and suspended 

in RPMI-1640 (Gibco). The control group received syngeneic BALB/c spleen and bone 

marrow cells. We used 9 mice per group. Mice were sacrificed by cervical dislocation 

after four weeks and blood was collected for serum preparation.

Transverse aortic constriction

WT (n = 8) or Cxcl4-/- (n = 8) mice on a C57BL/6 background were subjected to transverse 

aortic constriction (TAC) or sham surgery as previously described79. Briefly, mice were 

anaesthesized, intubated, and connected to a respirator with a 1:1 oxygen-air ratio. A 

core body temperature of 37° C was maintained during surgery by an experienced surgeon. 

Using a minimally invasing approach, the aortic arch was reached between two ribs after 

midline incision in the anterior neck. Transverse aortic constriction was placed between the 

brachiocephalic artery and the left common artery against a blunt 27-gauge needle with a 

7–0 silk suture followed by prompt removal of the needle. Sham operated mice underwent 

the same procedure without aortic constriction. After the indicated time points, mice were 

euthanized using sodium pentobarbital, blood was collected for serum measurement of 

cytokines, hearts were perfused with saline and fixed in formalin for histological analysis, 
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or snap frozen for RNA isolation.

Immunofluorescence of mouse fibroblasts ex vivo

Mouse fibroblasts were seeded at equal number on clear bottom 96-wells black imaging 

plate (Ibidi) and rested overnight. Cells were fixed with 50 µl 4% paraformaldehyde, and 

blocked and permeabilized with 5% (v/v) normal donkey serum, 5% (v/v) normal goat 

serum, 0.3% (v/v) Triton X-100, in PBS for 1 h at RT. Cells were incubated with anti-

αSMA (Sigma Aldrich) in antibody diluent (PBS with 10% (v/v) bovine serum albumin 

(BSA) and 0.3% (v/v) Triton X- 100) for overnight at 4°C, followed by incubation with 

secondary antibody in antibody diluent for 1 h at RT, with PBS washes in between steps. 

Cell nuclei were visualized by Hoechst staining. Fibroblasts were imaged at the Pathway 

855 bioimaging system (BD Biosciences) using AttoVision software, and quantified with 

ImageJ software.

Tissue Immunohistochemistry and Immunofluorescence

Formalin-fixed, paraffin-embedded skin and heart sections or 4% PFA-fixed, 0.25% 

Triton X 100-permeabilized cells were stained with appropriate primary antibodies, 

including rabbit anti- αSMA 1 h (Abcam), goat anti-collagen I 1 h, (Southern biotech), 

mouse anti-PDGFR-β overnight incubation (Santa Cruz), rabbit anti-SMAD2/3 

overnight incubation (Abcam), and rabbit anti-CD31 overnight incubation, (Abcam). 

Counter staining of cell nuclei was performed using DAPI (Santa Cruz Biotechnology). 

Both tissue sections and cultured cells and were incubated with isotype control antibodies 

(Santa Cruz Biotechnology). Stained sections and cells were visualized using a bright field 

or fluorescence microscope (BH2 and BX41 Olympus). For quantification, integrated 

density was analyzed using ImageJ Software.

Measurement of secreted proteins

The level of CXCL4 in mouse sera was measured by enzyme-linked immunosorbent assay 

(R&D). Levels of soluble KC, E-selectin, and L-selectin, were measured by multiplex 
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immunoassay (Millipore) based on xMAP technology (Luminex) at the MultiPlex Core 

Facility of the Center for Translational Immunology, University Medical Center Utrecht80. 

For the Luminex-based assay, acquisition was performed with a Bio-Rad FlexMap3D 

system using Xponent 4.2 software and analyzed using Bio-Plex Manager 6.1.1.

Histochemical Analysis

Consecutive 5-μm skin, lung, and heart sections of paraffin-embedded tissue were stained 

with Mason’s trichrome, to evaluate collagen content and organization. Dermal thickness 

was determined at five different locations per slide for each mouse by two blinded, 

experienced researchers using ImageJ.

Quantification of Tissue Collagen

Collagen content was quantified by colorimetric assays from 4 mm skin punch biopsies. 

Skin sections were transferred into a microcentrifuge tube and upon addition of 150 

µl 6M HCl hydrolyzed by overnight incubation at 95°C in a heat block, and collagen 

content was determined in supernatants by QuickZyme total collagen assay (QuickZyme 

Bioscience).

Statistical analysis

Mann Whitney’s test or one-way ANOVA corrected for multiple comparison by controlling 

false discovery rate (FDR) were calculated using GraphPad Prism Software as appropriate. 

Differences of (adjusted) p value < 0.05 were considered significantly different.
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Abstract

Systemic sclerosis (SSc) is a rare chronic disease of unknown pathogenesis characterized 

by fibrosis of the skin and internal organs, vascular alteration and dysregulation of the 

immune system. In order to better understand the immune system and its perturbations 

leading to diseases, the study of the mechanisms regulating cellular metabolism has gained 

a wide interest. Here we assessed the metabolical status of plasma and dendritic cells (DCs) 

in patients with SSc. We identified a dysregulated metabolomic signature in carnitine 

in both, circulation (plasma) and intracellularly in DCs of SSc patients. In addition, we 

confirmed carnitine alteration in the circulation of SSc patients in three independent plasma 

measurements and identified dysregulation of fatty acids. We hypothesized that fatty acid 

and carnitine alterations contribute to potentiation of inflammation in SSc. Incubation of 

healthy and SSc dendritic cells with etoposide, a carnitine transporter inhibitor, inhibited 

the production of pro-inflammatory cytokines such as IL-6 through inhibition of fatty acid 

oxidation. These findings shed light on the altered metabolic status of the immune system 

in SSc patients and opens potential novel avenues to reduce inflammation.
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Introduction

Systemic Sclerosis (SSc) is an auto-immune disease with an unknown pathogenesis and 

unpredictable course. SSc is characterized by vascular lesions, immune cell activation, 

fibrosis of the skin and internal organs and loss of the hypodermal fat layer (1). As fat cells 

are important energy reservoirs, the loss of the fat layer in the fibrotic lesions suggests a role 

of metabolic changes in SSc. In the last years, metabolomics has shown rapid growth in its 

application to human health research. The aim of a metabolomics approach is to investigate 

the complete sets of metabolites within a given sample, in order to achieve a global view of 

the biological processes within the body (2). Many metabolomics studies already underlined 

the importance of metabolism in auto-immune diseases and the metabolomics approach has 

been applied to identify a fingerprint in diseases such as systemic lupus erythematosus 

(SLE), Sjögren’s syndrome (3), multiple sclerosis and rheumatoid arthritis (2,4–6). In 

SSc, metabolomics pinpoints a distinct metabolic pattern between healthy controls and 

SSc patients. For instance, a distinct metabolic profile was identified in endothelial cells 

of SSc patients with pulmonary arterial hypertension (PAH) (7). Other studies have shown 

a dysregulated fatty acid beta oxidation and amino acid pathway in the urine profile of SSc 

patients (2,7–9). 

Our group has been investigating the role of dendritic cells (DCs) in the pathogenesis of 

SSc. Previously, we have observed pathological behaviors of DCs in SSc patients, such 

as a downregulation of RUNX3 expression (10) or overproduction of pro-inflammatory 

cytokine CXCL4 in plasmacytoid DCs (pDCs) (11).

It has been shown that activated DCs have a different metabolic profile that supports their 

pro-inflammatory status (12). In the current study we investigated whether metabolomics 

assessments in the circulation and intracellularly in DCs of SSc patients, could reveal any 

metabolic aberrances that might contribute to the pathophysiology of SSc. Therefore, we 

explored the metabolic profile of plasma of a large cohort of SSc patients followed by a 

translational experimental setup. Our results indicate changes in the level of carnitine and 
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subsequently fatty acids metabolism, to be altered in circulation and DCs of patients with 

SSc. Finally, we demonstrated that etoposide, a drug used in cancer therapy, is able to 

downregulate inflammation in SSc.
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Methods and patient’s cohort

Patients Cohort

In compliance with the guidelines of the Declaration of Helsinki and following the 

approval of the local Institutional Ethical Review Board, peripheral blood was collected 

after receiving written informed consent of the patients. The criteria for selecting patients 

with SSc was performed according to the 2013 American College of Rheumatology (ACR) 

(13) Classification. Table 1a represents the characteristics of involved patients from 

Italian discovery cohort from which the plasma was utilized to perform mass spectrometry 

assessments. Table 1b represents the characteristics of involved patients from Dutch 

validation cohort from which the immune cells and fibroblasts were utilized to perform in 

vitro assessments.

Table 1a. Baseline and clinical characteristics of patients with SSc from the discovery cohort, categorized 
according to the ACR (2013) criteria (The data are presented as mean ±SD or min-max)

Discovery cohort
HC 

(N=7) 

SSc 

(N=20)

ncSSc 

(N=7)

lcSSc 

(N=6)

dcSSc 

(N=7)

Age 59 ±14 57 ±12 60 ±9 59 
±10 52 ±17

Disease duration (years) - 13 ±11 9 ±5 26 ±7 7 ±7

Sex (n females) 7 
(100%) 17 (85%) 7 

(35%)
6 

(30%) 4 (20%)

ACR/EULAR score - 10 ±2 11 ±1 12 ±2 10 ±2
Raynaud’s phenomenon (RP) - 20 (100%) 7 6 7

Puffy fingers (PF) - 7 (35%) 7 0 0
Sclerodactyly - 12 (60%) 0 5 7

Digital ulcers (DU) 
(anamnestic) - 5 (25%) 1 3 1

Modified rodnan skin score 
(MRSS) - 4 (0-27) 0 4 (2-

6) 12 (5-27)

Telangiectasia - 10 (50%) 1 5 4
NVC pattern (nailfold video 

capillaroscopy) - 9 (45%) 7 - 2

Anti-nucleus antibodies 
(ANA) - 20 (100%) 7 6 7

Serum anticentromere (ACA) - 11 (55%) 6 4 6
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Autoantibodies against 
topoisomerase I (scl70) - 5 (25%) 0 2 3

RVSP (right ventricular 
systolic pressure) - 25,4 ±5,5 25,3 

±4,9
25,2 
±5 24,6 ±7,3

ILD (interstitial lung disease) - 4 (20%) 0 1 3
Forced vital capacity (FVC) 

(% of predicted) - 106 ±19 116 
±18

104 
±17 96 ±20

Lung diffusing capacity for 
carbon monoxide (DLCO) 

(% of predicted)
- 72 ±18 71 ±22 69 

±12 76 ±23

Nifedipine - 19 (95%) 6 6 7
Disease-modifying 

antirheumatic drugs 
(DMARDS)

- 5 (25%) 1 1 3

Table 1b. Baseline and clinical characteristics of patients with SSc from the validation cohort, categorized 
according to the ACR (2013) criteria (The data are presented as mean ±SD or min-max)

Validation cohort HC 
(N=14) 

SSc 
validation

(N=12)

ncSSc 

(N=3)

lcSSc 

(N=7)

dcSSc

 (N=2)
Age 42 ±10 53 ±9 43 ±4 56 ±9 55 ±3

Disease duration (years) - 11 ±10 8 ±7 14 ±13 6 ±9
Sex (n females) 12 

(86%) 11 (92%) 3 
(100%)

7 
(100%)

1 
(50%)

ACR/EULAR score - 12 ±2 12 ±1 11 ±2 14±2
Raynaud’s phenomenon (RP) - 12 (100%) 3 7 2

Puffy fingers (PF) - 7 (50%) 1 3 2
Sclerodactyly - 5 (42%) 0 3 2

Digital ulcers (DU) 
(anamnestic) - 4 (33%) 0 2 2

Modified rodnan skin score 
(MRSS) - 7 (0-19) 0 8 (4-

10)
16 (14-

19)
Telangiectasia - 6 (50%) 1 4 1

NVC pattern (nailfold video 
capillaroscopy) - 9 (75%) 1 4 2

Anti-nucleus antibodies 
(ANA) - 12 (100%) 3 7 2

Serum anticentromere (ACA) - 3 (25%) 1 2 0
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Autoantibodies against 
topoisomerase I (scl70) - 6 (50%) 1 4 1

ILD (interstitial lung disease) - 2 (16%) 0 1 1
Disease-modifying 

antirheumatic drugs 
(DMARDS)

- 7 (58%) 0 5 2

Plasma collection and isolation

Venous blood was collected in a 6 mL ACD vacutainer (#364816, BD Biosciences). Blood 

was further centrifuged for 10 minutes at 1500 RPM at room temperature in order to obtain 

plasma. Next, plasma was aliquoted in sterile Micronics tubes and stored in at -80 Celsius 

degrees freezer until the experiment date.

Untargeted analysis methods

Direct-Infusion High resolution Mass Spectrometry (DIMS) 

Extraction of dried blot spot samples (Ø 3mm) was performed by ultrasonification 

for 20 minutes in 140µL NSK-AB internal standard solution prepared according to the 

manufacturer’s instructions (Cambridge Isotope Laboratories, Tewksbury, MA USA). After 

dilution with 60µL 0.3% formic acid, the samples were filtered over a 0.2µm cut-off filter 

plate (Acroprep, Pall Corporation, Ann Arbor, MI USA). The samples were collected in a 

96 wells plate, sealed to avoid evaporation and subjected to DIMS using an Advion TriVersa 

NanoMate (Advion, Ithaca, NY USA) with 5µm ID chip-based infusion and a Q-Exactive 

Plus mass spectrometer (Thermo Scientific, Bremen, Germany). Mass spectrometry data 

were acquired in the scan range of m/z 70 to 600. The system was operated at 140000 mass 

resolution in both positive and negative mode (1.5 minutes each at 1.6 kV). For high mass 

accuracy, mass calibration was performed before each experiment and internal lock masses 

were used (14). Raw data files were converted to mzXML format using MS Convert and 

processed using an in-house-developed untargeted metabolomics pipeline as well as the 

HDMB database (accurate mass, isotopic pattern).

Liquid Chromatography Mass Spectrometry (LC-MS) 
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A volume of 50µL sample was subjected to water-methanol-chloroform extraction (Folch-

method 3). After phase separation by centrifugation, both the aqueous and the organic 

phase containing all lipids were transferred to clean vials and dried under a gentle stream 

of nitrogen gas at 40°C.

Prior to analysis, the residue of the aqueous phase was dissolved in 100μL 10% acetonitrile 

in ultrapure water. Analysis was conducted with a Thermo Scientific Acella UHPLC system 

and an Acquity BEH C-8 column (1×150mm, 1.7μm) kept at 40°C. The column outlet 

was coupled to a Thermo Scientific Orbitrap XL equipped with an electrospray ion source 

using both positive and negative ionization. The mass spectrometer was operated in data 

directed tandem MS mode. The mobile phases consisted of 6.5mM ammonium carbonate 

pH 8 (solvent A), and 6.5mM ammonium carbonate in methanol (solvent B) in negative 

mode. For positive mode analysis the solvents were 0.1% formic acid in ultrapure water 

and 0.1% formic acid in methanol, respectively. Analysis was started upon injection of 

5µL of sample. A 10 minutes linear gradient of 0–100% B was started 3 minutes after the 

injection of the sample. The system was kept at 100% B for the next 4 minutes, after which 

the system returned to its starting situation. Total runtime was 22 minutes and the flow rate 

was 150µL per minute (15).

For lipidomic analysis the residue of the organic phase was dissolved in 100µL 80% 

acetonitrile-20% isopropanol. Analysis was conducted with the system described above 

using an Acquity BEH C18 column (1x100mm, 1.7µm) kept at 60°C. The system 

was operated at a flow rate of 100μL per minute. The mobile phases consisted of 40% 

acetonitrile also containing 10mM ammonium acetate (solvent A), and 10% acetonitrile – 

90% isopropanol also containing 10mM ammonium acetate (solvent B) for both negative 

and positive mode. A 12minute linear gradient of 40–100% B was started after the injection 

of 5µL of the sample. The system was kept at 100% B for the next 5 minutes, after which 

the system returned to its starting situation. Total runtime was 20 minutes. 

For both the analysis of polar and apolar (lipid) metabolites, the acquired MS-data was 
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processed using MZMine 2 open source software 4 and searched against available databases.

Targeted analysis methods

Acylcarnitine analysis 

For each analysis a volume of 50µL NSK-B internal standard solution was mixed with 

50µL of plasma and 300µL acetonitrile, according to the manufacturer’s instructions. The 

sample was centrifuged at 4° at 14000xg for 5 minutes and the supernatant was transferred 

to a GC vial and evaporated to dryness at 40°C under a gentle stream of nitrogen. A volume 

of 100µL freshly prepared butylation reagent was added to the residue. The vial was then 

vortexed, incubated at 60°C for 15 minutes and evaporated to dryness at 40°C under a 

gentle stream of nitrogen. The residue was dissolved in 100µL acetonitrile and subjected to 

analysis. Standards and quality control samples were prepared similarly (16).

Samples were analysed on a Waters XEVO Triple Quadrupole mass spectrometer using an 

Acquity UPLC system for sample delivery (Waters, Milford, MA USA). For the analysis 

of the samples, 5µL of the derivatised sample was injected via the systems bypass via 

a restrictor into an 400µL per minute acetonitrile flow. The MS system was operated in 

the positive ionization mode using MRM scanning (parent-daughter masses) with analyte 

dependent collision energy for acetyl-carnitine identification and quantification.

Fatty acid analysis

Arachidonic acid-D8 in methanol (10µL) was added to a sample (20µL) and subjected 

to water-methanol-chloroform extraction (Folch-method). After phase separation by 

centrifugation, the organic phase containing all lipids was removed from the vial and dried 

under a gentle stream of nitrogen gas at 40°C. The residue was dissolved in chloroform 

and subjected to clean-up by solid phase extraction (SPE) on amino-silica columns (17). 

After SPE, the fraction containing the FFA was dried under a stream of nitrogen at 37°C. 

The residue was dissolved in 100µL acetonitrile and subjected to LC-MS analysis using 

an Acella UHPLC coupled to a LTQ-Orbitrap XL MS. The LC was equipped with an 
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Acquity BEH-C18 column (2.1x5cm, 1.7µm) and guard column. Fatty acids were separated 

by means of 20 minutes 10 – 95% acetonitrile gradient in 0.1% acetic acid at 300µL per 

minutes and 60°C. FFA identification and response quantification was performed using 

retention time (±0.1 minutes) and ion m/z values (≤5ppm).

Monocyte-derived DCs (moDCs) differentiation and stimulation

Peripheral blood mononuclear cells (PBMCs) from HC and SSc patients were isolated 

by Ficoll (GE Healthcare) gradient. Monocytes were isolated using an autoMACS Pro 

Separator (Miltenyi Biotec) according the manufacturer’s instructions. Purity was routinely 

assessed by flow cytometry and above 94%. Monocytes were seeded at a final concentration 

of one million per ml and cultured in RPMI-GlutaMAX (Thermo Fisher Scientific). Medium 

was supplemented with 10% FBS (Biowest), 10.000 I.E. penicillin-streptomycin (Thermo 

Fisher Scientific), recombinant human granulocyte-macrophage colony-stimulating factor 

(GM-CSF, 800IU/mL) (R&D Systems) and recombinant human interleukin-4 (IL-4, 500IU/

mL) (R&D Systems), as previously described (18).

Mass Spectrometry on moDCs

After 3 and 24 hours, moDCs were harvested and centrifuged for 5 minutes at 1000G. 

Medium samples were collected and cell pellet was washed with ice-cold PBS. Metabolites 

were extracted by adding 50µl of ice-cold MS lysis buffer (methanol/acetonitrile/ULC/

MS grade water (2:2:1)) to the cell pellet. Samples were shaken for 10 minutes at 4°C 

and centrifuged at 14000G for 15 minutes, after which the supernatants were collected 

for LC-MS analysis. LC-MS analysis was performed on an Exactive mass spectrometer 

(Thermo Scientific) coupled to a Dionex Ultimate 3000 autosampler and pump (Thermo 

Scientific). The MS operated in polarity-switching mode with spray voltages of 4.5 kV and 

-3.5 kV. Metabolites were separated using a Sequant ZIC-pHILIC column (2.1 x 150mm, 

5μm, guard column 2.1 x 20mm, 5μm; Merck) using a linear gradient of acetonitrile and 

eluent A (20mM (NH4)2CO3, 0.1% NH4OH in ULC/MS grade water (Biosolve)). Flow 

rate was set at 150μl/minute. Metabolites were identified and quantified using Lcquan 
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software (Thermo Scientific) on the basis of exact mass within 10ppm and further validated 

by concordance with retention times of standards. Peak intensities were normalized based 

on total intensities per time point.

Interleukin 6 quantification using ELISA

Interleukin (IL-)6 was quantified in Cell-free supernatants using ELISA based PeliKine 

compact™ human IL-6 kit (Sanquin, Amsterdam, The Netherlands) and was performed 

following the manufacturer’s instructions.

Viability assessment on pDCs

Annexin V-7AAD staining was used to asses cell death. Cells were stained with Annexin 

V (1:100 dilution, BD Pharmingen) and 7AAD (1:100 dilution, BD Pharmingen) and 

measured using a FACS Canto Flow Cytometer. The data were further analysed with BD 

FACS DIVA software.

Statistical analysis

Statistical analysis was performed via website platformed base pipeline tool: https://

www.metaboanalyst.ca. Distance between samples was measured with Pearson. Where 

appropriate, Mann–Whitney test or Paired t test was assessed using Graph Pad Prism 8.0 

Software. P values smaller than 0.05 were considered as statistically significant.
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Results

Different metabolic pattern between HC and SSc

After screening the spectra obtained from the plasma of 27 individuals, a total of 157 

compounds were identified. Using the online platform from Metaboanalist.ca, we performed 

t-test statistical analysis and a total of 56 compounds were identified having a different level 

in plasma from SSc patients compared to HC (Table 2). Next, a heatmap of the 56 identified 

metabolites was generated and is shown in Figure 1a. Briefly, the heatmap reveals different 

levels of metabolites involved in processes such as fatty acid oxidation (FAO) (L-carnitine 

and acyl-carnitines) or kidney function (such as urea and creatinine) were observed in 

patients compared to HC. With the same tool we generated a principal component analysis 

(PCA) and a Partial Least Squares Discriminant Analysis (PLS-DA) (Supplementary 

Figure 1, Figure 1). The result of the PCA and PLS-DA revealed clear separation between 

HC and SSc patients based on the levels of metabolites detected in plasma (Figure 1b). 

In order to identify the variable most efficient in separating the HC from the SSc patients, 

the variable importance in projection (VIP) score was generated. The results are shown in 

Figure 1c. The VIP score showed that L-carnitine and acyl-carnitines were relevant for the 

distinction between HC and SSc patients.

Table 2. T-test results of the features with different level in plasma from SSc compared to HC.

Compound T STAT P VALUE -LOG10(P) FDR

4-Aminobutyraldehyde 20.626 1.71E-16 15.768 2.70E-14
N-Methylethanolamine 

phosphate 15.732 4.30E-13 12.367 3.39E-11

Anandamide 8.5994 6.34E-09 8.1982 2.55E-07
L-Carnitine -9.4886 6.46E-09 8.1895 2.55E-07

9Z_11E-13S-13-
Hydroperoxyoctadeca-

9_11-dienoic acid
8.6604 4.88E-08 7.3119 1.33E-06

3-Methyldioxyindole -7.7001 5.05E-08 7.2965 1.33E-06
7-Methyluric acid -7.5374 1.07E-07 6.9727 2.40E-06
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Arachidonate -6.9706 3.04E-07 6.5172 6.00E-06
3-Methyl-2-oxobutanoic 

acid 6.9281 4.30E-07 6.3665 7.55E-06

Urea -6.6387 6.69E-07 6.1745 1.06E-05
Phenylacetaldehyde 6.7867 7.84E-07 6.1059 1.13E-05

5-Hydroxyindoleacetate 5.8472 1.08E-05 4.9657 0.00014249
Creatine 5.6352 1.19E-05 4.9227 0.00014522

Cortisone -5.5075 2.19E-05 4.6593 0.00024732
Palmitoylglycerone 

phosphate 5.6637 2.56E-05 4.5917 0.00026969

Allantoate -5.145 2.80E-05 4.553 0.00027639
N-Acetyl-L-aspartate 4.938 4.39E-05 4.3579 0.00040771
2-Phenylacetamide -6.016 7.02E-05 4.154 0.00061579

LL-2_6-
Diaminoheptanedioate 5.233 0.00010047 3.998 0.00083545

Tetralin 4.5971 0.0001385 3.8585 0.0010942
trans-Cinnamate 4.5062 0.00017441 3.7584 0.0013122

4-Maleylacetoacetate 4.3634 0.00019949 3.7001 0.0014327
L-Tryptophan -4.2562 0.00026453 3.5775 0.0018172

1-Palmitoylglycerol 
3-phosphate -4.2311 0.00027612 3.5589 0.0018178

1-Methyladenosine -4.1094 0.00040482 3.3927 0.0025585
3-Hydroxyanthranilate -6.0887 0.00042674 3.3698 0.0025933

L-Adrenaline -3.8816 0.0006982 3.156 0.0040857
3-Dimethylaminopropyl 

benzoate 4.7859 0.00078949 3.1027 0.004455

Propanil 5.0085 0.00082285 3.0847 0.0044831
Stearoylglycerone 

phosphate -3.7659 0.00091976 3.0363 0.0048441

Hypoxanthine -3.736 0.00098251 3.0077 0.0050076
D-2-Hydroxyisocaproate 3.722 0.0011592 2.9359 0.0054985

6-Hydroxymelatonin -3.6648 0.0011673 2.9328 0.0054985
Indole-5_6-quinone 3.6726 0.0011832 2.9269 0.0054985
N-Acetylmethionine 3.6107 0.0013535 2.8685 0.0059476

N1-Methyl-2-pyridone-
5-carboxamide -4.2214 0.0013551 2.868 0.0059476

D-Gluconic acid -3.8235 0.0014258 2.8459 0.0060886
Adenine -3.787 0.0018606 2.7303 0.0077362

Creatinine -3.5091 0.0019132 2.7182 0.0077509
Retinol -3.3348 0.0029065 2.5366 0.011481

5_6-Dihydrothymine -3.4016 0.0031036 2.5081 0.01196
5-Phosphonooxy-L-

lysine -3.2559 0.0033209 2.4787 0.012493

3-Methyloxindole -3.2515 0.0042893 2.3676 0.015641
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Zeatin -3.1636 0.0043557 2.3609 0.015641
Adenosine -3.0758 0.0063492 2.1973 0.022293

Thiocysteine 3.0117 0.0069451 2.1583 0.023855
Inosine -3.5235 0.0080192 2.0959 0.026958

1_7-Dimethyluric acid -2.8674 0.0083164 2.0801 0.027375
Glycolithocholate 2.9311 0.0092378 2.0344 0.029787
D-Glucosamine -3.2818 0.010531 1.9775 0.033279

3-Hydroxyhexobarbital -2.8883 0.010945 1.9608 0.033907
6-Keto-prostaglandin 

F1alpha 3.017 0.012337 1.9088 0.036936

Dehydroepiandrosterone 
sulfate 2.7262 0.01239 1.9069 0.036936

L-Octanoylcarnitine 3.3887 0.0138 1.8601 0.040378
4-Guanidinobutanoate -2.7708 0.014298 1.8447 0.041073

8Z_11Z_14Z-
Icosatrienoic acid -2.9042 0.016084 1.7936 0.045379
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Figure 1

A B

C

Figure 1

Figure 1. Differentially abundant compounds in plasma from HC and SSc patients. A) Heatmap of the 
56 significantly different compounds identified in plasma of HC and SSc patients. B) Partial Least Squares 
Discriminant Analysis of plasma samples from HC and SSc patients. C) Variable Importance in Projection score 
obtained from the Partial Least Squares Discriminant Analysis.

SSc patients have dysregulation of fatty acids and carnitines

Next, we performed the quantitative enrichment analysis script from Metaboanalist.ca 

pipeline (Figure 2a). We found multiple metabolic processes to be altered in the plasma 

of SSc patients as compared to HC, involving fatty acid (FA) and L-carnitine, such as 

mitochondrial beta oxidation of short chain saturated FA, FA metabolism, beta oxidation 

of very long chain FA and carnitine synthesis pathways, to be altered in the plasma of SSc 

patients as compared to HC. These observations, suggested an inter relation of fatty acids 

A B

C

Figure 1
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and carnitine involvement in SSc patient’s metabolic profile.

To confirm our observation, we performed targeted analysis focusing specifically on FA and 

carnitine. We observed an increase of lauric acid (P=0.0001), myristic acid (P=0.0009) and 

arachidic acid (P=0.015) (Figure 2b) in the plasma of SSc patients when compared to HC.

Furthermore, we found an increase of the carnitine (P=0.025) and Isovaleryl-carnitine 

(P=0.03) and a decrease of Octanoyl-carnitine (P=0.04) and Palmitoyl-carnitine (P=0.06) 

(Figure 2c) in the plasma of SSc patients. These data findings are in line with our previous 

observations using the untargeted panel, further suggesting the presence of a disbalance of 

FA and carnitines in SSc. To further confirm the alteration of carnitine in the circulation 

of SSc patients, we measured carnitines using dry blood spot, where we confirmed 

increased level of carnitines in plasma of SSc patients (P<0.0001). Taken together, we 

confirmed carnitine alteration in pooled SSc patients using three techniques in independent 

measurements (Figure 2c, 3a). 
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Figure 2. Fatty acids and Carnitine are altered in SSc. A) Summary Plot for Over Representation Analysis of 
differentially abundant compounds in plasma from SSc patients and HC. B) On the left quantification of Lauric 
acid, Myristic acid and Arachidic acid with targeted approach. On the right quantification with untargeted approach. 
C) On the left quantification of L-carnitine, Isovaleryl-carnitine, Octanoyl-carnitine and Palmitoyl-carnitine with 
targeted approach. On the right quantification with untargeted approach (Box are represented as 10-90 percentile. 
*=P≤0.05, **=P≤0.01, ***=P≤0.001, ****=P≤0.0001).

Carnitine alterations in the immune cells from SSc patients

Further, we investigated if carnitine alterations were also present at the cellular level in 

SSc patients. Since the role of dendritic cells in SSc pathogenesis is our main focus, we 

measured the basal level of carnitine in monocytes derived dendritic cells (moDCs), at 

two different time points (3 and 24 hours). We observed an increase in L-carnitine after 24 

hours incubation (P=0.023) and L-acetyl-carnitine (P<0.0001 at 3 hours and P=0.0086 at 

24 hours) in SSc moDCs when compared to HC moDCs (Figure 3b). These results further 

highlight the potential importance of carnitine in the altered metabolism of SSc patients.
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Figure 3. Carnitine is increased in SSc. A) Quantification of L-carnitine in dry blood spot measurement. B) 
Quantification of L-carnitine and L-Acetyl-carnitine in 4 healthy controls and 4 SSc moDCs executed in triplicate 
and incubated for 3hrs or 24hrs (AUC: Arbitrary unit count, boxes are represented as 10-90 percentile. *=P≤0.05, 
**=P≤0.01, ***=P≤0.001, ****=P≤0.0001).

Fatty acids and carnitine levels in SSc disease subsets

In order to gain more insight on FA and carnitine levels per disease subset we performed 
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Mann-Whitney t-test per subgroup of ncSSc, lcSSc and dcSSc in plasma and dry bloodspots 

samples. The comparison was made between the subsets and HC (Table 3).

Table 3. Statistical comparisons of fatty acid and carnitine levels in plasma and dry blood spots between ncSSc, 
lcSSc and dcSSc and healthy controls.

PLASMA FA
ncSSc lcSSc dcSSc

Lauric-acid 0.0079 0.0043 0.016
Myristic-acid 0.0079 0.0043 0.11
Arachidic-acid 0.016 0.05 0.29
DRY BLOOD SPOT
Carnitine <0.0001 <0.0001 <0.0001
PLASMA CARNITINE
Carnitine 0.2222 0.0932 0.0159
Isovaleryl-carnitine 0.553 0.0215 0.0159
Octanoyl-carnitine 0.0556 0.1111 0.2857
L-palmitoyl-carnitine 0.1429 0.0671 0.4683

Dysregulation of the Fatty Acid Oxidation and carnitines in SSc patients promotes 

inflammation and fibrosis.

We hypothesize that the alteration in FA and carnitines observed in SSc patients are a 

manifestation of dysregulated FAO. Alternation in FAO leads to increase production of pro-

inflammatory cytokines and inflammation (19,20). Inflammation is known to induce fibrosis 

and therefore, promotes a vicious circle which further endorses the FAO (21) (Figure 4a).

Inflammation and fibrosis are two main features observed in SSc patients. To test 

the hypothesis that the FAO is dysregulated in SSc, leading to a vicious circle where 

inflammation and FAO induce each other, we investigated the role of different carnitine 

inhibitors (etoposide, thioridazine and mildronate) by testing the production of pro-

inflammatory cytokine in immune cells. Etoposide is a molecule with inhibitory effect on 

the organic cation/carnitine transporter (OCTN2), while thioridazine inhibits peroxisomal 

oxidation of lipids (22,23) and mildronate is an inhibitor of the mitochondrial carnitine/

acyl-carnitine transporter (24). To study the effect of carnitine inhibitors on the production 
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of pro-inflammatory cytokines, we used SSc and HC PBMCs. Since PBMCs from SSc 

patients are known to spontaneously produce pro-inflammatory cytokine such as interleukin 

(IL-) 6 (25), we used IL-6 as readout of the cytokine production. We observed that etoposide, 

but not thioridazine and mildronate, was able to significantly reduce the production of IL-6, 

in PMBCs from HC (P=0.031) and SSc patients (P=0.03). (Figure 4b). Therefore, further 

experiments were performed using etoposide only. Furthermore etoposide, thioridazine and 

mildronate did not affect cell viability (Supplementary Figure 2).

Etoposide downregulates inflammatory response in SSc moDCs

Next, moDCs generated from HC and SSc were stimulated with Poly(I:C) (TLR3 ligand), 

and cultured in the presence of etoposide for 24 hours. We observed no induction of IL-6 

in healthy moDCs exposed to TLR3 and/or etoposide. Interestingly, we found reduction 

of IL-6 in SSc moDCs cultured in the presence of etoposide, both, with and without 

TLR3 stimulation (respectively P=0.057 and P=0.028) (Figure 4c). Our data suggests 

that etoposide have an anti-inflammatory effect on SSc moDCs. These results open a new 

avenue to exploit fatty acid inhibition. 
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Discussion

The aim of our study was to identify and explore the potential role of circulatory and 

intracellular metabolites in the development of inflammation in SSc patients. 

We observed an altered FA and carnitines profile both in blood and immune cells (plasma 

and DCs) of SSc patients. Carnitine is a molecule with a structure similar to amino acids 

and present in every mammalian species. Carnitine can be both taken up by food or 

being endogenously produced (26). Carnitine plays an important role in cellular energy 

metabolism. In fact, carnitine transports fatty acids (as acyl-carnitine) into the mitochondria 

in order to allow FA to be oxidized (26). Therefore, carnitine and FA via the FAO, are 

the fundamental key players for the energy metabolism of cells. It has been shown that 

an altered FA metabolism is reflected by defective composition of acyl-carnitines (27). In 

line with this, our observations signify an altered energy metabolism in immune cells and 

plasma of SSc patients reflected by dysregulated FA and carnitine profile including acyl-

carnitines. Immune cells with altered metabolism lead to aberrant immune response (28,29). 

In macrophages, increased FA metabolism triggers disturbed immune response, difficulties 

in adaptation to the surrounding environment and shifting towards profibrotic M2 phenotype 

(30,31). Furthermore, studies on T helper cells showed that an altered FA metabolism and 

a disturbed (micro)environment surrounding the naïve T helper cells, predict the metabolic 

programming of the cells. Inhibition of FAO shifts the T helper cell differentiation more 

towards pro-inflammatory T helper 17 phenotype (32). Therefore, in SSc, an increase of the 

FA metabolic profile of the immune cells, might worsen the disease prognosis by priming a 

pro-inflammatory programmed immune system. Moreover, dysfunction of FAO was found 

to play an important role in the direct induction of renal fibrosis development (33). Both, 

inflammation and FAO amplifies the production of pro-inflammatory cytokines (20,21,34) 

and thereby substantiates the vicious circle of chronic inflammation and fibrosis.

To better understand the significance of FAO in SSc, we blocked the cellular carnitine 

intake by inhibiting the OCTN2 transporter using etoposide. Etoposide is a well-known 
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drug available for cancer treatment as in i.e. prostate cancer, small cell lung carcinoma and 

leukaemia (35,36). Etoposide inhibits carnitine transporter OCTN2 (37) which prevents 

FAO and subsequently might potentiate the downregulation of proinflammatory immune 

system. In addition, etoposide has been shown to inhibit topoisomerase II that might impact 

the experimental results in proliferating cells (38). As monocyte derived dendritic cells 

do not divide in culture and the incubation time with the inhibitor was short, the expected 

impact on the experimental results is unlikely to occur. 

Furthermore, etoposide is suggested to be used in combination with corticosteroids or other 

DMARDS in treatment of systemic inflammation in Still’s disease (39), which is a rare 

disease with rheumatoid arthritis-like hallmarks. In our studies, etoposide showed anti-

inflammatory properties on DCs from SSc. However, further studies need to be performed 

to support this hypothesis. 

In conclusion, targeted suppression of the FAO metabolism could be helpful to inhibit 

inflammation in SSc and therefore might offer a novel therapeutic target. While the literature 

on FAO and carnitine in SSc is rather poor, we believe that our results provide an intriguing 

and robust foundation to further elucidate the pathogenic mechanisms taking place in SSc 

immune dysregulation.
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Supplementary Figures

Supplementary Figure 1
Supplementary 1

A B

Supplementary Figure 1. A) Principal Component Analysis (PCA) of plasma samples from HC and SSc patients. 
B) PLS-DA model evaluation R2Q2 values.
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Supplementary Figure 2. Percentage of live cells. FACS analysis expressed as percentage of live cells in annexin 
V, 7-AAD dead staining of PBMCs exposed to etoposide, thioridazine and mildronate for 24 hours. All data 
represents mean ±SEM.
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Abstract

Objective: Gout is the most common inflammatory arthritis worldwide, patients experience 

a heavy burden of cardiovascular and metabolic diseases. The inflammation is caused by the 

deposition of monosodium urate (MSU) crystals in tissues, especially in the joints, triggering 

immune cells to mount an inflammatory reaction. Recently it was shown that MSU crystals 

can induce mechanistic target of rapamycin (mTOR) signaling in monocytes encountering 

these crystals in vitro. The mTOR pathway is strongly implicated in cardiovascular and 

metabolic disease. We hypothesized that inhibiting this pathway in gout might be a novel 

avenue of treatment in these patients, targeting both inflammation and comorbidities.

Methods: We used a translational approach starting from ex vivo to in vitro and back to in 

vivo.

Results: We show that ex vivo immune cells from gout patients exhibit higher expression 

of the mTOR pathway, which we can mimic in vitro by stimulating healthy immune cells 

(B lymphocytes, monocytes, T lymphocytes) with MSU crystals. Monocytes are the most 

prominent mTOR expressers. By using live imaging, we demonstrate that monocytes, upon 

encountering MSU crystals, initiate cell death and release a wide array of pro-inflammatory 

cytokines. By inhibiting mTOR signaling with metformin or rapamycin a reduction of cell 

death and release of inflammatory mediators was observed. Consistent with this, we show 

that patients with gout that are treated with the mTOR inhibitor metformin have a lower 

frequency of gout attacks.

Conclusions: We propose mTOR inhibition as a novel therapeutic target of interest in gout 

treatment.
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Introduction

Gout is the most common inflammatory arthritis affecting approximately 4% of the 

population in Europe and the United States. The inflammation is caused by the deposition 

of monosodium urate (MSU) crystals in the joints, which predominantly occurs in 

hyperuricemia (0.42 mmol/L serum urate). The level of comorbidity in gout patients is 

high; 74% have hypertension, 71% have chronic kidney disease and more than 10% suffer 

from either a myocardial infarction, heart failure or a major stroke[1–3]. Gout is associated 

with senescence and with increased mortality due to cardiovascular- and infectious diseases 

and cancer[4–7]. Recently is has become apparent that an important driver of inflammation 

in gout is interleukin-1beta (IL-1β) mediated NLRP3-inflammasome activation[8–10]. 

This process is initiated by autophagy of MSU crystals in macrophages, the same effect 

is observed when stimulating PBMCs or monocytes in vitro with MSU crystals[10–12]. In 

addition, interleukin 8 (IL-8) levels seem to be constitutionally increased in the circulation 

of gout patients with concomitant cardiovascular disease and diabetes[13].

A recent study showed that stimulating monocytes with MSU crystals in vitro leads to a 

higher expression of mechanistic target of rapamycin (mammalian target of Rapamycin) 

(mTOR) and increased IL-1β[10]. The mTOR signaling pathway partially regulates IL-8 

production and IL-1β and therefore might be of interest as a target in inhibiting the chronic 

inflammation in gout patients[14,15]. The mTOR pathway is well conserved in eukaryotes, 

and it’s signaling is tightly entwined with regulation of lymphocyte proliferation, immune-

cell activation, autophagy, lipid and glucose metabolism. As a consequence of its central role 

in cellular signaling, increased mTOR signaling has been implicated in multiple diseases and 

is a common causative pathway in vascular disease, inflammation, obesity, progressive renal 

disease and diabetes[16–18] .These comorbidities are a heavy concomitant disease burden 

in gout, for which contemporary urate-lowering treatments have not been effective. The 

most potent clinically approved drug that inhibits mTOR is rapamycin, which is used as an 

immunosuppressant agent in transplant patients and as a coating for coronary stents[19]. In 
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addition, a number of reports have been published on using rapamycin as an add-on therapy 

in rheumatoid arthritis, systemic lupus erythematosus and Sjögren�s disease[20–22]. A 

less-well known, weak inhibitor of mTOR, but more widely used is metformin. Metformin 

inhibits mTOR signaling indirectly through AMPK activation and has been shown to reduce 

IL-8 production and might be able to reduce inflammasome activation[23,24]. In addition, 

metformin has been shown to reduce the risk for cardiovascular disease and diabetes 

development in clinical trials and might have a beneficiary effect on these concomitant 

diseases in gout [25,26].

In the current translational study, we were interested whether we could find evidence for 

increased mTOR signaling in patients with gout, to pinpoint the immune-cells mostly 

involved and to test whether mTOR inhibition might be an approach to reduce MSU crystal-

induced inflammation in vitro and in vivo in patients with gout.
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Patients and methods

Demographics of patients and healthy participants

We included 89 Dutch patients with intercritical gout and 89 healthy participants (Table 1 

and supplementary table 1). All subjects provided written informed consent. The study 

was approved by local ethical review committees of the Rijnstate hospital (Nijmegen, 

the Netherlands) and was performed in accordance to the guidelines of the Declaration of 

Helsinki.

Table 1. Baseline characteristics of patients with gout and healthy participants.

Gout (n=89)
Healthy 

participants 
(n=89)

Male N (%) 72 (81.5) 77 (85.60)

Age 62.66 ±13.44 47.84 ±17.87

Colchicine (Yes) N (%) 44 (48.9) -

NSAID (Yes) N (%) 14 (16.20) -

Allopurinol (Yes) N (%) (Mean 200mg/Day) 76 (84.40) -

Corticosteroids (Yes) N (%) 40 (44.40) -

Metformin (Yes) N (%) 23 (25.84) -

Diabetes (Type 2) (Yes) N (%) 19 (21.35) -

Stroke (Yes/No) N (%) 5 (5.6) -

Myocardial Infarction (Non-Fatal) (Yes) N (%) 14 (15.6) -

Heart Failure (Yes) N (%) 12 (13.30) -

Angina Pectoris (Yes) N (%) 12 (13.30) -

Creatinine Level (µmol/L) 95.59 (±31.32) -

Body Mass Index (Kg/M2) (Mean ± SD) 29.95 (±6.12) 25.79 (±4.18)

Smoking (Yes) N (%) 12 (13.30) 1(1.24)
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Serum Urate (Mmol/L) 0.50 (±0.12) -

Total Number of Flares Per Year (Mean ± SD) 4.41 (±5.17) -

Presence of Tophi (Yes) N (%) 40 (45) -

Systolic Blood Pressure Mean (Mm Hg) (SD) 142.65 (±17.37) -

Diastolic Blood Pressure Mean (Mm Hg) (SD) 85.72 (±10.19) -
The significance of the association between the 2 classified subgroups of patients with gout and healthy participants 
was tested using the Mann–Whitney U test (non-parametrical continues values) and Fisher’s exact test (categorical 
values) and (P<0.05). The data are presented as mean ± Standard Deviation (SD).

Cell isolation and culture

Using lithium heparin tubes, peripheral blood of patients and healthy participants was 

collected. Total peripheral blood mononuclear cells (PBMCs) were isolated using Ficoll 

(Ficoll-Paque Plus, GE Healthcare).

Monocytes (CD14+/CD16-) were isolated from total PBMCs of healthy participants 

(Supplementary table 1) through a monocytes isolation microbead kit (Lot.# 5170817557) 

by AutoMACS apparatus (Miltenyi) according to the manufacturer guidelines. After 30 

minutes of resting in RPMI-1640 (Gibco RPMI 1640 Glutamax medium enriched with 

10% Fetal Bovine Serum (FBS) and 1% penicillin/streptavidin, Sigma-Aldrich), 0.5x10^6 

monocytes per condition were either kept unstimulated or stimulated with 0.1mg/ml of 

monosodium urate crystals (MSU) (5mg, Cat. # tlrl-msu, InvivoGen,) suspended in sterile 

phosphate buffered saline (PBS) buffer (Lot # RNBG2264, Sigma-Aldrich life-science), 

MSU in combination with 10nM rapamycin (Cat. #S1039, Batch # S103911 (Sirolimus)) 

and MSU in combination with sterile metformin (1gr, Cat. # tlrl-metf, InvivoGen) suspended 

in RPMI medium (as described above) at a final concentration of 38.71µM (1gr, Cat. # tlrl-

metf, InvivoGen). The study design was optimized and the incubation times were applied 

according to the readout of the experiment. To exclude bacterial endotoxin contamination 

within the MSU crystal preparation that might cause activation of the cells during 

incubations, a Limulus Amebocyte Lysate (LAL) assay (LAL Chromogenic Endotoxin 
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Quantitation Kit, Cat. # 88282, ThermoFisher Scientific) was performed following the 

manufacturers’ procedure. The quantified endotoxin level (EU/ml) was below the detection 

limit which excludes any endotoxin contamination in MSU crystals.

Gene expression analysis

RNA was isolated from total PBMCs of patients with gout and healthy individuals 

(Cat. # /ID: 80204, Qiagen All-prep RNA purification) according to the manufacturer 

guidelines. Subsequently cDNA was created using the Biorad iScript kit. Quantitative 

polymerase chain reaction (qPCR) was performed on a Quantstudio QPCR apparatus, 

with Taqman Beadchip technology (Applied Biosystems) under conditions as specified 

by the manufacturer. As housekeeping genes, GUSB and GAPDH were included to 

normalize expression. The following genes were included in the analyses; protein kinase 

B (AkT1), DEP domain-containing mTOR-interacting protein (DEPTOR), glyceraldehyde 

3-phosphate dehydrogenase (GAPDH), beta-glucuronidase (GUSB), interleukin 10 (IL-

10), (interleukin 6) IL-6, mammalian target of rapamycin (mTOR), nuclear factor-kappa-B 

p105 subunit (NFκB1), phosphatase and tensin homolog (PTEN), rapamycin-insensitive 

companion of mammalian target of rapamycin (RICTOR), regulatory-associated protein of 

mTOR (RAPTOR). These specific genes were chosen due to their involvement in mTOR 

complex.

The expression level of mTOR genes was determined using synthesized cDNA (Biorad 

iScript kit) from RNA that was extracted from 0.5x10^6 of total PBMCs, T lymphocytes 

(CD3+/CD56-), B lymphocytes (CD19+), monocytes (CD14+/CD16-), Classical, Intermediate 

and Nonclassical monocytes. The cells were lysed after 6 and 24 hours and consecutively 

cDNA was generated. Taqman single gene qPCR assays were performed on a Quantstudio 

apparatus (Applied Biosystems). The Housekeeping GUSB and GAPDH Genes (HKG) 

were included to normalize the gene expression.

Fluorescence activated cell sorting (FACS) quantification and analysis
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Healthy participants’ PBMCs were assessed by fluorescence activated cell sorting (FACS) 

(FACSAria_III, BD Biosciences) (Supplementary table 2). Cellular markers that were 

included in FACS quantifications were: CD3+ (AF700, mouse anti-human, Clone UCHT1 

(isotype IgG2a), 1:50 dilution, Cat.# 300424, Biolegend)/CD56- (PE-CF594, mouse anti-

human, Clone B159) (isotype IgG1), 1:25 dilution, Cat.# 562328, BD) for T lymphocytes, 

CD19+ (PECy7, mouse anti-human, Clone LT19 (isotype IgG1), 1:40 dilution, Cat.# 

130-091-247, Miltenyi) for B lymphocytes, CD14+ (BV785, mouse anti-human, Clone 

M5E2 (isotype IgG2a), 1:100 dilution, Cat.# 301840, Biolegend)/ CD16+(FCγRII) (APC, 

mouse anti-human, Clone ebio-CB16 (isotype IgG1), 1:20 dilution, Cat.# 17-0168-42, 

eBioscience) monocytes and CD3-/CD56+ NK cells. The three cell-subsets within the main 

group of monocytes were differentiated by gating the cells from the CD14+/CD16+ gate 

according to the brightness of CD14++ (Classical), CD14+CD16+ (Intermediate) and CD16++ 

(Nonclassical).

The percentage of activation markers of Classical, Intermediate and Nonclassical monocytes’ 

subsets were quantified after gating the CD14+/CD16+ monocytes, by measuring the 

expressed CD163+ (APC, mouse anti-human, eBioGHI/61 (isotype IgG1), 1:20 dilution, 

Cat.# 17-1639-42, eBioscience) and CD86+ (BV605, mouse anti-human IT2.2 (isotype 

IgG2b) 1:70 dilution, Cat.# 2127150, Sony Biotechnology) percentage on the surface of 

the cells. Isolation and stimulation (6 and 24 hours) of the cell-subsets were performed as 

described above. The cells were subsequently acquired using flow cytometry (FACSAria_

III, BD Biosciences).

Intracellular FACS was applied to assess the activation level of intracellular mTOR 

pathway at the protein level after stimulating monocytes for 15 minutes according to the 

abovementioned protocol. Monocytes were first stained extracellularly for abovementioned 

cell marker panel to distinguish Classical, Nonclassical and intermediate monocytes. After 

being fixed and permeabilied, monocytes were stained for phosphorylated S6 (pS6) with 

human anti-pS6 antibody (Anti-S6 pS240-FITC human, monoclonal recombinant IgG1, 
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1:5 dilution, Miltenyi biotec). The pS6 level was quantified and represented as the mean 

fluorescent intensity (MFI) in monocytes.

Live Imaging technique

The microscopic live imaging technique was utilized to visualize the monocytes over 

time. In medium rested monocytes (2x10^5/condition) were administered to the medium 

(RPMI 1640 (10% FBS, 1% Penicillin-Streptavidin)) containing Hoechst 33342 (20µM) 

for 30 min at 37°C. The cells were then washed and stimulated according to the previously 

described stimuli/inhibitors in RPMI 1640 (without phenol red) (10% FBS, 1% Penicillin-

Streptavidin) containing 4nM Sytox Green (Life Technologies) and plated in pre-coated 

wells of a 96-well plate (clear bottom) (Ibidi). Monocytes were recorded on the Pathway 

855 bio-imaging system (BD Biosciences) with a 20x objective during a period of 5 hours at 

5% CO2 at 37°C. Using an Orca high-resolution CCD camera and four fields of view, every 

13 minutes, a set of two images Exc/Em: 350/461 nm (Hoechst) and 504/523 nm (Sytox 

Green)) was captured. AttoVision software (version 1.7/855) controlled the system.

Monocyte markers

Cytokine measurements by Luminex

Cytokines were quantified utilizing a multiplex Luminex assay. Quantification of the 

cytokines was done using an in-house developed and further validated (ISO9001 certified) 

multiplex immunoassay (Laboratory of Translational Immunology, University Medical 

Center Utrecht) based on Luminex technology (xMAP, Luminex, Austin TX USA). Each 

sample was a supernatant of 0.5x10^6 monocytes per condition that were left either 

untreated, incubated with MSU crystals, MSU crystals and rapamycin and MSU crystals 

and metformin during 6 and 24 hours. The monocytes were centrifuged (300g, 8 min) 

and the supernatant was collected and kept in -80°C until measured. The cytokine panel 

included interleukin 1 receptor alpha (IL-1Rα), interleukin 1 (IL-1α), interleukin 1 beta (IL-

1β), interleukin 6 (IL-6), interleukin 8 (IL-8), interleukin 10 (IL-10), interleukin 18 (IL-18), 
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tumor necrosis factor alpha (TNF-α), interferon gamma (IFN-γ), monocyte chemotactic 

protein-1 (MCP-1), macrophage inflammatory protein (MIP-1) and interferon gamma-

induced Protein 10 (IP-10). A Biorad FlexMAP3D (Biorad laboratories, Hercules USA) 

in combination with xPONENT software version 4.2 (Luminex) was included to perform 

the acquisition. To analyze the data, 5-parametric curve fitting using Bio-Plex Manager 

software version 6.1.1 (biorad) was assessed.

Statistical analysis

Statistical analyses were performed using IBM SPSS Statistics v23 (SPSS, Chicago, IL; 

60606 U.S.A.) and Graphpad Prism v6 (GraphPad Software, San Diego, California). 

Microscopic live imaging captures were analyzed using ImageJ 1.51h program (Java 

1.8.0_111, National institutes of Health, USA). Where appropriate testing for significant 

differences in categorical groups was performed using the student T-test (P<0.05). 
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Results 

Genes of mTOR pathway have a higher relative expression in gout patients compared to 

healthy controls

Exploiting a custom Taqman gene expression array, we investigated the expression of genes 

involved in the mTOR pathway (mTOR, Rictor, Raptor, Deptor, AKT1 and PTEN) in ex 

vivo PBMCs from 89 crystal proven patients with gout and 89 healthy controls (Table 1). 

A higher expression of the genes involved in the mTOR complex was observed in patients 

with gout (P<0.0001). The expression of PTEN, an mTOR inhibitor was lower in patients 

(P<0.0001). Taken together, these results demonstrate an upregulation of various genes 

involved in mTOR signaling in gout (Figure 1A).

Stimulation of PBMCs from healthy subjects with MSU crystals leads to increased mTOR 

gene expression in vitro

To investigate if the increased expression of mTOR genes in gout patients could be caused 

by contact with MSU crystals in these patients, we cultured PBMCs from healthy subjects 

with MSU crystals in vitro for 24 hours and quantified mTOR expression. We observed 

an increase of mTOR expression in the PBMCs challenged with MSU crystals (P=0.0007) 

(Figure 1B).

MSU crystal stimulation induces mTOR gene expression in immune cell-subsets in Vitro

The gene expression level of mTOR upon (in vitro) MSU crystal stimulation was measured 

in T and B lymphocytes and total monocytes of 10 healthy participants immediately after 

isolation of the cells (T=0) and after stimulating the cells for 6 and 24 hours. After 6 hours 

of stimulation, MSU crystals induced mTOR gene expression in B lymphocytes (P=0.0006) 

and monocytes (P=0.024) but not in T lymphocytes (P=0.085). After 24 hours, there was 

an induction of mTOR gene expression in T lymphocytes (P=0.0001), B lymphocytes 

(P=0.0008) and monocytes (P<0.0001) as compared to the T=0 conditions (Figure 1C).

Encountering MSU crystals in vitro substantiates a reduction of monocytes in PBMCs
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In order to study the effect of MSU crystal stimulation on immune-cell subsets in more 

detail, PBMCs were challenged with MSU crystals for 6 and 24 hours (Figure 1D). After 6 

hours of stimulation with MSU crystals, there was a significant reduction in the proportion 

of monocytes within the total PBMCs cultured (P=0.0002). Reciprocally, there was an 

increase in the proportion of T lymphocytes (P=0.012). Consistent with this, the proportion 

of monocytes in the PBMCs that had been incubated for 24 hours showed a further decrease 

in the proportion of monocytes (P=0.001). Accordingly, an increase of the proportion of 

T lymphocytes (P=0.0004) and NK cells (P<0.0001) was observed (Figure 1D). In order 

to investigate the immune-cell subsets that might be responsible for mTOR activation 

and subsequently the inflammatory reaction in patients with gout, we evaluated the ratio 

of the subsets. In PBMCs of patients with gout and healthy participants, the ratio of the 

T (P=0.22) and B (P=0.01) lymphocytes and NK (P=0.01) cells was higher in patients 

with gout as compared to healthy participants. The total monocytes however were lower 

in patients with gout as compared to healthy participants (P=0.007). The percentage of 

Classical (P=0.01) and Intermediate (P=0.03) monocytes were lower in patients with gout. 

There was a similar trend in Nonclassical monocytes (P=0.05) (Supplementary figure 2). 

The mean percentages (±SD) of the immune cell-subset of patients and healthy participants 

are presented in Supplementary table 2.
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Monocytes actively engage MSU crystals and undergo cell death after contact

To better gauge the reaction of monocytes towards MSU crystals, we performed live 

imaging of CD14+ monocytes encountering MSU crystals. We used two dyes, namely, 

Sytox Green (green color that visualizes dead cells) and Hoechst (blue color that visualizes 

live cells) to quantify the number of monocytes dying upon encountering MSU crystals. 

During 7 hours of imaging we observed an active movement of monocytes towards MSU 

crystals. A large proportion of these monocytes undergo cell death upon encountering these 

crystals. The full movies are made available on the website of the journal (Supplementary 

movies S1 (MP4)). In figure 2A we show representative snapshots made every hour. After 

7 hours 61% of the monocytes cultured in medium only were still alive, whereas only 

35% of the monocytes stimulated with MSU crystals survived P<0.0001) (Figure 2B). 

The imaging experiment was repeated 8 times with analogous outcomes. The results of the 

similar assessments and analysis on Classical, Nonclassical and Intermediate monocytes 

are presented in Supplementary figure 1.

Proportions of CD14++ (Classical), CD14+CD16+ (Intermediate) and CD16++ (Nonclassical) 

monocytes within the total PBMCs are all decreased after encountering MSU crystals

After 6 hours of stimulating PBMCs with MSU crystals we quantified the number of 

monocytes by flow-cytometry and further differentiated the monocytes from the CD14+/

CD16+ gate according to the brightness of CD14++ (Classical), CD14+CD16+ (Intermediate) 

and CD16++ (Nonclassical) monocytes.

After culturing PBMCs for 6 hours with MSU crystals, we observed a significant reduction 

in proportion of classical monocytes (P=0.0008), Nonclassical monocytes (P=0.02) 

and intermediate monocytes (P=0.04) within the total PBMC number. The PBMCs that 

were incubated for 24 hours showed a significant reduction in Classical (P<0.0001) and 

Intermediate (P=0.001) monocytes, while the reduction of Nonclassical monocytes (P=0.34) 

was not significant (Figure 2C). The mean percentages (±SD) of the immune cell-subsets 

of patients and healthy participants are presented in Supplementary table 2.
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mTOR inhibition by rapamycin or metformin reduces MSU crystal induced monocyte death

Since we observed an increased rate of cell death and an increased expression of mTOR in 

monocytes encountering MSU crystals we investigated whether mTOR inhibition, which 

promotes autophagy and decreases inflammatory responses and response to apoptotic cells, 

would have a dampening effect on monocyte death and MSU crystal induced inflammation. 

First, we evaluated whether the observed increased mTOR gene expression was reflected in 

the protein level. We measured the phosphorylation of S6 ribosomal protein (S6) at serine 

240/244, which is downstream from mTOR activation and therefore commonly used as 

readout of mTOR activation. After resting, monocytes were stimulated for 15 minutes with 

MSU crystals and MSU crystals with metformin. As presented in Figure 2D, metformin 

caused a decrease of the pS6 mean fluorescence intensity in total (P=0.013), Classical 

(P=0.015) and Nonclassical (P=0.040) monocytes within 15 minutes.

To investigate temporal stability of the inhibitory effect of metformin in monocytes we 

performed titration assays where we quantified the expression level of mTOR gene in 

monocytes (N=5) after 3, 6, 9 and 12 hours of incubation in the presence of MSU crystals. 

After 3 hour of metformin stimulation in MSU crystal challenged monocytes, we observed 

a significant decrease in mTOR gene expression as compared to MSU crystal challenged 

monocytes (P=0.0007). This inhibitory effect of metformin was stable after 6 hours 

(P=0.008) (Figure 3D). The inhibitory effect of metformin in MSU crystal challenged 

monocytes was until 9 hours of stimulation (P=0.19) and reached its minimum after 12 

hours of stimulation (P=0.27). In the same monocytes and the same setting, NFkB gene 

expression was quantified. After 3 (P=0.027) and 9 (P=0.026) hour metformin stimulation, 

there was a significant inhibition of NFkB (Supplementary figure 3a). Interestingly, 

metformin had an inhibitory effect on IL-1β in monocytes after 3 (P=0.023), 9 (P=0.024) 

and 12 (P=0.041) hours. Similarly, after 6 hours (P=0.063) there was a trend of inhibitory 

effect of metformin on monocytes (Supplementary figure 3b).

Since we were now able to inhibit mTOR in vitro with metformin and rapamycin, we 
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co-cultured monocytes with medium only, with MSU crystals, with MSU crystals and 

metformin or with MSU crystals and rapamycin. In addition, we cultured monocytes with 

rapamycin and metformin without MSU crystals. These conditions were all evaluated 

alongside live imaging, at the same time, in which monocytes from a healthy participant 

were cultured in every condition mentioned and analyzed. This experiment was performed 

6 times. When we quantified the proportion of cell death by ImageJ, comparing “live cell” 

dye within each snapshot (Time between each snapshot T=13 minutes), we observed that 

monocytes co-cultured with MSU crystals and rapamycin (cells alive 56%) or metformin 

(cells alive 59%) had a significantly lower death rate as compared to monocytes stimulated 

with MSU crystals only after 7 hours (cells alive 35%) (both P<0.0001). The rate of cell 

death in the monocytes treated with mTOR inhibitors and MSU crystals was similar to 

that of monocytes cultured without MSU crystals (61% alive). In figure 2A we show 

representative snapshots made every hour of monocytes cell-culture at T=0 to 7 hours and 

figure 2B shows the number of alive cells per condition over time.
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Figure 2 (A) Captures made from monocytes, collected from one healthy participant that were kept unstimulated, 
stimulated with MSU crystals, MSU crystals with rapamycin and MSU crystals with metformin at the time 0 to 7 
hours are demonstrated. (blue is alive cell, green is dead cell). 2(B) Captures made every 13 minutes form the same 
cells were analyzed and plotted against the time represented in hours. Treating the monocytes with rapamycin 
(P<0.0001) and metformin (P<0.0001) upon MSU stimulation induces cell survival as compared to MSU crystal 
stimulation alone. 2(C). In Vitro, 6 hours of MSU stimulation of PBMCs showed a reduction in percentage of 
Classical (P=0.0008), Nonclassical (P=0.02) and Intermediate (P=0.04) cells. After 24 hours stimulation Classical 
(P<0.0001) and Intermediate (P=0.001) monocytes were significantly reduced. after crystal stimulation, while 
nonclassical are unchanged (P=0.34) 2(D). In monocytes from heathy participants (N=10), metformin gave a 
significant reduction in phosphorylation of S6 protein after 15 minutes of stimulation with MSU crystals.

mTOR inhibition by metformin or rapamycin reduces pro-inflammatory cytokine release by 

monocytes upon encountering MSU crystals in vitro

To assess whether mTOR inhibition leads to less cytokine production upon monocytes 

exposure to MSU crystals in vitro, we quantified the release of IL-1Rα, IL-1α, IL-1β, IL-6, 

IL-8, IL-10, IL-18, TNF-α, IFN-γ, MCP-1, MIP-1 and IP-10 by Luminex in monocytes from 

eleven donors. Monocytes were cultured with MSU crystals. We compared cytokine levels 
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between MSU-cultured monocytes with MSU crystals alone or co-cultured with metformin 

or rapamycin, which are both mTOR inhibitors. The monocytes co-cultured with MSU 

crystals and rapamycin showed a reduction in levels of IL-1β (P=0.02), IL-6 (P=0.02), IL-8 

(P=0.0017), IL-10 (P=0.024), IL-18 (P=0.0009), IFN-γ (P=0.001), MCP-1 (P=0.01), MIP-

1 (P=0.0026) and IP-10 (P=0.029). in the presence of metformin a reduction in levels of 

IL-1β (P=0.02), IL-6 (P=0.31 ), IL-8 (P=0.01), IL-10 (P=0.0051), IL-18 (P=0.045), TNF-α 

(P=0.042), MCP-1 (P=0.006), MIP-1 (P=0.04) and IP-10 (P=0.046) was observed when 

compared to the monocytes cultured with MSU crystals alone. The reduced cytokine level 

after 24 hours of incubation with MSU crystals and rapamycin was IL-1α (P=0.027), IL-8 

(P=0.02), IL-10 (P=0.005), MCP-1 (P=0.0032) and MIP-1 (P=0.005). Reduced cytokine 

levels in monocytes incubated with metformin and crystal stimulation after 24 hours was IL-

1α (P=0.032), IL-1β (P=0.04), IL-6 (P=0.034), IL-10 (P=0.015), TNF-α (P=0.0024), MCP-

1 (P=0.008) and MIP-1 (P=0.04). The quantified values are represented on a logarithmic 

scale (Figure 3A). Color heat-maps represent the effect of stimuli and inhibitors on the cells 

(Figure 3B).

Metformin treatment associates with low flare frequency in patients with gout

To scrutinize whether mTOR inhibition through metformin in gout patients leads to a lower 

frequency of gout flares we performed a retrospective cohort analyses in 23 Caucasian 

patients with gout and metformin use in comparison to 19 patients with gout and diabetes 

without using metformin. As diabetic comedication insulin use was allowed. Patients 

were selected from the Dutch cohort (Table 1) and Caucasian gout patients from New 

Zealand (Supplementary table 3). Our analysis demonstrates that patients with gout who 

were treated with a combination of metformin and allopurinol have significantly lower 

percentage of attack frequency as compared to patients who were treated with allopurinol 

alone (P=0.010) (Figure 3E).
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Figure 3

Figure 3 (A, B) Differential cytokine expression in monocytes stimulated with MSU crystals with and without 
mTOR inhibition by metformin or rapamycin. The cytokines that were significantly differently secreted from 
monocytes treated with MSU crystals and rapamycin as compared to MSU only after respectively 6 and 24 
hours. 3(C) Heatmap representing the changes in monocytes’ cytokine expression upon stimulation with MSU 
crystals only, MSU crystals with rapamycin and MSU crystals with metformin. 3(D) Inhibitory effect over time of 
metformin on mTOR gene expression (normalized for Housekeeping Gene (HKG) expression) in MSU challenged 
monocytes. In monocytes of healthy participants (N=5). Blank condition contains unstimulated monocytes that 
have the same incubation time as the stimulated conditions. 3(E) Patients with gout treated with a combination 
of allopurinol and metformin have significantly less recurrent flairs as compared to patients treated only with 
allopurinol (P=0.010). 
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Discussion

The main conclusion of this study is that PBMCs from patients with gout have a signature 

of increased mTOR signaling as compared to healthy participants. By performing in vitro 

experiments we showed that MSU crystals provoke upregulation of mTOR pathways gene 

expression, IL-1β IL-6, IL-8, IL-18 release and cell death in monocytes. We were able to 

inhibit these phenomena by adding mTOR inhibitors rapamycin and metformin. When we 

analyzed the effect of metformin on gout flares in a retrospective analysis of patients with 

gout with diabetes stratified according to metformin treatment, we observed significantly 

lower gout attack frequency as compared to patients not treated with metformin.

An interesting finding of our study is the active engagement of monocytes towards MSU 

crystals, which induces a form of acute cell death. It is well known that there is an overlap 

in apoptosis and necrosis in vivo when immune cells encounter strong danger signals[27]. 

It is established that necrosis leads to NACHT, LRR and PYD domains-containing protein 

3 (NLRP3) activation and increased IL1β production, an important feature of gout and also 

observed in our study. Interestingly, mTOR activation enhances the process of necrosis[28]. 

To apply this to gout and our study, it is conceivable that necrosis of monocytes when 

encountering MSU crystals leads to activation of the inflammasome pathway and release 

of pro-inflammatory cytokines, as we demonstrate. The high expression of mTOR within 

monocytes further facilitates the pro-necrotic state within gout patients. When mTOR is 

inhibited there is a lower tendency towards cell death and consequently less inflammasome 

activity and inflammation, as we display in our study as well.  Hence, the very start of the 

gout attack might lie in the encounter of monocytes with MSU crystals and seems to be 

modulated by mTOR.

Our findings are in line with a recent study also showing that stimulation of monocytes with 

MSU crystals enhances mTOR activation[10]. Very little research has been performed within 

the field of mTOR inhibition and gout, however, most available data concern the effects 

of metformin treatment in gout disease activity. A large retrospective case-control study 
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(N=7536) in diabetes patients showed that the use of metformin decreases the odd ratios 

for developing gout compared to patients not using metformin[29]. The authors, however, 

mainly focused on the finding that poorly controlled diabetes as defined by HbA1c levels is 

correlated with a decreased incidence of gout. Two small scale studies conducted in Russia 

(N=30 and N=26) in non-diabetic patients with gout showed that metformin reduces the 

frequency of gout attacks, lowers uric acid and led to normo-uricemia in 11 patients[30,31]. 

Of interest is the observation that metformin is able to interfere directly with the purine 

pathway, which might be the mode of action for the lowering of uric acid levels, the latter 

however has not yet been clearly proven [32,33].

The evidence for an anti-inflammatory effect of metformin has been mounting over the past 

years. It is known that metformin activates AMPK (5’ adenosine monophosphate-activated 

protein kinase) to inhibit NF-κB via the PI3K (Phosphoinositide 3-kinase)-Akt1 pathway 

and reduces the production of NO (nitric oxide), prostaglandin E2, and pro-inflammatory 

cytokines (IL-1β, IL8, IL-6 and TNF-α) in monocytes and macrophages[34,35]. One 

study that included over 4000 pre-diabetic patients showed a significant reduction of 

CRP levels when treated with metformin as compared to placebo after 12 months[36]. 

Moreover, in monocyte-derived macrophages, metformin seemed to interfere directly with 

the inflammasome, orchestrating an inhibition of IL-1β maturation in patients with type 

2 diabetes treated with metformin[37]. Patients with gout are typified by inflammasome 

induction and high circulating IL-8 levels and metformin is likely to be a suitable treatment 

for these patients since it is an effective inflammasome and IL-8 suppressor.

Metformin is the first-choice drug for treating type 2 diabetes, it is effective in reducing 

the hyperglycemic state decreases insulin resistance. Less obvious, but well-proven 

is the fact that metformin reduces the cardiovascular risk in patients with diabetes. The 

UK Prospective Diabetes Study (N=5500) demonstrated a substantial beneficial effect of 

metformin therapy on cardiovascular disease outcomes, with a 36% relative risk reduction 

in all-cause mortality and a 39% relative risk reduction in myocardial infarction[38]. The 
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exact mechanism of action by which metformin protects the vasculature is not known, but 

it is thought to be a combination of improving lipid metabolism, AMPK induction and 

reduction of reactive oxygen species. Of interest for the gout population, which is at high 

risk to have or develop diabetes, metformin reduced the incidence of diabetes in high risk 

groups[39].

Our study has strengths and weaknesses, the strength of our study lies in the fact that 

we started from ex vivo patient material and observations, which we translated in an 

in vitro model and validated retrospectively in an in vivo observation. This chain of 

experimental settings makes our findings more robust to translation to the clinical setting. 

Our experiments were performed in parallel on the same apparatus and analyzed by the 

same algorithms to avoid mistakes or bias by measurement or observer. Another strength 

is that the observations were made on both gene expression and protein level with various 

techniques. All patients included in the ex vivo study had crystal proven gout, which is the 

golden standard of diagnosis. Moreover, the concentrations of metformin and rapamycin 

used in our experimental settings were derived from real life plasma concentrations of 

these drugs in patients being treated with these drugs in clinical practice. This makes the 

results more relevant to clinical use. A weakness of our study is the small cohort in which 

we performed a retrospective analysis on the effects of metformin on the frequency of 

gout attacks. Although highly informative in the light of our study, these results need to be 

confirmed in a larger prospective study to make way for use of metformin in gout clinical 

practice. In our retrospective study we did not have longitudinal data on glucose status, 

kidney function, treatment adherence and dose escalation, therefore these results should be 

regarded with caution for direct extrapolation to clinical practice without further prospective 

and preferably randomized clinical trials.

As described above, metformin has many potential beneficial effects on the disease course 

in gout. It has properties that inhibit inflammation through the mTOR and NLRP3 pathways, 

it decreases cardiovascular risk and it potentially might be able to directly decrease uric acid 
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levels and gout flares. The currently available drugs are well able to target one of these 

domains, (e.g. allopurinol/colchicine in uric acid lowering, canakinumab for inflammasome 

targeting), however, none of them are able to target all three domains. Up till now, it is not 

clear if any of the currently used drugs reduce cardiovascular and metabolic risk.

A large body of evidence shows that metformin reduces cardiovascular risk and increases 

insulin-sensitivity, reducing the burden of diabetes. Hence, taking also into account the 

favorable drug profile and our observations, we advocate to investigate metformin as an 

add-on therapy for patients with gout in a prospective study to clarify whether metformin is 

able to reduce the burden of gout flares and comorbidities.
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Supplementary Figure 1. Live imaging demonstrates an induction in mortality of monocytes upon MSU 
crystal stimulation which is compensated by treating the cells with rapamycin or metformin. Captures made 
from (A) Classical, (C) Nonclassical and (E) intermediate monocytes collected from one healthy participant that 
were kept unstimulated, stimulated with MSU crystals, MSU crystals with rapamycin and MSU crystals with 
metformin at the time 0 to 7 hours are demonstrated. Captures made every 13 minutes form the same cells were 
analyzed and plotted against the time represented in hours. (B) In Classical monocytes, the survival percentage of 
untreated, stimulated with MSU crystals only and stimulated with combination of MSU crystals and rapamycin or 
metformin was respectively 39.9%,41.2%, 51.2%, 24.9%. This difference as compared to MSU crystal challenged 
cells was significant (P<0.0001). (D) The Nonclassical monocytes that were unstimulated and stimulated with 
MSU crystals and rapamycin or metformin had a cell survival of 57.4%, 40.2% and 50.4% and were all significantly 

E)

F)
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higher as compared to MSU crystal stimulation alone (32.2%) (P<0.0001). (F) Intermediate monocytes that were 
left untreated (31.6%) or treated with a combination of MSU crystals and rapamycin (50%) or metformin (43.2%) 
had a significant higher survival percentage as compared to MSU crystal only (24%) (P<0.0001).

Supplementary Figure 2
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Supplementary Figure 2. Effect of MSU crystals on immune cell subsets of patients with gout and healthy 
participants, in ex-vivo condition. (A) The percentage of the B lymphocytes (P=0.01) and NK cells (P=0.01) are 
higher in patients with gout (N=5) (filled dots). The percentage of total monocytes (P=0.007), Classical monocytes 
(P=0.01) and Intermediate monocytes (P=0.03) are reduced in gout patients as compared to healthy participants 
(N=5) (empty dots).

Supplementary Figure 3
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Supplementary Figure 3. Temporal effect of metformin on NFkB and IL-1β gene expression in MSU 
challenged monocytes. In monocytes of healthy participants (N=5) (A) metformin had an inhibitory effect on 
NFkB in 3 (P=0.027) and 9 (P=0.026) hour stimulation with a trend after 6 (P=0.38) and 12 (P=0.07) hour 
stimulation. Monocytes had an exponentially induced gene expression level of IL-1β upon MSU crystal challenge. 
Metformin reduced this induction significantly in 3 (P=0.023), 9 (P=0.024) and 12 (P=0.041) hour stimulations. 
After 6 hours of stimulation the effect was not significant (P=0.063). White bar represents the monocyte blank 
condition, black bar represents MSU crystal condition and gray bar represents the monocyte samples that were 
challenged with MSU crystal and stimulated with metformin simultaneously.
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Discussion 

The aim of the first part of this thesis was to identify the mechanism(s) underling the aberrant 

CXCL4 production and the role of CXCL4 in fibrosis in patients with SSc. In Chapter 2 

and Chapter 3 we showed how hypoxia together with endogenous TLR stimulation induces 

CXCL4 production in pDCs and moDCs. In Chapter 2 we showed that the combination 

of hypoxia and TLR9 led to an increase of mtROS and consequent stabilization of HIF-2a 

in pDCs. It is known that mtROS are molecules involved in intracellular signalling and are 

capable to induce the production of pro-inflammatory cytokines1. In line with the findings, in 

Chapter 2, mtROS are shown to stabilize HIFs2,3. The HIF factors are involved in different 

cellular processes and they play a crucial role in the immune response4. For example, HIF-

1a has been positively correlated with the production level of pro-inflammatory cytokines 

such IL-6, IL-8 and TNFa5. In contrary to HIF-1a, the role of HIF-2a in pro-inflammatory 

cytokine production has been poorly studied and recent literature indicates its role in 

immunity and in particular the production of cytokines such as TNFa6,7.

In Chapter 2 we showed that HIF-2a, but not HIF-1a is fundamental for the production 

of CXCL4 in healthy pDCs. There is no literature indicating the role of HIF-2a in pro-

inflammatory cytokine production in human and the available insights are limited to TNFa 

production in mouse models7. Here for the first time, we showed the involvement of HIF-

2a in CXCL4 cytokine production level in pDCs. Also, we showed that oxidative state 

and mtROS are increased in patients with SSc. Moreover, a reduction in mtDNA copy 

numbers and an increase in mRNA level of antioxidant factors was observed. These 

observations further corroborate the already known presence of a disbalance in SSc 

oxidative omeostasis8–14. Furthermore, HIF-2a was increased in SSc pDCs both on mRNA 

and protein level. 

For the first time, our studies demonstrate an increase of HIF-2a in SSc pDCs. We believe 

that this confirms and could be explained by chronic hypoxia present in patients with SSc, 
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as HIF-2a, rather than HIF-1a, orchestrates the response to prolonged hypoxia15. In this 

chapter, we showed that the inhibition of mtROS via mitoQ, a specific mtROS inhibitor, 

reduces HIF-2a which downstream reduces CXCL4 production. Accordingly, our results 

demonstrate and pinpoint HIF-2a as an underlying mechanism responsible for CXCL4 

production in SSc and healthy pDCs.

In Chapter 3 we demonstrated that moDCs are also able to produce CXCL4. After being 

co-exposed to hypoxia and TLR3, healthy moDCs produced CXCL4. Following this 

observation, we speculated that moDCs might rely on a different mechanism to orchestrate 

CXCL4 production than the pDCs. In line with our speculation, our results showed that 

in healthy moDCs, a combination of mtROS and both HIF-1a and HIF-2a followed 

CXCL4 production. It is known that regulation and distribution of HIFs is tissue and cell 

specific16. For instance, type II pneumocytes rely only on HIF-2a, while HIF-1a is not 

detectable17. Similarly, subtypes of dendritic cells seem to have differences in HIF-1a and 

HIF-2a mechanism of action since in pDCs, HIF-2a appears to be responsible for CXCL4 

production while in moDCs a combination of HIF-1a and HIF-2a is required to orchestrate 

CXCL4 production. Further in this chapter, we showed that in contrast to pDCs, CXCL4 

production by SSc moDCs is mtROS independent. This observation could be explained by 

hypoxia induced epigenetic modifications during the early phases of the disease. 

Speculating on our results in SSc moDCs, the involvement of both, HIF-1a and HIF-2a in 

CXCL4 production could depend on a different modulatory mechanism. We observed that 

HIF activity is decisive for CXCL4 production level since stabilization of HIF-1a abate the 

quantity of CXCL4 production level.

Taking into account the emerging role of HIF-2a in modulating CXCL4 cytokine production, 

we further explored the effect of HIF-2a on proinflammatory cytokine production in SSc. 

In Chapter 4 we showed that in healthy pDCs, HIF-2a orchestrates IFNa and TNFa 

production, independently of HIF-1a. In SSc pDCs however, a combination of HIF-1a and 

HIF-2a stimulation elicit IFNa, TNFa and IL-8 production. Besides, IL-6 production was 
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elevated upon HIF-2a only. These observations underline the important role of mtROS, 

HIF-2a alone and in combination with HIF-1a in pro-inflammatory cytokine production 

in SSc. Therefore, it is likely to assume that suppressing this mechanism might potentially 

provide a therapeutic target in reducing proinflammatory cytokine production. Interestingly, 

mitoQ and HIF-2a inhibitors are already available on the market. For instance, mitoQ is 

applied in an investigational study to prohibit the accumulation of mtROS during aging18. 

Also, PT2385 (inhibitor of HIF-2a) has been safely used to treat clear cell carcinoma in 

human patients with a promising outcome19.

So far, Chapter 2, 3 and 4 provided an overview of hypoxia induced proinflammatory 

cytokine production through HIF stabilization consequence in particular, and increase in 

production levels of CXCL4, IFNa, TNFa, IL-8 and IL-6 in DCs of patients with SSc. 

Following this line of thought, in Chapter 5, we provided the first proof of concept for 

targeting CXCL4 as pro-fibrotic chemokine. CXCL4 induces collagen production and 

expression of myofibroblast’s markers in endothelial cells, pericytes, adipose stem cell 

as well as fibroblasts. Moreover, upon CXCL4 exposure, endothelial cells and pericytes 

differentiate towards myofibroblasts and initiate collagen production. Also, adipocyte stem 

cells initiate the differentiation towards myofibroblast like cells when exposed to CXCL4 

which might be one of the factors leading to the typical intradermal fat loss observed in SSc 

patients. It is known in literature that hypoxia induces a pro-fibrotic phenotype in fibroblasts 

via HIF induced epigenetic modifications20. Similarly, hypoxia via HIFs can epigenetically 

reprogram monocytes and shift their metabolism in order to prime these cells to react more 

promptly by orchestrating pro-inflammatory immune responce21. Therefore, overlooking 

the literature and our findings, it is likely to assume that the immune cells in SSc are primed 

in a pro-inflammatory environment. As result, pro-fibrotic and pro-inflammatory immune 

cells are therefore overproducing cytokines such CXCL4 (as observed in pDCs and moDCs) 

and IL-8 (in moDCs), even in absence of stimuli. Furthermore, as discussed in Chapter 3 

mtROS could modulate a regulatory mechanism leading to an aberrant overproduction of 

CXCL4 by immune cells. In line with this Cardoso et al., showed that moDCs differentiated 
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in the presence of CXCL4 are subjected to a priming towards a more mature phenotype 

with augmented responsiveness to TLRs22. Therefore, we speculated that high levels of 

CXCL4 present in the circulation of patients with SSc induces the fibrotic process on one 

hand and on the other hand primes the immune cells to express a more pro-inflammatory 

phenotype23. Consequently, a vicious circle is established where hypoxia and inflammation 

induce CXCL4 that maintains the inflammation and promotes HIFs activation which in 

return elevates CXCL4 production.

Taken together, in the first part of this thesis we demonstrated the relevance of CXCL4 

in inflammation and fibrosis, and therefore we believe that downregulation of CXCL4 

by inhibiting HIF-2a would reduce pro-inflammatory cytokine production and as a 

consequence, fibrosis in SSc.

In the second part of this thesis, we focused on the metabolism of SSc patients. In 

Chapter 6 we studied the potential role of circulatory and intracellular metabolites in the 

development of inflammation in SSc. After analysing the plasma from a cohort of twenty 

patients with SSc, we observed multiple metabolic processes to be altered in SSc. The 

majority of those were involving pathways that take place within the mitochondria, such 

as the mitochondrial beta oxidation of short chain fatty acid (FA) and the beta oxidation of 

FA. This observation supports the central role of mitochondria in the pathophysiology of 

SSc as already suggested in literature24 and have been emphasized within the first part of 

this thesis. Furthermore, our results signified that the carnitine synthesis pathway is altered 

in patients with SSc. As discussed in the introduction, carnitine plays a fundamental role 

in the cellular energetic metabolism allowing FA to enter mitochondria and generate ATP 

through fatty acid oxidation (FAO) pathway25. Furthermore, there is a disbalance in the 

ratio of carnitines in the cellular lysates of SSc moDCs as compared with healthy moDCs. 

According to the literature, altered FA metabolism correlate to an altered acyl-carnitine 

composition26, which could explain the aberrant FA metabolism in moDCs derived from 

SSc monocytes.
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In Chapter 6, mass spectrometry analysis on plasma and moDCs lysates of SSc patients 

signified and altered carnitine and FA metabolism. An altered FA metabolism can modulate 

the immune cell’s function towards a proinflammatory setting. According to the literature, 

inhibition of FAO in T helper cells, directs the cell differentiation towards pro-inflammatory 

T helper 1727. Similarly, in monocytes, FA excess can induce a pro-inflammatory phenotype 

whereby the cells become less flexible to the surrounding environment and lose their 

adaptation and plasticity characteristics28,29. Therefore, an altered FA metabolism, as 

observed in SSc, could worsen the disease prognosis and prime a pro-inflammatory set of 

immune cells. In line with this, dysfunction in FAO metabolism has been observed to promote 

renal fibrosis30. Inflammation and FAO, both promote the production of pro-inflammatory 

mediators31–33, and could thereby lead to chronic inflammation and consequent fibrosis.

Further in Chapter 6, we showed that etoposide-induced interference with the carnitine 

intake, could substantiate a reduction in pro-inflammatory cytokine production by immune 

cells. Etoposide, even if known for its use as anti-cancer drug, is capable to inhibit the carnitine 

transporter OCTN234, blocking the carnitine uptake and inhibiting the carnitine dependent 

part of the FAO. Furthermore, recent evidences on etoposide promote administration of 

this drug in combination with corticosteroids or disease modifying anti rheumatic drugs 

(DMARDs) for the treatment of Still’s disease, a condition with rheumatoid arthritis-like 

features35. Taken together, in Chapter 6 we showed that targeting FAO metabolism could 

provide treatment strategy in order to inhibit the chronic inflammation in SSc.

In Chapter 7 we studied the inhibitory effect of the mammalian target of rapamycin (mTOR) 

in MSU crystals stimulated monocytes and whether this could reduce pro-inflammatory 

cytokine production in monocytes. Exposing monocytes to MSU crystal induced the 

expression of mTOR and subsequent upregulation of pro-inflammatory mediators such as 

IL-1β, IL-6, IL-8 and IL-18. Following, MSU crystals induced acute cell death in monocytes 

and activated pro-inflammatory immune response. According to our findings, mTOR 

inhibition by metformin reduced cell death and pro-inflammatory cytokine production 
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emphasizing the role of mTOR in the pro-inflammatory response. Metformin is a drug 

commonly used to treat diabetes type 2. But, recent evidences showed that metformin can 

inhibit NF-κB via the PI3K-Akt1 pathway and reduce pro-inflammatory cytokine (IL-1β, 

IL8, IL-6 and TNFα) production in monocytes and macrophages36,37. Interestingly, mTOR 

is known to activate HIF-1a via Akt1 38,39, therefore, it is interesting to speculate on the 

beneficial effects of metformin in downregulation of chronic inflammation in SSc, given 

its regulatory effect on inflammation via mTOR downstream on HIF-1a. It is known that 

mTOR governs the glucose metabolism via HIF-1α stabilization40 which in differentiating 

monocytes results in establishment of a pro-inflammatory cell-phenotype29. The beneficial 

effect of metabolic reprogramming has already been indicated by Yiming et al., in Lupus. 

More precisely, inhibition of glycolysis and mTOR pathway with 2-DG and metformin, 

Yiming et al., observed downregulating effects on disease phenotype in mice41. Therefore, 

anti-inflammatory properties of metformin via mTOR inhibition and its potential effect on 

HIF-1a might be interesting in downregulation of chronic inflammation in patients with 

SSc. Metformin has been already used in a bleomycin model of SSc and showed promising 

anti-fibrotic effect42, but its effect in SSc patients remains to be studied. 

Taken together, the second part of this thesis delineates the importance and the effect of 

metabolic disturbance in immune cells and eventually on immune response. On one hand 

in Chapter 6 we demonstrate FA and carnitine dysregulation in patients with SSc and that 

the inhibition of FAO could reduce pro-inflammatory cytokines production. On the other 

hand, in Chapter 7 we demonstrated the beneficial effect of mTOR inhibition on cytokine 

production level in stimulated immune cells. Finally, in the second part of this thesis we 

further pinpoint the importance of the metabolism in orchestrating pro-inflammatory 

immune response.
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Future prospective

Inhibition of CXCL4 production represents an important potential target in SSc therapy, 

as the actual therapy is solely based on treating the symptoms and downregulating the 

proinflammatory response. Novel approaches including the immune suppressive therapies 

are introducing molecules capable to interfere with cell signalling such as Tofacitinib, 

an inhibitor of the JAK-STAT signalling pathway. The findings introduced in this thesis 

pinpointing the major role of HIF-2a in orchestrating immune response elucidates its 

potential role as a potential therapeutic target Considering that the small molecules 

designed to target HIF-2a are already available and are introduced in clinical trials in 

cancer treatment. Notably, the safety of inhibiting HIF-2a requires further investigations 

since it might potentially interfere with other metabolic pathways within the immune cells. 

In this regard, recent studies on metformin, a drug with many metabolical effects, showed 

its potential role in diminishing fibrosis in bleomycin mice model. Furthermore, metformin 

interferes with mTOR, a fundamental key player of the immune metabolism that is also 

linked to HIF activation. Therefore, future studies signifying the effect of metformin on 

HIFs regulatory mechanism in immune cells could be of fundamental contribution for the 

treatment of SSc which could diminish the prevalence of disease associated complications, 

increase patient’s quality of life and reduce the burden of economic health costs.

Taken together, when initiating the research presented in this thesis, our aim was to study 

the mechanism underlying CXCL4 production in order to delineate strategies capable of 

suppressing CXCL4 production. Intriguingly we observed that blocking HIF interferes with 

metabolic pathways responsible for CXCL4 production within immune cells. In line with 

this, this approach also inhibited the production of other pro-inflammatory cytokines in 

Vitro. Although anti HIF therapy have already showed promising results in cancer, this 

approach requires further investigations in SSc and similar immune associated diseases.
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Summary

Background

Systemic sclerosis is a rare autoimmune disease with heterogeneous symptoms and 

presentation. The hallmarks of SSc are immune alteration, vascular abnormalities, fibrosis 

and hypoxia. SSc is a poorly understood disease with no available effective cure and 

an unknown pathophysiology. It is generally accepted that an aberrant TLR activation 

and endothelial damage are the first events. Recent studies on SSc identified CXCL4, a 

chemokine mainly produced by pDCs, as a potential biomarker of the disease. CXCL4 has 

also been shown to play an important role in multiple autoimmune diseases and cancer, 

where it has been shown to have pro-inflammatory role.

Immunometabolism is the study of biochemical reactions ongoing within the immune 

cells and recently this field gained interest due to its potential applications. One important 

metabolical pathway in immune cells is the fatty acid oxidation (consumption of fatty acids 

by the cells in order to create energy). Recent studies showed the decisive properties of this 

pathway on polarisation of immune cell development towards a pro- or anti-inflammatory 

phenotype and response. Furthermore, recent knowledge in this field showed that SSc could 

be characterized by an alteration in the fat metabolism.

In this thesis we studied the mechanisms leading to CXCL4 production and its role in 

the fibrotic processes. Furthermore, we looked into the metabolic status of immune cells 

in SSc and assessed pro-inflammatory cytokine production after interfering with cellular 

metabolism.

Aim of this thesis

The aim of this thesis is to determine the underlying mechanisms in aberrant CXCL4 

production and its role in fibrotic processes in SSc. Furthermore, we aimed to further 

investigate on the metabolic status in pathophysiology of SSc.
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Summary of findings

In the first part of this thesis we focussed on the mechanisms responsible for the increased 

CXCL4 production and the role of CXCL4 in fibrotic processes in SSc. In Chapter 2 and 

3 we studied the function of pDCs and moDCs exposed to hypoxia and TLR triggers. We 

observed that hypoxia in combination with endosomal TLR (TLR9 for pDCs and TLR3 

for moDCs) was responsible for CXCL4 production. Furthermore, we observed that in 

healthy cells the production of CXCL4 depends on mitochondrial reactive oxygen species 

(mtROS) increase and hypoxia inducible factor (HIF)-2a stabilization. In Chapter 2 we 

studied the function of SSc pDCs, were we observed that these cells spontaneously produce 

mtROS, HIF-2a and CXCL4. Both in SSc pDCs as well as in healthy cells, we observed 

that the inhibition of either mtROS or HIF-2a reduces CXCL4 production level. In this 

chapter we demonstrated the importance of mtROS and HIF-2a in CXCL4 production in 

patients with SSc. In Chapter 3 we focussed on moDCs, where we demonstrate that healthy 

moDCs (in contrary to pDCs) were able to produce CXCL4 already after being challenged 

with solely hypoxia. We also observed that both HIF-1a and HIF-2a played a role in 

CXCL4 production. Furthermore, we studied the function of SSc moDCs. We observed 

that SSc moDCs produced high level of CXCL4 and, in contrary to healthy moDCs, were 

not mtROS dependant in production of CXCL4. Similarly, to healthy moDCs, CXCL4 

production in SSc moDCs was HIF-1a and HIF-2a dependant. In this study we underlined 

the role of HIF-1a and HIF-2a in CXCL4 production level and hypothesized the presence 

of epigenetic modification in SSc moDCs leading to constitutive stabilisation of HIF-1a 

and HIF-2a as responsible mechanism for elevated CXCL4 production.

Following these findings on HIF-1a and HIF-2a in SSc, in Chapter 4 we studied their 

role in pro-inflammatory cytokines production in pDCs. We observed that TNFa and IFNa 

were both exclusively HIF-2a dependant in healthy pDCs, while SSc pDCs production of 

TNFa, IFNa and IL-8 required both HIF-1a and HIF-2a stimulation. Interestingly, IL-6 

production in SSc pDCs was found to be only HIF-2a dependant. This study pinpoints the 
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role of both HIFs on cytokine production and confirmed the potential features of HIF-2a as 

a therapy target in treatment of SSc.

Finally, in Chapter 5 we studied the effect of CXCL4 on different precursor cells such as 

fibroblasts, endothelial and pericytes. Furthermore, we investigated the role of CXCL4 in 

different in vivo mice models such as bleomycin and transverse aortic constriction models.

In the second part of the thesis we focussed on the metabolical status of SSc. In Chapter 

6 we demonstrated that fatty acids and carnitine composition were altered in SSc and 

this alteration was observed both, in SSc plasma and in moDCs lysates. Furthermore, we 

observed that inhibition of fatty acid oxidation with etoposide shows promising abilities 

in reduction of pro-inflammatory cytokine production in SSc immune cells. Taking these 

observations into consideration, we further studied whether inflammation and fatty acid 

oxidation create a positive feedback loop orchestrating chronic inflammation in SSc.

To further show the importance of metabolism in immune regulation, in Chapter 7 we 

studied the effect of mammalian target of rapamycin (mTOR), a fundamental regulator of 

the metabolism in immune cells, inhibition on stimulated monocytes. We observed that 

inhibition of mTOR with metformin reduces pro-inflammatory cytokine production such as 

IL-1b, IL-6 and TNFa, signifying the potential therapeutic effect of metabolic mediators 

in immune cells.

Concluding remarks

Taken together, the findings of this thesis demonstrate how increased production of pro-

inflammatory cytokines, with the focus on the CXCL4 can be reduced by HIFs interference. 

Furthermore, showing the pro-fibrotic effect of CXCL4 in precursor cells and in different in 

vivo mice models, we pinpoint the potential beneficial effect of blocking this chemokine in 

the treatment of SSc (Figure 1). Finally, we showed that SSc is potentially characterized by 

a disbalance in the fat metabolism and showed potential areas of intervention for therapies.
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Figure 1

Figure 1: schematic representation of the main findings of this thesis
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Nederlandse Samenvatting

Achtergrond

Systemische sclerose is een zeldzame auto-immuunziekte met heterogene symptomen en 

presentatie. De kenmerken van SSc zijn immuunverandering, vaatafwijkingen, fibrose 

en hypoxie. SSc is een slecht begrepen ziekte zonder beschikbare effectieve remedie 

en een onbekende pathofysiologie. Het is algemeen aanvaard dat een afwijkende TLR-

activering en endotheliale schade de eerste gebeurtenissen zijn. Recente studies over SSc 

identificeerden CXCL4, een chemokine die voornamelijk wordt geproduceerd door pDC’s, 

als een potentiële biomarker van de ziekte. Van CXCL4 is ook aangetoond dat het een 

belangrijke rol speelt bij meerdere auto-immuunziekten en kanker, waarvan is aangetoond 

dat het een pro-inflammatoire rol speelt.

Immunometabolisme is de studie van biochemische reacties die gaande zijn in de 

immuuncellen en recent heeft dit veld belangstelling gekregen vanwege de mogelijke 

toepassingen. Een belangrijke metabole route in immuuncellen is de vetzuuroxidatie 

(consumptie van vetzuren door de cellen om energie te creëren). Recente studies toonden 

de beslissende eigenschappen van deze route op polarisatie van de ontwikkeling van de 

immuuncel naar een pro- of ontstekingsremmend fenotype en respons. Bovendien heeft 

recente kennis op dit gebied aangetoond dat SSc kan worden gekenmerkt door een 

verandering in het vetmetabolisme.

In dit proefschrift hebben we de mechanismen bestudeerd die leiden tot de productie van 

CXCL4 en zijn rol in de fibrotische processen. Verder onderzochten we de metabolische 

status van immuuncellen in SSc en beoordeelden pro-inflammatoire cytokineproductie na 

interfereren met cellulair metabolisme.

Doel van dit proefschrift

Het doel van dit proefschrift is het bepalen van de onderliggende mechanismen in afwijkende 
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CXCL4-productie en de rol ervan in fibrotische processen in SSc. Verder wilden we verder 

onderzoek doen naar de metabole status in de pathofysiologie van SSc.

Samenvatting van Bevindingen

In het eerste deel van dit proefschrift hebben we ons gericht op de mechanismen die 

verantwoordelijk zijn voor de verhoogde productie van CXCL4 en de rol van CXCL4 

in fibrotische processen in SSc. In hoofdstuk 2 en 3 hebben we de functie bestudeerd 

van pDC’s en moDC’s die zijn blootgesteld aan hypoxie en TLR-triggers. We zagen dat 

hypoxie in combinatie met endosomale TLR (TLR9 voor pDC’s en TLR3 voor moDC’s) 

verantwoordelijk was voor de productie van CXCL4. Verder hebben we geconstateerd dat 

in gezonde cellen de productie van CXCL4 afhankelijk is van toename van mitochondriale 

reactieve zuurstofspecies (mtROS) en hypoxia induceerbare factor (HIF) -2a stabilisatie. 

In hoofdstuk 2 hebben we de functie van SSc pDC’s bestudeerd, waarbij we zagen dat deze 

cellen spontaan mtROS, HIF-2a en CXCL4 produceren. Zowel in SSc pDC’s als in gezonde 

cellen hebben we vastgesteld dat de remming van mtROS of HIF-2a het productieniveau 

van CXCL4 vermindert. In dit hoofdstuk hebben we het belang aangetoond van mtROS en 

HIF-2a bij de productie van CXCL4 bij patiënten met SSc. In hoofdstuk 3 hebben we ons 

gericht op moDC’s, waar we aantonen dat gezonde moDC’s (in tegenstelling tot pDC’s) al 

in staat waren om CXCL4 te produceren nadat ze alleen met hypoxie werden uitgedaagd. 

We zagen ook dat zowel HIF-1a als HIF-2a een rol speelden bij de productie van CXCL4. 

Verder hebben we de functie van SSc moDC’s bestudeerd. We hebben vastgesteld dat SSc-

moDC’s een hoog CXCL4-niveau produceerden en, in tegenstelling tot gezonde moDC’s, 

niet afhankelijk waren van mtROS bij de productie van CXCL4. Evenzo was de productie 

van CXCL4 in SSc-moDC’s voor gezonde moDC’s HIF-1a en HIF-2a afhankelijk. In deze 

studie onderstreepten we de rol van HIF-1a en HIF-2a in het CXCL4-productieniveau 

en veronderstelden we de aanwezigheid van epigenetische modificatie in SSc moDC’s die 

leiden tot constitutieve stabilisatie van HIF-1a en HIF-2a als verantwoordelijk mechanisme 

voor verhoogde CXCL4-productie.
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Naar aanleiding van deze bevindingen over HIF-1a en HIF-2a in SSc, bestudeerden we in 

hoofdstuk 4 hun rol bij de productie van ontstekingsbevorderende cytokines in pDC’s. We 

zagen dat TNFa en IFNa beide uitsluitend HIF-2a-afhankelijk waren in gezonde pDC’s, 

terwijl SSc pDC’s-productie van TNFa, IFNa en IL-8 zowel HIF-1a- als HIF-2a-stimulatie 

vereiste. Interessant is dat IL-6-productie in SSc-pDC’s alleen HIF-2a-afhankelijk bleek te 

zijn. Deze studie wijst op de rol van beide HIF’s op de productie van cytokine en bevestigde 

de potentiële kenmerken van HIF-2a als een therapiedoel bij de behandeling van SSc.

Tot slot hebben we in hoofdstuk 5 het effect van CXCL4 op verschillende voorlopercellen, 

zoals fibroblasten, endotheel en pericyten, bestudeerd. Verder onderzochten we de rol van 

CXCL4 in verschillende in vivo muizenmodellen zoals bleomycine en transversale aorta 

constrictie modellen.

In het eerste deel van dit proefschrift hebben we ons gericht op de mechanismen die 

verantwoordelijk zijn voor de verhoogde productie van CXCL4 en de rol van CXCL4 

in fibrotische processen in SSc. In hoofdstuk 2 en 3 hebben we de functie bestudeerd 

van pDC’s en moDC’s die zijn blootgesteld aan hypoxie en TLR-triggers. We zagen dat 

hypoxie in combinatie met endosomale TLR (TLR9 voor pDC’s en TLR3 voor moDC’s) 

verantwoordelijk was voor de productie van CXCL4. Verder hebben we geconstateerd dat 

in gezonde cellen de productie van CXCL4 afhankelijk is van toename van mitochondriale 

reactieve zuurstofspecies (mtROS) en hypoxia induceerbare factor (HIF) -2a stabilisatie. 

In hoofdstuk 2 hebben we de functie van SSc pDC’s bestudeerd, waarbij we zagen dat deze 

cellen spontaan mtROS, HIF-2a en CXCL4 produceren. Zowel in SSc pDC’s als in gezonde 

cellen hebben we vastgesteld dat de remming van mtROS of HIF-2a het productieniveau 

van CXCL4 vermindert. In dit hoofdstuk hebben we het belang aangetoond van mtROS en 

HIF-2a bij de productie van CXCL4 bij patiënten met SSc. In hoofdstuk 3 hebben we ons 

gericht op moDC’s, waar we aantonen dat gezonde moDC’s (in tegenstelling tot pDC’s) al 

in staat waren om CXCL4 te produceren nadat ze alleen met hypoxie werden uitgedaagd. 

We zagen ook dat zowel HIF-1a als HIF-2a een rol speelden bij de productie van CXCL4. 
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Verder hebben we de functie van SSc moDC’s bestudeerd. We hebben vastgesteld dat SSc-

moDC’s een hoog CXCL4-niveau produceerden en, in tegenstelling tot gezonde moDC’s, 

niet afhankelijk waren van mtROS bij de productie van CXCL4. Evenzo was de productie 

van CXCL4 in SSc-moDC’s voor gezonde moDC’s HIF-1a en HIF-2a afhankelijk. In deze 

studie onderstreepten we de rol van HIF-1a en HIF-2a in het CXCL4-productieniveau 

en veronderstelden we de aanwezigheid van epigenetische modificatie in SSc moDC’s die 

leiden tot constitutieve stabilisatie van HIF-1a en HIF-2a als verantwoordelijk mechanisme 

voor verhoogde CXCL4-productie.

Naar aanleiding van deze bevindingen over HIF-1a en HIF-2a in SSc, bestudeerden we in 

hoofdstuk 4 hun rol bij de productie van ontstekingsbevorderende cytokines in pDC’s. We 

zagen dat TNFa en IFNa beide uitsluitend HIF-2a-afhankelijk waren in gezonde pDC’s, 

terwijl SSc pDC’s-productie van TNFa, IFNa en IL-8 zowel HIF-1a als HIF-2a stimulatie 

vereiste. Interessant is dat IL-6-productie in SSc-pDC’s alleen HIF-2a afhankelijk bleek te 

zijn. Deze studie wijst op de rol van beide HIF’s op de productie van cytokine en bevestigde 

de potentiële kenmerken van HIF-2a als een therapiedoel bij de behandeling van SSc.

Tot slot hebben we in hoofdstuk 5 het effect van CXCL4 op verschillende voorlopercellen, 

zoals fibroblasten, endotheel en pericyten, bestudeerd. Verder onderzochten we de rol van 

CXCL4 in verschillende in vivo muizenmodellen zoals bleomycine en transversale aorta 

constrictie modellen.

In het tweede deel van het proefschrift hebben we ons gericht op de metabole status van SSc. 

In hoofdstuk 6 hebben we aangetoond dat vetzuren en carnitinesamenstelling in SSc zijn 

veranderd en deze wijziging is zowel in SSc-plasma als in lysaten van moDC’s waargenomen. 

Verder stelden we vast dat remming van vetzuuroxidatie met etoposide veelbelovende 

eigenschappen vertoont in vermindering van pro-inflammatoire cytokineproductie in SSc-

immuuncellen. Rekening houdend met deze waarnemingen hebben we verder onderzocht of 

ontsteking en vetzuuroxidatie een positieve feedbacklus creëren die chronische ontsteking 

orkestreert in SSc.
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Om het belang van metabolisme in immuunregulatie verder aan te tonen, hebben we in 

hoofdstuk 7 het effect bestudeerd van zoogdierdoelwit van rapamycine (mTOR), een 

fundamentele regulator van het metabolisme in immuuncellen, remming van gestimuleerde 

monocyten. We hebben geconstateerd dat remming van mTOR met metformine pro-

inflammatoire cytokineproductie zoals IL-1b, IL-6 en TNFa vermindert, wat het potentiële 

therapeutische effect van metabole mediatoren in immuuncellen betekent.

Slotopmerkingen

Samengevat laten de bevindingen van dit proefschrift zien hoe verhoogde productie van 

pro-inflammatoire cytokines, met de focus op de CXCL4, kan worden verminderd door 

HIF-interferentie. Verder laten we het pro-fibrotische effect van CXCL4 in voorlopercellen 

en in verschillende in vivo muizenmodellen zien, wijzen we op het potentiële gunstige 

effect van het blokkeren van deze chemokine bij de behandeling van SSc (figuur 1). Ten 

slotte hebben we aangetoond dat SSc mogelijk wordt gekenmerkt door een disbalans in het 

vetmetabolisme en mogelijke interventiegebieden voor therapieën laten zien.
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Figuur 1

Figuur 1: schematische weergave van de belangrijkste bevindingen van dit proefschrift
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In few words

Systemic sclerosis (SSc) is a rare autoim-
mune disease with heterogeneous symp-
toms and characterized by immune al-
teration, vascular abnormalities, fibrosis 
and hypoxia. SSc is a poorly understood 
disease with no available effective cure 
and an unknown pathophysiology. Re-
cent studies identified chemokine (C-X-
C-motif) ligand-4 (CXCL4) as a potential 
biomarker produced by pro-inflamma-
tory immune-cells. Besides, alteration in 
fat metabolism has been shown to elicit 

immune-cell polarisation in SSc. 
The aim of this thesis is to explore the 
augmented production of CXCL4 and its 
role in aberrant fibrogenesis in patients 
with SSc. Moreover, the metabolic status 
of fat biology in pathophysiology of SSc 

was further inquired.
In healthy immune-cells CXCL4-pro-
duction depends on mitochondrial reacti-
ve oxygen species and hypoxia inducible 
factor (HIF)-2α stabilization. We obser-
ved that Toll-Like receptor (TLR) trigge-
red upon hypoxic environment is respon-
sible for augmented CXCL4-production 
in SSc. Also, we pinpointed the potential 
beneficial role of HIF-2α stabilization on 
cytokine production and confirmed its po-
tential features as a therapeutic target in 
SSc treatment. Besides, we demonstrated 
that fatty acids and carnitine composition 
were altered in SSc and demonstrated 
that inhibiting fatty acid oxidation abates 
pro-inflammatory cytokine production 
in immune-cells of SSc patients. Finally, 
we observed that inhibition of mamma-
lian target of rapamycin (mTOR), with 
metformin reduces pro-inflammatory 
cytokine production, signifying the po-
tential therapeutic effect of metabolic me-

diators in immune cells.
Taken together, targeting TLR stimula-
tion, HIF-2α stabilization and fatty acid 
oxidation inhibits aberrant cytokine and 
CXCL4-production in immune cells and 
metformin treatment can contribute in 
reducing pro-inflammatory cytokine pro-

duction in patients with SSc.

In het kort

Systemische sclerose (SSc) is een zeldzame 
auto-immuunziekte met heterogene symp-
tomen en wordt gekenmerkt door immuun 
veranderingen, vaatafwijkingen, fibrose en 
hypoxie. SSc is een aandoening zonder ef-
fectieve genezing met een onbekende pa-
thofysiologie. Recente studies hebben che-
mokine (C-X-C-motief) ligand-4 (CXCL4) 
geïdentificeerd als een potentiële biomarker 
die wordt geproduceerd door pro-inflam-
matoire immuuncellen. Bovendien is aange-
toond dat veranderingen in het vetmetaboli-
sme de polarisatie van immuuncellen in SSc 

opwekken.
Het doel van dit proefschrift is om de verho-
ogde productie van CXCL4 en zijn rol in 
afwijkende fibrogenesis bij patiënten met 
SSc te onderzoeken. Daarnaast, werd de me-
tabole status van vetbiologie in de pathofy-

siologie van SSc nader onderzocht.
In gezonde immuuncellen is de CXCL4-pro-
ductie afhankelijk van mitochondriale re-
actieve zuurstofspecies en hypoxie-indu-
ceerbare factor (HIF) -2α-stabilisatie. We 
hebben waargenomen dat Toll-Like receptor 
(TLR) die wordt geactiveerd in een hypoxi-
sche omgeving verantwoordelijk is voor 
een verhoogde CXCL4-productie in SSc. 
We hebben ook de potentiële gunstige rol 
van HIF-2α-stabilisatie op de cytokinepro-
ductie vastgesteld en de potentiële kenmer-
ken ervan als therapeutisch mogelijkheid 
bij SSc-behandeling aangetoond. Daarnaast 
hebben we bewezen dat vetzuren en car-
nitine-samenstelling in SSc zijn veranderd 
en dat het remmen van vetzuuroxidatie de 
pro-inflammatoire cytokineproductie in im-
muuncellen van SSc-patiënten vermindert. 
Tenslotte hebben we vastgesteld dat remmen 
van het mammalian target van rapamycine 
(mTOR) met metformine de pro-inflamma-
toire cytokineproductie vermindert, wat het 
potentiële therapeutische effect van metabo-

le mediatoren in immuuncellen aangeeft.
Samengenomen, reguleren van TLR-stimu-
latie, HIF-2α-stabilisatie en vetzuuroxidatie 
remt afwijkende cytokine- en CXCL4-pro-
ductie in immuuncellen en behandeling met 
metformine kan bijdragen aan het vermin-
deren van pro-inflammatoire cytokinepro-

ductie bij patiënten met SSc.ISBN 978-94-6380-841-5
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